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Abstrat
Weakly interating massive partiles (WIMPs) are among the leading an-
didates for the dark matter (DM) omponent in the Universe. The thesis
presents a review of the urrent status of the DM problem, foussing on
the WIMP paradigm and disussing motivations, properties, examples, and
detetion prospets.
As a novel approah to detet WIMP dark matter, we analyze the multi
wavelength signals indued by WIMP pair annihilations in DM halos. We
perform, in partiular, a systemati study on the Galati enter (GC) region
for a generi WIMP senario. Depending on the unertainties of the astro-
physial environment, we disuss spetral and angular features, and sketh
orrelations among signals in the dierent energy bands. We nd that none
of the omponents whih have been assoiated to the GC soure Sgr A
∗
,
nor the diuse emission omponents from the GC region, have spetral or
angular features typial of a DM soure. Still, data-sets at all energy bands
ontribute to plae signiant onstraints on the WIMP parameter spae.
We turn then to a spei WIMP model, showing how to embed a viable
WIMP dark matter andidate in a vedimensional (5D) theory with a non-
universal at extra-dimension. In a large fration of the parameter spae,
the rst KaluzaKlein (KK) mode of a 5D Abelian gauge eld is the lightest
KK partile odd under a ertain disrete Z2 symmetry, whih had been
introdued to improve the naturalness of the model. Eletroweak bounds
fore the mass of this partile above the TeV sale, in a range at whih
the pair annihilation rate would be to too small to provide a thermal reli
abundane ompatible with the DM density in the Universe today; on the
other hand, "oannihilations" in the early Universe with other KK partiles
of the model, whih are strongly interating and nearly degenerate in mass
with the DM andidate, lead naturally to the orret reli density.
For suh a heavy WIMP dark matter andidate, detetion is espeially
hard. The related multi-wavelength emission at the GC is expeted to be
faint, unless a signiant enhanement of the DM density is present in the
entral region of the Milky Way. If this is the ase, and depending on few
additional assumptions, we nd that next-generation gamma-ray and wide-
eld radio observations an test the model, possibly even with the detetion
of the indued monohromati gamma-ray emission.
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Prefae
Before of my diploma ourses, I was unaware that the 96% of the energy
ontent of the Universe is ommonly onsidered to be dark, or better, un-
known (maybe, even beause it was not well established yet). The fat that
the ordinary matter onstitutes less than the 4% was, for me, a puzzling
and amazing disovery. Cosmologial arguments drove me towards the dark
matter (DM) subjet.
On the other hand, my formation as undergraduated student proeeded
stritly on the partile physis side. The onvergene to astropartile physis
beame foreseeable. Atually, it was ompleted during the introdutory
ourses in my rst year at SISSA. In this ontext, I also beame fully aware
about the great potentialities for astropartile studies at the present time.
The main sope of this thesis is to report most of the work done in the
subsequent three years, ontextualizing it in its general ground, namely, the
weakly interating massive partile (WIMP) DM framework.
The outline of the thesis is as follows: In the Introdution, we review dark
matter (DM) gravitational evidenes on osmologial, luster and galati
sales. Proposed solutions are disussed, fousing on theories of modied
gravity and baryoni and non-baryoni DM.
In Chapter 2, we onentrate on the WIMP DM senario. WIMPs an
arise in many extensions to the standard model (SM) of partile physis and
easily t in the standard osmologial senario, being a thermal reli om-
ponent. We disuss the basis of the WIMP paradigm, drawing partiular
attention to the hemial and kineti deouplings in the primordial Universe.
Examples of WIMP models and observational prospets are outlined.
Chapter 3 is devoted to multi-wavelength indiret signals of WIMP an-
nihilations. We fous, in partiular, on the innermost region of the Galaxy
and summarize urrently available observations on the Galati enter. The
DM soure and the related mehanisms of photon prodution are desribed.
We ompute the approximate salings of the multiwavelength spetrum and
perform the full treatment for some benhmark models. Then, we ompare
the DMindued signal with the present limits and with the projeted on-
straints of forthoming experiments. Finally, the ases of galaxy lusters,
dwarf spheroidal galaxies and galati lumps are briey disussed.
In Chapter 4, we outline possible solutions for the gauge hierarhy prob-
v
vi
lem of the SM in the ontext of extra-dimension senarios, with partiular
attention devoted to models whih an simultaneously aount for the DM
ontent in the Universe. We present a reently proposed DM andidate.
Some ingredients of the model, namely, the symmetry making the WIMP
stable and the mass spetrum, are extensively disussed. We ompute the
reli density for two dierent senarios and we add some remarks about the
netuning. Prospets for the detetion of the WIMP andidate through the
multi-wavelength signals indued by annihilations at the GC are highlighted.
Various details regarding the Feynman rules in the model, a oneloop mass
splitting omputation, and the list of all proesses relevant for the reli den-
sity alulation are ontained in the appendies.
Chapter 5 onludes.
I should greatly thank my Ph.D. supervisor, my family, my girlfriend, my
friends, et.. An enormous amount of people have ontributed to this thesis
with their support and in various ways. Moreover, it's not falling into the
banal to mention that most of our thoughts, atual possibilities, and quality
of life are based on the eorts and thoughts of billions of persons during the
past and present time. Aording to me, aknowledgments are intrinsially
a partial and suspi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edure.
Nevertheless, it's very nie to remember people who stayed more diretly
and deeply in ontat with me during these four years at SISSA. On the
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Chapter 1
Introdution
The denition of the onept of matter has historially undergone many
transformations and muh debate. For the ommon sense, the term matter
1
identies that out of whih anything is made or omposed. Plato introdues
a dihotomy between matter (related to raw material, imperfet) and shape
(related to ideals, namely to God, and perfet), whih, with mutated forms
and rened treatments, has beame reurrent in epistemology. Applied to
human beings, this sounds as the more familiar distintion between body
(material, mortal, and ausally determined) and soul (ideal, immortal, and
endowed with free will).
Aording to Desartes, we know only what is in our own onsiousnesses.
The question of the real and the ideal, namely the question onerning what
in our knowledge is objetive and what subjetive, led in Western philosophy
to the opposition between idealism, whih relates our knowledge to subje-
tive mental ideas, and materialism, where the real has an absolute objetive
existene. Most of the formulations of the latter imply redutionism, aord-
ing to whih a phenomenon onsidered at one level of desription, an be
expressed in terms of other phenomena at a more general and fundamental
level.
Exposing us to several ritiisms, we an say that any physiist impli-
itly adopts a materialist perspetive in the day-to-day work. The opposite
of matter (res extensa) is not spirit (res ogitans), but rather anti-matter,
where, atually, the oneptual symmetry matter/antimatter inludes the
latter in an extended denition of matter. General relativity (GR) and
quantum eld theory (QFT) (whih onstitute the theoretial ground of
this thesis) have modied the traditional onept of matter. Indeed, stritly
speaking, from a partile physis point of view, matter means a fermioni
spin one-half partile. Interations are desribed through exhanges of other
partiles, the gauge bosons. Even keeping away from the question of how
1
The word matter omes from the Latin materia, whih meaning was wood for building,
opposed to lignum, namely the wood for fuel
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this is a way to desribe the reality or the reality itself, this formulation an
be easily aommodate in a materialist theory, by enlarging the traditional
denition of matter. This is denitively required also by the ompelling ev-
idene for a new form of matter whih is arisen in the last deades. This is
the dark matter (DM).
The rst laim for the existene of DM, in the modern sense, was done by
Zwiky in 1933 [1℄. He derives this onlusion by observing an unexpetedly
large veloity dispersion in the Coma luster. A missing mass problem in
lusters of galaxies was also found in Virgo in 1936 [2℄. On the other hand,
initially, few astronomers paid attention to these results. The inredibly
small number of itations (probably around 15 [3℄) of the Zwiky's paper
before the late 70's was not only due to the fat that it was written in German
and published in a not so popular journal. Many alternative explanations
were invoked for the mentioned phenomena. Only a lear determination of
the luster properties, like the hot gas mass from its X-ray radiation, and a
ompelling evidene for the presene of DM in individual galaxies [4, 5℄, make
the DM hypothesis to be investigated in depth. Nowadays, observations of
the osmi mirowave bakground (CMB) anisotropies strongly suggest the
presene of a osmologial relevant amount of old dark matter, where the
term old refers to slowly moving partiles.
So far, the evidenes for DM are gravitational evidenes (restriting,
onservatively, on experimental results and interpretations having a wide
onsensus). Suh results require a solution either in the modiation of the
laws of gravitation or in the predition of an unseen form of matter. To some
extent, the ase of DM is analogous to past ontroversies about deviations
of the planetary motions from the expeted orbits. The rst solution is
suessful, e.g., in the ase of Merury, leading to GR, while the seond
approah, applied to Uranus, led to the Neptune disovery.
Currently, the DM hypothesis is introdued to explain some gravitational
anomalies extending from osmologial to galati sales. In this respet, any
of the theory of modied gravity proposed so far show, for various reasons,
some drawbaks. Moreover, partile DM an be embedded in most of the
models proposed to solve partile physis issues.
The forthoming years will be very promising and attrative for sheding
light on the DM hypothesis. More than 15 experiments aimed to the diret
detetion of DM partiles are urrently running or under onstrution. Few
days ago, the Large Hadroni Collider (LHC) [6℄ started the ommissioning
phase with beam; it will test extensions to the standard model (SM) of
partile physis up to energies of few TeV. Spae satellite experiments and
ground based telesopes are going to probe dierent DM indued signals
from astrophysial strutures with highly improved sensitivities and angular
resolutions. The next generation of CMB experiments an reonstrut the
primordial density distribution of DM.
The hallenge for the disovery of the elusive nature of dark matter is in
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Figure 1.1: Left Panel: The Cosmi Triangle [7℄. This triangle represents the
three key osmologial parameters (Ωm, ΩΛ , and Ωk), where eah point in the
triangle satises the sum rule Ωm + ΩΛ + Ωk = 1. The observational onstraints
from measurements at low redshift (lusters), intermediate redshift (SNe), and high
redshift (CMB) are shown by the three olor bands. They selet the so alled
ΛCDM model, with Ωm ≃ 1/4, ΩΛ ≃ 3/4, and Ωk = 0. Right Panel: Temperature
angular power spetrum versus multiple moment, from WMAP 5-year, ACBAR,
Boomerang, and CBI data. The red urve is the best-t ΛCDM model to the
WMAP data. Figure from [8℄.
a promising era.
1.1 Gravitational Evidenes
1.1.1 Dark Matter on Cosmologial Sales
During the last deade, our understanding of osmology have experiened
tremendous progresses, allowing to distinguish among osmologial models,
as shown in Fig. 1.1a. As a ornerstone, the measurement of the power
spetrum of osmi mirowave bakground anisotropies (Fig. 1.1b) led to
a detailed determination of osmologial parameters. The total amount of
energy in the Universe, Ωtot
2
, an be inferred through the positions of peaks
in the spetrum (in partiular of the rst peak). Indeed, the peaks appear
at harmonis of the the sound horizon sale at last sattering. The ratio
between the measured apparent angular sale (∼ 0.6 degree) and the physial
sale depends on the urvature of the Universe, whih is in turn indued
by the total amount of energy. Latest results extrated by the WMAP
2
Cosmologial energy densities are often expressed in terms of Ωih
2 = ρi/ρc h
2
, where
ρi is the energy density of a speies of partile i , ρc = 1.879×10−29h2g/cm3 is the ritial
density (i.e., implying Ω = 1), and h = 0.730 ± 0.019 is the Hubble onstant in units of
100 kms−1 Mpc−1.
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ollaboration from CMB data alone have found Ωtot to be ompatible
3
with
one (Ωtot = 1 − Ωk = 1.01 ± 0.01 [9℄), namely a strong indiation for a
Universe with at geometry. The onstraint on the geometry beomes muh
more stringent (Ωtot = 1.0052± 0.0064 [10℄) ombining CMB measurements
with other osmologial observations, like Supernovae type Ia (see below),
sine there is a degeneray with the distane of the last sattering surfae,
namely with the expansion rate of the Universe.
Baryons inrease the eetive mass of the photon-baryon uid and make
the uid fall deeper in the potential well. This hanges the relative strength
of the peaks. Indeed, the amplitudes of the odd peaks (due to ompressions)
beome enhaned relative to the even peaks (due to rarefations). Moreover,
a subdominant Doppler eet indiates a signiant baryon ontent, whih
inreases the eetive mass, reduing the veloity of the osillations. The
ratio between the rst and the seond peaks of the CMB anisotropy spetrum
an be therefore exploited to determine the baryon density, whih is found
to be Ωbh
2 = 0.02273± 0.00062 [9℄ (hereafter, we report parameters derived
from the 6 parameter ΛCDM model).
The eet of DM is to inrease the potential wells and, thus, to boost
the odd peaks, assoiated to adiabati and gravitational density utuations.
Moreover, radiation deayed potential wells in the radiation era and this
would eliminate alternating peak heights. This eet depends strongly on
the ratio between matter and radiation, i.e., on the epoh of matter-radiation
equality. The amplitude of the third peak, ompared with the rst and
seond, strongly onstrains the DM density: ΩCDMh
2 = 0.1099 ± 0.0062 [9℄
(the aronym CDM refers to old dark matter, whose properties will be
disussed in Setion 1.3.2)
The rst point we have to note is that the total matter density Ωm =
0.258± 0.030 is denitively dierent from Ωb at a very high preision. Most
of the matter omponent in the Universe is not protons or neutrons or any
kind of matter deteted in aelerator experiments so far.
Aousti osillations, arising in the photon-baryon plasma from the om-
petition between gravitational attration and gas pressure, are imprinted on
the distribution of matter, traed by the distribution of galaxies. Baryon
aousti osillations (BAO) in the three-dimensional matter power spetrum
were reently deteted at low redshift in the 2dFGRS and Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS) galaxy samples, with the latest SDSS data-preision (sur-
veys of 700, 000 galaxy redshifts) allowing to determine osmologial param-
eters [11℄. They are onsistent with the CMB data, and the Ωm extrated
onrms the need for non-baryoni DM. The osillations leave their imprint
on very large sales, roughly 100 Mp/h, and this agreement seems to indi-
ate that struture formation on these sales is rather well understood.
3
This value assumes a 7 parameter model, namely the standard 6 parameter ΛCDM
model plus allowing a non-zero urvature.
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Another important way to determine the baryon density of the Universe
is based on Big-Bang Nuleosynthesis (BBN), namely the synthesis of light
nulei (i.e., D,
3
He,
4
He,
7
Li) in the primordial Universe. At present, ob-
servations of these nulei in a variety of astrophysial sites (stars, Gala-
ti and extragalati HII regions, et.) have allowed quite preise esti-
mates of their primordial abundanes, providing a stringent onstraint to
Ωb (for a review on BBN, see e.g., [12℄ and referene therein). The inferred
value is onsistent with the baryon density obtained from the CMB data,
Ωbh
2 = 0.0216± 0.0020. This fat gives us ondene about the estimate of
the baryoni ontent of the Universe, sine the two data refer to very dier-
ent epohs: T ∼ 0.1 eV for CMB and T ∼ 1 MeV for BBN (see the history
of the Universe in Se. 2.2.1).
Supernovae (SN) are among the most important osmologial distane
indiator. The total energy density of the Universe an be inferred through
magnitude measurements for objets distant enough so that the spatial ur-
vature an aets the result in a sizable way. SN type Ia, disovered at red-
shifts larger than 0.3, onstitutes a very useful tool for this investigation. SN
observations imply that the expansion of the Universe is aelerating [13, 14℄,
and point toward the presene of a form of energy (i.e., the dark energy)
responsible for it (whose osmologial density is denoted by ΩΛ). Putting
together SN type Ia, BAO and WMAP data, ΩCDMh
2 = 0.1143±0.0034 [10℄.
Another ontribution in improving onstraints on osmologial parame-
ters, an be given by Lyman-α (Lyα) forest observations (i.e., the absorption
observed in distant quasar spetra, aused by neutral hydrogen in the inter-
galati medium). It an probe the matter power spetrum at high redshift,
providing information on smaller sales. Present data are onsistent with
the ΛCDM piture [15℄.
1.1.2 Dark Matter on Cluster Sales
In 1933, the Swiss astrophysiist Fritz Zwiky [1℄ estimated the mass of
Coma luster, by measuring the veloity dispersion (through the Doppler
eet assoiated to the observed redshift) of some galaxies in the luster and
applying the virial theorem. Measuring the total brightness of the luster, he
found a mass-to-light ratio exeeding by two orders of magnitude the ratio
in the solar neighborhood. He was the rst inferring, based on experimental
evidenes, the existene of an invisible form of matter, holding the luster
together.
Today the mass of a luster an be estimated through three independent
methods: the motion of galaxies in the luster (i.e., through the dispersion
veloity, as Zwiky did), gravitational lensing and thermal X-ray emissions
(whih an provide the temperature of the hot intra-luster gas).
GR predits light deetion in presene of a gravitational eld. By ob-
serving the distorsion in the image of some bakground objets indued by
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the gravitational potential of a luster, one an infer the luster mass gen-
erating suh a lensing phenomenon. If the lens is strong enough to form
multiple images or giant ars, this eet is alled strong gravitational lens-
ing. In the weak lensing regime, on the other hand, the bakground objets
are still strethed and magnied, but by small amounts whih are hard to
measure. However, the presene of a luster mass an be deteted, looking
at the systemati alignment of bakground soures around the lensing mass.
A list of lusters, that had their dark matter ontent measured using weak
gravitational lensing, is reported in the ompilation of [16℄.
For rih luster, the mass an be also inferred by measuring the tem-
perature of the gas through its X-ray emission. The intensity of the latter
traes the gas density, whih is the dominant baryoni omponent of lus-
ters. Considering hydrostati equilibrium, the balane between gravity and
pressure leads to a relation between the luster mass enlosed within the
radial distane r and the temperature T. Assuming the mentioned baryoni
mass, it reads: kT ∼ 1.5 keV M(r)
1014M⊙
1Mpc
r . The observed temperature (T∼
10 keV) is inompatible with this estimate, implying a DM omponent.
If there are no mehanism other than gravitational ollapse for organizing
matter on large sales, then the fration of matter (and baryons) in lusters,
whih form in the present epoh, should be representative of the osmi
average. There is good agreement among the mentioned estimators for the
mass of lusters [17℄, leading to Ωm ≃ 0.2 − 0.3, whih is onsistent with
osmologial onstraints. This value implies a osmi mass-to-light ratio
ρm/ρL ∼ 400hM⊙/L⊙, where ρL ∼ 5 · 10−4L⊙/M⊙ ρc/h is the luminosity
density of the Universe. Inluding the ontribution of their DM halo, galaxies
have a typial mass-to-light ratio ρm/ρL ∼ 10hM⊙/L⊙. Therefore, it turns
out that galaxies ontribute less than 3% to the mass ontent of the Universe
and DM appears mostly distributed in large sale strutures.
In August 2006, Clowe et al. [18℄ reported a ompelling (probably the
most ompelling on luster sale) evidene for DM. They observed the so-
alled Bullet luster (1E0657-558), a very massive system onsisting of a
main luster whih has been reently rossed, at a very high speed, by a
satellite luster (namely, the bullet). During the merger, the dynamis of
galaxies within eah of the two lusters, observable in visible light, was not
greatly altered. As expeted, galaxies behave as a ollisionless uid. The hot
gases (i.e., the dominant mass omponent in the two sub-lusters), deteted
by their X-rays emission, dramatially slow down sine eletromagneti in-
terations, generating an oset from the galaxies toward the enter of the
system. By gravitational lensing of bakground objets, they mapped the
gravitational potential. In theories of modied gravity, it would be expeted
to trae the plasma distribution (i.e., the ollisional omponent). However,
the lensing is strongest in two separated regions, near the visible galaxies.
This has been onsidered as a lear indiation of the existene of ollisionless
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DM.
An independent method for estimating the baryoni fration in lusters
is the Sunyaev-Zel'dovih eet (SZE). A small fration of CMB photons are
heated by inverse Compton sattering with intra-luster eletrons, distorting
the Plank blak-body spetrum. In Bullet luster, the SZE map has a
broadly similar morphology to that in existing X-ray maps.
1.1.3 Dark Matter on Galati Sales
Rotation veloity (RC) for rotationally supported galaxies (e.g., spirals) or
veloity dispersion for pressure supported galaxies (e.g., elliptials and dwarfs
spheroidal) an be exploited to estimate the kinematial mass of the system
(assuming Newtonian gravitation). Luminosity measurements an then de-
termine the mass-to-light ratio.
For spirals, RCs an be traed using optial (Hα) observations for the
inner part and radio (HI lines) data at large radii. Aording to Newtonian
dynamis and assuming that mass in galaxies traes the distribution of stars
and gas, spiral galaxies show a disrepany between the predited orbital
speed vr and the observed one. The predited rotational veloity for stars
is:
vr(r) =
√
GM(r)
r
, (1.1)
where G is the Newton's onstant, r is the distane from the enter of the
galaxy and M is the mass of the galaxy inside r. Newtonian gravitation
predit that rotation urves should fall as r−1/2 outside the bright parts of
galaxies (where M(r) ≃ onst.). As rst pointed out by Rubin et al. [4℄
(and onrmed by Bosma [5℄) in the late 70's, the RC of disk galaxies does
not show suh Keplerian fall-o in orrespondene to the stellar and gas
distribution fall-o. The most intuitive explanation is the presene of an
invisible mass omponent. Moreover, a DM halo appeared to be essential
to dynamially explain the stability of the disk of spiral galaxies. Indeed,
without being embedded within massive halos, self-gravitating disks lead to
bar instabilities.
At the time of writing, many hundreds of RCs of spiral galaxies have
been analyzed (for a reent review on DM in spiral galaxies, see, e.g., [19℄
and referenes therein). In few tens of them, the observations are free from
most of the experimental bias and non-axisymmetri disturbanes. In these
galaxies, the observable quantity, namely, the projetion on the line of sight
of the tangential veloity, has been identied with vr with very high preision.
The omponent of the veloity non-related to the entral potential is found
to be negligible and the measured veloity represents a good traer for the
gravitational potential. At the present time, the presene of DM in spiral
galaxies is very well established.
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RCs in spirals an be generally represented, out to their virial radius, by
a universal funtion of radius; the spherial halo mass, eventually involving
few other quantities, determines at any radii the irular veloity of any
spiral.
An example of RC is shown in Fig. 1.2. Spiral galaxies have three lumi-
nous omponents: a stellar bulge, a thin stellar disk and an extended thin
gas disk. The irular veloity is obtained by summing in quadrature the
luminous and halo ontributions. The reonstrution of RCs for galaxy with
a signiant bulge omponent an be hard to be performed. The mass (and
thus the potential) of the gas omponent an be diretly inferred through its
HI line emissions. The veloity indued by the gravitational potential asso-
iated to the stellar disk is usually desribed with one free parameter, whih
is tted by observation of RCs. However, it is also quite strongly onstrained
by tting their spetral energy distribution with spetro-photometri models.
As shown in Fig. 1.2, the latter is often the dominant luminous omponent
in the inner part, while in the outer region gas an dominate.
First observations of spirals seemed to indiate a nearly onstant vr at
large radii and it had suggested a halo distribution ρ ∝ r−2, i.e. an isother-
mal prole. On the other hand, it has been now established that only a
minority of the observed RCs of spirals are asymptotially at. The RC
slope has found to take values from 1 to -1/2 (Newtonian) [19℄.
If elliptial galaxies originate from major mergers of spiral galaxies, then
they should possess dark matter halos. However, for ordinary elliptials, the
piture is more ontroversial than for spirals, even beause lak of veloity
traers at large distanes from the enter (bright planetary nebulae provide
a tool for extrating the veloity dispersion). Nevertheless, while appearing
with lower mass-to-light ratios, measurements of elliptials still indiate a
DM ontent [20℄.
The so-alled Low-Surfae-Brightness galaxies (LSB) are the most inter-
esting galaxies for DM studies, sine their mass density is probably dom-
inated by DM in all regions, and the disentanglement between dark and
luminous omponents beomes easier. Most LSB are dwarf galaxies. Very
reently, based on SDSS observations on a large number of extremely low-
luminosity satellites of Milky Way and M31, the DM hypothesis in dwarf
spheroidal (dSph) galaxies has been strengthened [21℄. DSphs generally on-
sist of a stellar population, with little gas and dust omponents (for a review
on dSph, see,e.g., [22℄). The mass distribution generating the gravitational
potential of a ollisionless system like a stellar population ould be inferred
solving the Boltzmann equation. It requires position and veloity of sev-
eral stars and it is not usually applyable to dSph galaxies. Projeting the
6D phase spae density into a set of 3D funtions (momenta of the veloity
distribution), one an derive the Jeans equation, that is the equation for
the rst momentum, namely the veloity dispersion. Assuming statiity and
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Figure 1.2: Left Panel: Rotation urve of the spiral galaxy NGC 3198. Contribu-
tions from gas, disk and DM halo are shown with dotted, dashed and dash-dotted
lines, respetively. From Ref. [24℄. Right Panel: Milky Way RC at large radii: The
solid line is the best-t irular veloity urve onstruted by a ombination of stel-
lar bulge, disk and NFW DM prole. The large symbols are the irular veloity
estimates. For details, see Ref. [25℄.
spherial symmetry, it takes the form:
GM(r)
r
ν(r) + 2β(r)ν(r)σ2r + r
∂
∂r
[ν(r)σ2r ] = 0 , (1.2)
where σr is the radial veloity dispersion (obtained from the observed line-
of-sight veloity dispersion), ν is the stellar density prole and β = 1−σ2θ/σ2r
is the veloity anisotropy, with σθ being the tangential veloity dispersion.
Having measured σr and traed the stellar population, the determination
of the mass distribution still requires a guess for the anisotropy of stellar
veloity. It is very weakly onstrained by other observations and simulations.
The simplest hoie is to assume β to be a onstant parameter. The skethed
proedure leads to a ompelling evidene for a mass disrepany in dSph
galaxies and the onlusion is not ruially aeted by the unertainty on β.
Further, gravitational lensing and X-ray observations provide evidenes
for DM on galati sale, and we refer the interested readers to, e.g., Ref. [23℄
(and referenes therein).
Milky Way
Our loation within the Galaxy allows to probe some properties of the Milky
Way in a unique way, inluding its mass ontent and the shape of the DM
halo. On the other hand, the position ompliates some measurements, suh
as, for example, the extended rotation urve of gas in its disk.
The methods exploited in order to quantify the halo mass prole inlude
the veloity dispersion prole of the traer populations, the esape veloity
and the irular veloity urve. Very reently, the RC at radii between
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7.5 and 60 kp was mapped by the SDSS ollaborations [25℄, using blue
horizontal-branh halo stars as kinemati traers. For the inner RC, we
refer to the CO-survey reported in [26℄. Suh RCs (and esape veloity
data as well) annot put, however, very stringent onstraints or denitively
disriminate between halo models.
As shown in Fig. 1.2b, the irular veloity estimated in [25℄ varies mildly
with radius, dropping from ∼ 220 km s−1 at 10 kp to ∼ 170 km s−1 at 50
kp. Assuming a halo prole following the Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) [27℄
form (see Eq. 1.10), the mass enlosed within 60 kp, onstrained quite
diretly by the data, is found to beM(< 60kpc) ∼ 4.0·1011M⊙. Applying the
virial theorem, one an estimate the virial mass Mvir =
4pi
3 ∆virΩmρcr
3
vir =
0.8−0.9·1012M⊙ (with∆vir ≃ 340 being the virial overdensity [28℄), the virial
radius is rvir ∼ 260 kp and the onentration parameter c = rvir/r−2 ∼ 12
(with r−2 being the radius at whih the eetive logarithmi slope of the
prole is -2).
The issue related to the presene of sub-halos in the Galaxy is ontrover-
sial. We postpone the disussion to Se. 1.3.2.
1.2 Dark matter or modied gravity?
The rst lear and inontestable evidene for a disrepany between the
measured mass and gravitational aeleration was pointed out on galati
sales [4, 5℄. The orbital speed of stars vr provides an estimation for the mass
interior to r in spiral galaxies, as we have already seen in Eq. 1.1. During
the 80's a lot of data on spirals with inreasing preision pointed towards a
gravitational anomaly. The debate on the two possible solutions, namely a
modiation of the Newtonian dynamis and the predition of an invisible
halo of matter, had initially foused on galati sale. Subsequent ompelling
evidenes for a mass disrepany at luster and osmologial sales, ask for
updates and revisions of models with modied gravity. The debate, between
supporters of DM and of modied gravity, started half of a entury ago, is
still going on. The number of proposed theories of gravity is very large. I
will mention a few examples.
1.2.1 MOND
In the regime of strong gravitational elds or large veloities, Newtonian
gravitation shows many drawbaks. In fat, it is usually onsidered as an
approximation of a more fundamental theory, known as general relativity
(see Setion 1.2.3 for a lass of modiation of GR). In galaxies, the speeds
are low ompared to the light speed, and the gravitational elds are weak,
thus in a regime where GR tends to the Newtonian limit. Alternatives to
the DM paradigm are thus mere modiations of Newtonian dynamis, in
the regime of aeleration below a ertain value.
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Conrete attempts for onstrution of suh kind of theories have been put
forward sine few deades. Most of them regarded gravitation as a linear
interation, with the strength of the eld proportional to its soure mass.
They turned out to be inompatible with the Tully-Fisher (TF) relation.
The rotation veloity and the blue band luminosity of a galaxy are highly
orrelated. The TF law states that, for disk galaxies, the luminosity in the
near infrared band, a good traer of stellar mass, is proportional to the fourth
power of the rotation veloity in the at part of the RC, with a universal
proportionality onstant. It turns out that any linear gravity, even if non-
Newtonian, is inompatible with the TF law (without invoking DM) [29℄.
In 1983, Milgrom [30℄ proposed a modiation of Newtonian dynamis
(MOND) with a non-linear harater of gravity already at the non-relativisti
level. Sine the mentioned mass disrepanies are observed when the en-
tripetal aeleration of stars and gas louds in the outer part of spiral galaxies
falls below a x value, Milgrom's proposal states that gravity does not fol-
low the predition of Newtonian dynamis for aeleration smaller than a
ertain value a0 (now xed to a0 ≃ 1.2 · 10−8 m s−2) and the Newtonian
aeleration aN is related to the aeleration of gravity a by:
aN = aµ(
a
a0
) . (1.3)
The funtion µ(x) tends asymptotially to µ → 1 for x ≫ 1, restoring
Newtonian dynamis, and µ → x for x ≪ 1 in the deep MOND limit.
The most popular hoies for the µ funtion are µ(x) = x/(1 + x) and
µ(x) = x/
√
1 + x2 (for a reent review on MOND see, e.g., [29℄ and referenes
therein).
At large distanes, the aeleration a beomes smaller than a0 and Eq. 1.1
reads: v(r) ≃ (a0GM)1/4, explaining simultaneously the TF relation and
the attening of RC (although the latter is a rough approximation of the
real asymptoti behavior of RC, as mentioned above). With one additional
parameter giving the mass-to-light ratio aross the spiral disk, MOND hy-
pothesis ould be even more suessful than DM paradigm in tting spiral
RCs for ertain lasses of galaxies. On galati sales, inluding elliptial
and dwarf spheroidal galaxies, MOND is in quite a good agreement with
observations (for a review see, e.g., [31℄). However, all these results rely
on galaxies where the (smooth) disk ontribution is, in any portion of the
system, the dominant luminous omponent. A potential issue for MOND
are galaxies where RCs should be driven by the gas omponent, whih often
appears to be highly irregular. The ampliation of the related gravitational
potential an hardly reprodue the smooth behavior of RCs.
From the observational point of view, the main drawbak of MOND is
on larger sales. Indeed, modiation of Newtonian dynamis are not able
to explain the mass disrepany at luster sale (see, e.g., Bullet luster dy-
namis desribed in Se. 1.1.2), where a relevant amount of DM remains
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neessary. From the theoretial side, MOND is not ompletely satisfatory.
It is not a fundamental theory, but rather an eetive model, whih de-
sribes the dynamis of aelerated objet with an equation, but without
any physial motivation. Moreover, the original MOND proposal needs a
Lagrangian and relativisti formulation. A derivation from a Lagrangian
an automatially overome the issue of non-onservation of angular mo-
mentum and energy present in MOND. On top of theoretial motivations, a
relativisti formulation ould allow to deal with gravitational lensing, whih
is ommonly regarded as supporting the need for DM. Note, moreover, that
a non-ovariant model forbids osmologial preditions.
TeVeS
The most popular relativisti formulation of MOND is the so alled TeVeS [32℄,
a tensor-vetor-salar theory of gravity. In this theory, a dynamial vetor
eld U µ and salar eld φ are introdued, and a relation between the gravi-
tational metri gµν and the physial metri g˜µν is dened as:
g˜µν = e
−φ/c2gµν −
(
eφ/c
2 − e−φ/c2
)
UµUν (1.4)
The onventional GR Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian is used to give dynamis
to gµν , whih then indue dynamis for g˜µν . The matter Lagrangian is built
exlusively with g˜µν ; this guarantees that the weak equivalene priniple will
be satised. The postulated ations for φ and Uµ are shown in Ref. [32℄ and
involves the presene of three free parameters. For ertain limits of the free
parameters, TeVes reprodues standard GR and thus it usually onsidered
as a viable approximation to standard gravity theory. In the non-relativisti
limit TeVeS exatly predits MOND equations. It also implies some de-
viations from GR, without violating the elementary post-Newtonian tests.
Going into the details of the TeVeS formulation is beyond the sope of this
brief review and, moreover, the theory is still under development. On the
other hand, we have to mention that it solves the momentum onservation
problems of MOND and alleviates the mismath with observations based on
gravitational lensing of lusters. Moreover, it is the rst MOND-like theory
allowing to formulate osmologial models. Nevertheless, DM is still needed
on luster sale [33℄ (onsidering only standard neutrinos), and to explain
the third peak of CMB data. Then, the introdution of φ and Uµ (and other
free parameters) has to be embedded in a more fundamental theory, in order
to be theoretially justied.
1.2.2 f(R) GRAVITY
In the ontemporary literature, there are numerous proposal for modifying
GR. They are mainly motivated by the puzzling evolution of the Universe,
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whih requires dark energy and dark matter. Strong eorts have been de-
voted to a lass of theories, alled f(R) theories of gravity (for a reent
review, see [34℄). They are generalization of the Einstein-Hilbert ation,
onsidering a generi funtion of the Rii salar R, instead of R itself:
S =
1
16π G
∫
d4x
√−g f(R) . (1.5)
Three versions of f(R) gravity (metri, Palatini and metri-ane) have been
explored, and features and onstraints (given by, e.g., post-Newtonian limit
and evolution of primordial perturbations) are model dependent. Most of
the onstrutions of f(R) gravity models try to address the dark energy issue
at osmologial sales. Nevertheless, there are many attempts onentrating
on galati and luster sales, with metri f(R) gravity as a substitute for
DM. The most investigated model is f(R) = Rn. However, n turns out
to be related to the mass of eah individual galaxy, implying a dierent n,
namely a dierent form for f(R), for eah galaxy. This sounds implausible.
Moreover, the best t value for n obtained from RCs of galaxies ontradits
other bounds [34℄. Further developments in this eld are needed in order to
oer a reliable alternative to the DM paradigm.
1.3 Candidates
1.3.1 Baryoni dark matter
The amount of baryoni matter diusely distributed as gas inter/intra lus-
ters has been found ompatible with the BBN estimates, as previously dis-
ussed. A dissipative form of matter would ondense and annot form ex-
tended halos in galaxies. For these reasons, the most plausible baryoni DM
is in the form of massive astrophysial ompat halo objet (MACHO). They
are marosopi objets whih do not produe a signiant amount of ob-
servable radiation through astrophysial proesses. The MACHO aronym
originally referred to faint stars and stellar remnants (like, e.g., blak holes,
neutron stars, brown, white and red dwarfs).
In order to explain CMB anisotropies through the gravitational instabil-
ity theory, the DM density perturbations have to start evolving at the time of
matter-radiation equivalene, when the standard baryoni uid, made of light
elements, is still oupled to photons, and this implies that the dominant DM
omponent annot be in the form of standard thermally-produed baryons.
Nevertheless, the most stringent onstraint on the osmologial amount of
baryoni DM omes from the BBN limit. Indeed, to reonile with the ob-
served abundane of light elements synthesized in the early Universe, one
should state either the presene of non-baryoni DM or that baryons were
hidden in some non-standard omponent at the time of BBN.
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Among exoti andidates whih ould avoid the BBN bound, primor-
dial blak holes (PBH) are the most investigated ase [35℄. If they formed
before BBN, they would not aet the light element abundanes. In a
radiation dominated epoh, the biggest mass for PBH (i.e., the mass of
the entire horizon ollapsing into a BH) an be estimated as: MPBH ≃
M⊙(100MeV/T )
2(10.75/g∗)
1/2
, where g∗ are the degrees of freedom of the
Universe. It annot be neither too large (MPBH < 10
3M⊙), sine the BBN
limit (T > MeV), nor too muh small (MPBH > 10
−16M⊙), due to the limit
on the Hawking radiation from diuse gamma ray bakground data.
A useful tehnique for deteting MACHOs is the gravitational mirolens-
ing [36℄. If a MACHO rosses the line-of-sight to a star, a magniation in
the star brightness ould be deteted. The rate of gravitational mirolens-
ing of stars in the Small and Large Magellani Clouds onstrains the mass
fration of MACHOs in the Milky Way halo to be < 20%, in ase of masses
between 6 · 10−8 − 15M⊙ [37℄.
In [38℄, using very long baseline interferometry, they searhed 300 om-
pat radio soures for multiple imaging produed by gravitational lensing;
a null result in the angular range expeted for intergalati supermassive
ompat objets with mass 106 − 108M⊙, leads to ΩCO < 0.01 (95% C.L.)
for suh MACHOs.
In Ref. [39℄, by simulating the evolution of halo wide binaries in the
presene of MACHOs, they estimated the upper limit on the mass fration
of MACHOs in the Milky Way halo with masses & 102M⊙ to be < 20%.
Comparing the distribution of high redshift type Ia SN brightnesses to
the low redshift sample, in [40℄ they onlude that no more than 88% (95%
C.L.) of the DM in the Universe an be in form of MACHO with mass greater
than 102M⊙.
The bottom line of these results is that, assuming Newtonian gravity, a
signiant amount of non-baryoni DM seems to be unavoidable.
1.3.2 Non-baryoni dark matter
Following standard requirements, a non-baryoni DM andidate has to be
stable, neutral and weakly interating.
In order to explain the estimated osmologial amount of DM (see Se-
tion 1.1.1), a viable DM andidate must have the orret reli density and
a lifetime longer than the age of the Universe today, namely τDM & 14Gyr.
In DM model building, the latter onstraint is often automatially satised,
by mean of a symmetry preventing the DM deay.
It's not ompletely exluded that a tiny fration of the whole DM ontent
of the Universe an be made by eletrially harged [41℄ or milliharged [42,
43℄ DM partiles and that DM an possess eletri or magneti dipole mo-
ment [44℄. Nevertheless, very strong onstraints on all these possibilities are
imposed by experimental data from, e.g., star ooling, distorsion of the CMB
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energy spetrum, relativisti degrees of freedom at BBN, preision tests of
SM and osmi gamma-rays.
In priniple, a DM andidate ould also be olored. This possibility is
severely restrited by the searh for rare anomalous isotopes. Moreover, a
lass of DM andidates, alled strongly interating massive partiles (SIMP),
with interations to ordinary matter signiantly stronger than interations
mediated by weak fore (but not SU(3)s harged), have been widely studied
and an be onstrained by many methods (e.g., diret searhes, integrity of
spiral galaxy disk, CMB distorsion, osmi gamma-rays and Earth's heat
ow). Both ases are exluded [45℄, unless onsidering exoti very massive
(mDM & 10
20
GeV) andidates.
In the literature, there is a zoo of mehanisms for the prodution of the
DM abundane in the Universe. The most famous one is the deoupling of
thermal relis, that we are going to disuss more extensively. Out of equi-
librium mehanisms will be mentioned when referring to spei examples.
Most of the onstituents of the primordial Universe were in thermal equi-
librium. Their phase spae distribution funtion f(pµ, xµ) obeys the Boltz-
mann equation:
L[f ] = C[f ] , (1.6)
where L is the Liouville operator, desribing the time evolution of the phase
spae distribution funtion, and C is the ollision operator, desribing the
dynamis of the system (in this ase driven by annihilation proesses). Con-
sidering an homogeneous and isotropi uid, f = f(E, t) and L highly simpli-
es. For the operator C, we assume CP invariane and thermal equilibrium
for all the speies involved (other than DM). The DM speies is stable (or
very long-lived), thus the dominant proesses for hanging the number of
DM partiles are pair annihilations and inverse pair annihilations. In terms
of number density of the DM speies n(E, t), Eq. 1.6 beomes:
dn
dt
+ 3H n = − < σa|v| > (n2 − n2eq) . (1.7)
The left hand side (lhs) follows from the Liouville operator, with the seond
term desribing the dilution assoiated to the expansion of the 3D spae of
the Universe. The right hand side (rhs) omes from the ollision operator,
with < σa|v| > being the thermally averaged pair annihilation ross se-
tion times the relative veloity, and neq is the equilibrium number density.
Clearly if the DM partile is at hemial equilibrium (i.e., n = neq), annihila-
tion and reation have the same probability, and the number density will be
not altered by interations, but just diluted by the expansion. The equilib-
rium number density of a partile is obtained by integrating its distribution
funtion; negleting for simpliity the hemial potential, it takes the form:
neq =
∫
d3p
g
(2π)3
1
eE/T ± 1 =
{
ζ(3)
pi3
geffT
3, T ≫ m
g
(
mT
2pi
) 3
2 e−m/T , T ≪ m
(1.8)
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where g and m are, respetively, the degrees of freedom and the mass of the
partile, geff = g for bosons (- sign in the seond member) and geff = 3/4 g
for fermions (+ sign in the seond member).
Dening x = mDM/T and the number density per omoving volume
Y = n/s, with s being the entropy density (s ∝ a−3 ∼ T 3, i.e., adiabati evo-
lution), and onsidering a radiation dominated epoh (see Se. 2.2), Eq. 1.7
reasts into:
dY
dx
= − x s
H(mDM)
< σa|v| > (Y 2 − Y 2eq) . (1.9)
For a relativisti speies Yeq = const, sine temperature provides enough
energy for both pairs annihilation and reation. A non-relativisti partile,
on the other hand, dereases with a Boltzmann dump Yeq ∝ e−x, sine
annihilations have muh more probability to happen with respet to reations
of DM partiles from lighter states, being the energy of the latters (i.e.
the temperature of the bath) muh smaller than the DM mass. As the
temperature dereases, the mean path length for annihilation beomes larger
and larger, and when it is roughly omparable to the size of the Universe,
annihilations and reations stop. At this stage, the DM speies freezes-
out from the thermal bath and remains as a reli. If suh proess ours at
xf ≫ 1 (i.e., for a relativisti speies), it is insensitive on the details of freeze-
out (Y (x = xf ) depends on xf just through the temperature dependene of
the thermal bath degrees of freedom) and the DM density today is Yo = Yeq.
In the opposite ase, xf ≪ 1 (i.e., for a non-relativisti speies), the solution
of Eq. 1.9 at xf is not straightforward (we will ome bak to it in Se. 2.3).
Hot dark matter
The adjetive "hot" refers to the lass of DM andidates being relativisti
at the time when galaxy strutures ould start to form, namely, at redshift
z ∼ 106, when the osmi horizon enompassed the mass of a large galaxy.
Assuming a hot dark matter (HDM) with mass ∼ eV, the rst sales to
ollapse would orrespond to the mass inside the osmi horizon when the
temperature drops to eV and DM partiles beome non-relativisti. Indeed, a
ollisionless speies tends to erase utuation below its free-streaming length,
whih for hot thermal reli is λFS = 600
1 eV
mDM
Mp. For mDM ∼ 1 eV,
this size turns out to be of the order of the largest osmi strutures, i.e.,
superlusters. HDM paradigm leads to a top-down hierarhy in struture
formation. Therefore, galaxies and lusters would form through a proess of
fragmentation.
In the late 70's, when the evidene for DM in galaxies beame om-
pelling, HDM andidates were the most investigated explanation for DM.
The fat that galaxies are muh older than superlusters, ontrary to HDM
preditions, however, disfavoured this senario in favour of CDM. Struture
formation is ommonly oneived to begin by small adiabati utuations
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in density in the initial onditions, that then grow by gravitational insta-
bility. Other mehanisms for the generation of suh utuations, like e.g.,
osmi defets, ould in priniple restore the HDM paradigm, but they are
inonsistent with CMB observations.
Today, the question is how muh HDM is allowed by osmologial data.
The analysis performed by the WMAP team on data from CMB surveys,
ombined with distane measurements from SN and observations of BAOs
in the distribution of galaxies, leads to: ΩHDMh
2 < 0.007 [10℄.
Cold dark matter
The ΛCDM senario is a muh more suessful piture for struture for-
mation. In this ontext, old means that the DM andidates have negligi-
ble veloity well before matter-radiation equivalene (i.e., during the epoh
at whih matter density perturbations an start growing) and small-sale
struture an form. As already mentioned, the standard piture for stru-
ture formation requires ampliation of quantum utuations of an inaton
eld produing a nearly sale-invariant power spetrum of adiabati Gaus-
sian density perturbations. This agrees well with the inferred matter power
spetrum in the linear to mildly nonlinear regime of osmologial struture
formation (and with models of the nonlinear lustering of galaxies) . Within
this framework, ΛCDM leads to a bottom-up hierarhy and erases struture
only on very small sales. For example, the neutralino in supersymmetry
(SUSY) (see Setion 2.5) has a small but non-zero veloity dispersion, and
damps strutures below Earth mass sales.
The ΛCDM model is a very suessful model, in partiular on large sale.
As desribed in Se. 1.1.1, it is in an amazing onordane with the inferred
osmologial parameters, whih are derived putting together osmologial
(i.e., CMB, SN and Hubble parameter) and LSS measurements. It is onsis-
tent with the power spetrum from Lyα forest. N-body simulations predit
the orret abundanes of lusters nearby and at z & 1.
The bottom-up approah explains the luster formation and why most
stars are in galaxies like the Milky Way. Indeed smaller galaxies merge to
form larger strutures; however, gas takes too long to ool and to form very
big galaxies, and, indeed, the largest strutures in the Universe are not suh
putative galaxies, but rather groups and lusters.
The spatial distribution of galaxies both on large and small sale agrees
with ΛCDM N-body simulations. Note that it was onsidered an issue for the
CDM paradigm, before developing simulations of suiently high resolution
to identify the DM halos.
Despite of the mentioned great suesses, the onsensus on the ΛCDM
model among the osmologial ommunity is not uniform. This fat is driven
by the appearane of some potential problems.
N-body simulations predit ongurations with very large overdensities,
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onsistent with singular density halo proles [27, 46, 47℄ and a universal
spherial prole for virialized DM halos, whih an be parametrized as:
ρ(r) =
ρ0(rh/r)
γ
(1 + (r/rh)α)
(β−γ)/α
, (1.10)
where ρ0 is the prole normalization and rh is the sale length. The prototype
of CDM prole is the so-alled NFW prole [27℄, where γ = 1, α = 1, β = 3.
It implies a uspy behaviour in the innermost region. In ΛCDM simulations,
a orrelation between ρ0 and rh is generally obtained. In the simulation
leading to the NFW prole, the eet of baryons was not onsidered. Their
role in the formation of DM halos is still under debate. In the ase of galaxies
like the Milky Way, an adiabati ompression on the DM distribution of the
stellar omponent leads to a steepening of the halo prole from ρ ∝ r−1
into ρ ∝ r−1.5 [48℄; suh a steepening and ignoring a bakreation on the
DM prole toutourt stands as a limiting ase among the series of results
that have been obtained for the bakreation eet in the literature, starting
from dierent assumptions and using either analyti treatments or numerial
simulations [48, 49, 50℄. Although, the simulations lak resolution to map the
distribution of DM on the very small sales, the extrapolation of the uspy
prole of Eq. 1.10 generates some tensions between the simulation results
and observations.
Observations of RCs and veloity dispersions in LSB seem to indiate the
presene of a entral density ore in DM distributions [51, 21℄. In spirals, this
evidene seems to be statistially quite ompelling. Indeed, uspy proles
an poorly t the RCs of the seleted sample of galaxies in [51℄. The goodness
of the t is given by the ability in reproduing the RC and by the onsisteny
of best t parameters with onstraints. The DM halo is usually desribed by
two parameters: the halo mass Mh and the onentration parameter c (or
equivalently by the prole normalization ρ0 and the halo sale length rh).
The rst is bounded by gravitational lensing observation to beMh < 10
13M⊙
and the latter is onstrained in the range c ∼ 8 − 14 by CDM simulations.
RCs of spiral galaxies are tted in a satisfatory way by ored halo proles,
with the ore radius omparable to the optial radius [51℄. On the other hand,
NFW proles are not exluded, in partiular onsidering spei models for
single galaxies (as did, e.g., in [48℄ for the Milky Way and M31). Being more
onservative, we an furthemore restrit the onit on the smallest sale
at whih RCs are observed, namely, several hundreds of p. The presene
of a usp or a ore in the innermost region annot be probed neither by
observations nor by simulations.
In Ref. [21℄, they tted veloity dispersion of the Milky Way dwarf satel-
lites using Eq. 1.2 and assuming isotropi veloity dispersion (i.e., β = 0).
They onlude that DM forms ored mass distributions, with a ore sale
length of about 100 p. However, a degeneray between the ore radius of
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the DM halo and the model for β is present. Firm onlusions require an
evidene for the latter.
Partially related to the entral usp issue, numerial simulations in the
ΛCDM senario lead to the so alled angular momentum problem of disk
galaxy formation [52℄. It is ommonly believed that the galati disks form
in the potential wells of DM halos as the baryoni omponent ools and ol-
lapses dissipatively. The disk is expeted to possess the observed amount of
angular momentum only if the infalling gas retain most of its original angular
momentum. When only ooling proesses are inluded, a very dense ore,
however, would ause baryoni ooling to be too eient and the infalling
gas loses too muh angular momentum (by over an order of magnitude). The
resulting disks are onsequently muh smaller than required by the observa-
tions.
N-body simulations in the ΛCDM senario predit DM halos whih are
not spherial, but approximate triaxial ellipsoids. with a prolate form. In the
ase of the Galaxy, however, there are hints for a lose-to-spherial halo [53℄.
Aording to the hierarhial lustering senario, galaxies are assembled
by merging and aretion of numerous satellites of dierent sizes and masses.
Not all of the areted satellites are destroyed in this proess. The ΛCDM
model predits that massive galaxies suh as the Milky Way and the M31
should be surrounded by large numbers of DM dominated subhalos, and
they should be massive enough to form stars. The predited amount of these
satellites is roughly one order of magnitude more than the ∼ 20 luminous
dwarfs observed around eah galaxy. This is known as the missing satellite
problem [54, 55, 56℄.
Moreover, although it has been not quantitatively estimated, the distri-
bution of dwarf galaxies seems more strongly orrelated with bright galaxies
than in ΛCDM numerial simulations [57℄. Indeed, sine the smaller halos
formed earlier and should not be strongly orrelated with later forming, they
should ll both the voids and massive strutures alike. It is hard to see why
inhibition of star formation in dwarf halos would at preferentially in the
voids.
Another apparent ontradition is the anti-hierarhial galaxy forma-
tion. Reent observations have pointed out an apparent absene of ooling
ows at the entres of rih lusters, a high number of old and red massive
galaxies and the presene of muh of the stellar mass of bright galaxies at
z > 1. It ould be an issue for hierarhial lustering sine massive halos are
assembled late aording to CDM osmology. However, it has been shown
that this apparent down-sizing in the formation is not in ontradition with
the hierarhial paradigm [58℄. Moreover, onsidering new models of galaxy
formation, whih take into aount, e.g., AGN feedbak [59℄, the hierarhial
CDM model provides a very good math to these observations.
As a general remark, we note that all these skethed issues are problems of
numerial simulations, whih are supposed to represent the physial piture.
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However, this link is not straightforward. Indeed, pure N-body simulations
are aurate solution to an idealized piture (e.g., few DM partiles with
mass larger than 103M⊙) and hydrodynamial simulations (whih lose the
partile nature of DM) are only approximate solution to a slightly more
realisti desription.
On the physial side, solutions for the small-sale problems of ΛCDM
an involve either an astrophysial or a osmologial approah.
Indeed, for any of the mentioned issues, astrophysial ways out have
been proposed, referring to astrophysial feedbak, major mergers, gas bulk
motions, mehanisms for quenhing gas aretion and star formation in small
halos, et. (see the overview of these proesses in, e.g., [60, 61℄).
For example, turbulene driven by stellar feedbak during galaxy forma-
tion oers a possible solution to the entral usp/ore issue [62℄. It leads to
formation of massive lumps of gas whih erase the entral usp for the rst
DM halos. This piture seems to be onsistent with all kinemati observa-
tions.
The missing satellite problem an be solved if the Universe reionises
shortly after the formation of proto-galaxies and globular lusters (at red-
shift z ∼ 12) suppressing further formation of osmi struture until later
epohs [63℄. This leads to low eieny for gas ooling and star formation
whih in turn dereases the number of luminous satellite in the Galaxy.
The ΛCDM problems an also be faed by suppressing the matter power
spetrum on small sales, namely, by onsidering dierent DM partiles.
One attempt led to self-interating DM (SIDM), namely, to CDM with a
large self sattering ross setion. In this piture, both the entral usp and
subhalos an be destroyed by DM interations. However strong indiation for
a ollisionless omponent omes from the analysis of the Bullett luster [18℄
desribed above and from indiret searhes [64℄, whih severely onstrain
SIDM andidates. A dierent senario is represented by warm dark matter
(WDM) and will be disussed in the next Setion.
The issues on large sales are muh less worrying. We just mention an
evidene for a possible mismath in the number of superlusters between
SDSS data and predition from ΛCDM simulations [65℄.
Warm dark matter
In order to alleviate problems of CDM paradigm on small sales, warm dark
matter (WDM) has been proposed. The term warm label DM andidates
with veloity dispersion and free streaming length standing in between CDM
and HDM. For this reason, utuations on small sales are suppressed, re-
duing the formation of small strutures (roughly smaller than ∼ 1 Mp, i.e.
the galaxy sale).
The Lyα observations are a powerful tool for onstraining the mass of
a WDM partile sine they probe the matter power spetrum over a large
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range of redshifts (z = 2 - 6), down to small sales (1 − 80h−1Mpc). CMB
and large sale struture data, on the other hand, an be exploited for this
purpose as well, but they are muh less onstraining sine the free-streaming
eet of WDM partiles is mainly visible on the sales probed by the Lyα
power spetrum.
Sterile neutrinos, produed by osillations of thermal ative neutrinos,
were among the prime andidates for HDM (see next Setion). The limit
on WDM posed by struture formation are often expressed in term of its
mass. The relation between the masses of a generi thermal WDM and an
osillation-produed sterile neutrino, leading to the same power spetrum, is
given by:
ms = 4.43 keV
(mWDM
1 keV
)4/3( 0.25h2
ΩWDM
)1/3
. (1.11)
There are several attempts estimating the lower limit on ms from Lyα
data [66, 67, 68℄. Latest results [69℄ give: ms & 28 keV (2σ), i.e., mWDM & 4
keV. In general, we should say that the allowed window for mass and ou-
plings for WDM is beoming smaller and smaller (see the next Setion for
quantitative upper limits on mWDM in the ases of the most popular WDM
andidates).
Examples
In the following, we sketh some examples of non-baryoni DM andidates.
 Neutrino: It is now established that neutrinos have mass, and thus
their thermal reli populations, at late times, after beoming non-
relativisti, ontribute to the DM ontent of the Universe. Weak inter-
ations maintains SM neutrinos at equilibrium until MeV sale. Tri-
tium β-deay experiments xed an upper limit on one neutrino mass
eigenvalue: mν < 2 eV [70℄. The mass splitting among the three mass
eigenstate is very small, as derived from solar (∆m221 ≃ 8·10−5 eV2) and
atmospheri (∆m232 ≃ 1.9 − 3 · 10−3 eV2) osillation experiments [70℄.
Therefore, neutrinos deouple in the relativisti regime and their reli
density is given by:
Ωνh
2 =
nν∑
i=1
mνi
93 eV
, (1.12)
where nν = 3 [70℄. These fats imply Ωνh
2 < 0.07, and thus SM neu-
trinos annot be the dominant omponent of non-baryoni DM. More-
over being HDM, the neutrino omponent Ων is severely onstrained
by LSS studies, whih, through Eq. 1.12, lead to
∑
mν < 0.66 eV
(95% C.L.) [10℄. Another argument against neutrinos as the dominant
omponent of non-baryoni DM is the fat that the required phase
spae density at the enter of galaxies would violate Pauli exlusion
priniple [71℄.
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 WIMP: Weakly interating massive partiles (WIMPs) are a lass of
stable and old thermal relis with mass lose to the eletro-weak sale.
They are the main subjet of this thesis and the WIMP hypothesis will
be more areful analyzed in the next Setions.
 SuperWIMP: Superweakly-interating massive partiles [72℄ have very
tiny interations and they were out of thermal equilibrium in the pri-
mordial Universe. However, their reli density ould naturally math
the observed CDM abundane, sine they are produed through late de-
ays of metastable WIMPs (or, more generally, of thermally produed
massive partiles), whih are the next-to-lightest partile (NLP). The
ratio between the two reli densities simply sales with the mass ratio:
ΩDM = mDM/MNLP ΩNLP . Weak-sale gravitinos in supergravity
and the rst exitation of the graviton in Universal Extra-Dimension
models (UED) ould be SuperWIMP andidates. They annot be de-
teted in DM experiments. However, some indiations an be derived
by observable onsequenes in BBN and CMB (depending on the epoh
of deay), or by missing energy in ollider searhes. In this ontext, a
solution of small-sale problems of CDM an be ahieved, if the DM
partiles are produed as WDM, namely, with kineti energies muh
larger than those of the deaying metastable WIMPs [73℄. However, a
ertain amount of ne-tuning seems intrinsi in senarios of this kind.
 Axion: The QCD Lagrangian violates CP, T, and P due to non-
perturbative eets:
Lnp = θ g
2
32π2
GaµνG˜aµν , (1.13)
where Gaµν (G˜aµν) is the gluon (dual) eld strength tensor, and θ is
an arbitrary phase. This leads to a neutron eletri dipole moment
dn ≃ 5 · 10−16θ e m, onstraining θ to be smaller than 3 · 10−10 in
order to not violate the experimental bound. A way to explain suh a
very small value is to promote θ to be a dynamial variable. The most
interesting onstrution onsists in onsidering it as a pseudo Nambu-
Goldstone boson eld of a spontaneously broken global U(1) symmetry,
introdued by Peei and Quinn (PQ) [74℄. This is the axion and its
interation Lagrangian is given by:
Lint = g
2
32π2
a
fa
GaµνG˜aµν , (1.14)
where a is the axion eld and fa is the PQ sale, related to the axion
mass by (negleting non-QCD eets): ma = 6 · 10−4eV (1010GeV/fa)
Thermal axions are exluded to be a signiant omponent of non-
baryoni DM. More interesting prodution mehanisms inlude mis-
alignment and axioni string deay. In the rst, at the QCD epoh,
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the axion eld rolls towards its minimum, and starts to oherently
osillate, produing a ondensate of axions at rest, i.e. a CDM andi-
date. In the seond senario, axions would be produed by the deay
of topologial defets like axion-strings.
The main upper limit to the axion mass is given by energy-loss ar-
gument in stars. Indeed the properties of stars would hange if they
emit too muh energy in form of axion by nulear reations or by ther-
mal proesses in the stellar interior. In partiular, the duration of the
SN 1987a neutrino pulse onstrains ma to be < 10
−2
eV (for a reent
review on axions, see, e.g., [75, 76℄). In order to not overlose the Uni-
verse, ma > 10
−6
eV, and values lose to this bound make the axion to
be a signiant fration of CDM. However, due to the unertainties in
the alulation of the prodution, this has to be onsidered as an order
of magnitude estimate. Most of the models predit a oupling between
axions and photons. They ould be tested by future Axion Dark Mat-
ter eXperiment, whih will searh for Galati DM axions on Earth
in the mass range ma = 10
−6 − 10−4 eV, by stimulating their onver-
sion to mirowave photons in an eletromagneti avity permeated by
a magneti eld.
 Warm Dark Matter andidates: The most investigated ases of
WDM are the gravitino and the sterile neutrino.
Stable gravitino in SUSY senario with R-parity onservation, like
gauge mediated SUSY, ould aount for the DM density in the Uni-
verse, providing that the masses of some of the superpartiles are suf-
iently small, M < 350 GeV [77℄. This means that the gravitino
WDM senario will be either ruled out or supported by the LHC ex-
periments. Note that WDM gravitinos (mass in the range 1-15 keV) are
muh lighter than the previously mentioned SuperWIMP gravitinos.
The sterile neutrino an behave as WDM [78℄, with masses in the range
∼ 0.1 − 100 keV. It ould explain the pulsar veloity kik through an
anisotropi emission of sterile neutrinos
4
, help in reionizing the Uni-
verse at high redshift, and emerge from many partile physis models
(for a reent review, see, e.g., [79℄). The ase of sterile neutrinos re-
ated in a non-resonant prodution mehanism without lepton asymme-
try, namely through osillations of thermal ative neutrinos, is ruled
out [66, 67, 68℄. Indeed, the same mixing mehanism leading to their
prodution in the early Universe leads to radiative deays. Combining
4
Dierently with respet to the ase of ative neutrinos, the sterile neutrinos are emit-
ted from the supernova with an asymmetry equal to their prodution asymmetry. The
anisotropy of this emission an result in a reoil veloity of the neutron star remnants,
and an explain the pulsar kiks issue, namely the fat that the many of these neutron
stars move muh faster than their progenitor stars.
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Figure 1.3: Parameter spae of the sterile neutrino DM, in terms of the mass
ms and the mixing parameter sin
22θ. Shaded regions are exluded. Figure taken
from [82℄.
the upper mass limit from X-ray data (i.e., the osmi X-ray bak-
ground [80℄ and uxes from the Coma luster and from the Andromeda
galaxy halo [81℄) with the lower mass limit from the Lyα forest, only
non thermal prodution mehanisms (like, e.g., resonant osillations
with lepton number violation or oupling with the inaton) turns out
to be allowed. Limits on the sterile neutrino are shown in Fig. 1.3,
taken from [82℄.
 Deaying DM: As we have already mentioned, the minimal require-
ment for the lifetime of a viable DM andidate (i.e., with a osmo-
logial density mathing the observed DM abundane) is to be longer
than the age of the Universe today. Examples of deaying DM andi-
dates inlude gravitino in SUSY with broken R-parity [83℄ and sterile
neutrino [80℄. In ontrast to self-annihilating (i.e., stable) relis, like
WIMPs, they an deay into photons and neutrinos. Reently an in-
tense 511 keV emission line due to eletron/positron annihilation was
deteted by INTEGRAL [84℄ in the Galati enter diretion. Among
other astrophysial explanation, the deay of heavy DM into a speies
nearly degenerate (∼ MeV) in mass ould be invoked to t the ex-
ess [85℄. As a general remark, it's interesting to note that the rate
at whih deaying DM produe other speies sales linearly with the
density of DM, not with the square as in the WIMP senario, with
thus dierent impliations for indiret searhes.
 Wimpzillas: In order to not overlose the Universe, very heavyWIMP
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andidates (Wimpzillas) have to be produed out of thermal equilib-
rium [86℄. Their mass lies in the range 1012 − 1016 GeV (lose to GUT
sale) and several mehanisms of prodution have been proposed. Most
of them (e.g., bubble ollisions, ampliation of quantum utuations
at the end of ination, reheating and preheating) are related with the
inationary phase of the Universe and the mass sale of ination de-
termines the Wimpzilla mass sale.
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Chapter 2
Weakly Interating Massive
Partiles
2.1 Standard model of partile physis
Proposed in 1967 by Weinberg [87℄, Salam and Glashow [88℄, the Standard
Model of partile physis is an extremely suessful theory. Many of its pre-
ditions have been tested with a very high preision, at energies below a few
hundreds of GeV [70℄. It desribes eletroweak (EW) and strong interations
(three of the four fores we believe to permeate the Universe) in terms of a
gauge theory in four dimension. Its renormalizability was proved during the
70's by 't Hooft and Veltman [89℄. A shemati piture of the fundamental
onstituents of the SM is shown in Fig. 2.1.
The gauge symmetry is GSM = SU(3)s×SU(2)w×U(1)Y , whih is spon-
taneously broken at Essb ∼ 246 GeV into SU(3)s×U(1)Q, where eletroweak
generators are embedded in SU(2)w×U(1)Y , SU(3)s desribes strong inter-
ations, and U(1)Q is the eletromagneti group.
The symmetry is broken by the VEV of a omplex salar eld, named
Higgs eld, whih gives mass also to fermions through Yukawa interations.
The SM Higgs mehanism is only a desription of Eletroweak Symmetry
Breaking (EWSB) and not an explanation of it sine in partiular there is
no dynamis to explain the instability at the origin. The presene of a big
desert between the Essb and the Plank sale (10
19
GeV), namely the sale
at whih one would expet radiative orretions to the Higgs mass, is known
as the gauge hierarhy problem. A better understanding of the mehanism
of EWSB is one of the strongest motivations to onsider models beyond the
SM (BSM). The SM an be onsidered as an eetive theory, valid in the
low energy limit, and new physis is expeted to take plae at energy larger
(and hopefully around) the weak sale. Essentially all theories BSM predit
the existene of new massive partiles at this sale; the hierarhy problem
implies that the absene of new partiles beomes less and less natural as we
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Figure 2.1: A shemati piture of the elementary partiles of the SM.
explore higher and higher energy. Some of this extra states an be dark",
i.e. olor and eletromagneti neutral, with the weak fore (and gravity) as
relevant oupling to ordinary matter.
It is indeed tempting to searh for a framework embedding, at the same
time, naturalness for EWSB and DM andidates with weak sale mass and
interations.
2.2 Standard model of osmology
The osmologial senario, on whih most osmologists agree, is desribed by
the so alled "Hot Big Bang" model. Aording to it, the Universe was very
small and hot during its infany, and its time-evolution is aomplished by
spae-expansion and ooling. It is a very suessful model, giving trustable
explanations for CMB, abundane of light elements, and LSS formation.
On the other hand, in order to fully agree with observations, it requires a
dramatially relevant amount of dark matter and dark energy, and a period
of aelerated expansion in the past, know as ination. Both of this three
hypotheses have been not ompletely tested.
The two main pillars of the standard model of osmology are the general
relativity and the assumption of spatial isotropy and homogeneity (also alled
the "osmologial priniple"). The Einstein equation reads:
Rµν − 1
2
gµνR = −8π G
c4
Tµν + λgµν , (2.1)
where gµν is the metri tensor, Rµν and R are the Rii tensor and salar,
respetively, Tµν is the stress-energy tensor, and λ is the osmologial on-
stant.
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Figure 2.2: A sketh of the history of the Universe.
The l.h.s. relies on the geometry of the Universe and it is ompletely
xed by speifying the metri. Indeed, in GR, Rµν and R are diretly de-
termined by gµν through the ane onnetion. The properties of isotropy
and homogeneity are mainly motivated by CMB and LSS observations. This
assumption implies that the 3D spae is maximally symmetri, or in other
word, that the geometry of the spae an be desribed only by a S3 sphere, an
hyperplane, or an hyperboloid. For onsisteny with speial relativity, the
metri should have a Minkowskian signature. These requirements lead to
the Lemaitre-Friedmann-Robertson-Walker metri, whose line element an
be expressed as:
ds2 = gµνx
µxν = −c2dt2 + a(t)2
(
dr2
1− k r2 + r
2dΩ2
)
, (2.2)
where a(t) is the sale fator, related to the Hubble parameter through:
H(t) = a˙(t)/a(t) and k is the urvature onstant speifying the loal geom-
etry of the Universe. It an take the value k = +1, 0,−1, orresponding to
the three allowed spaes.
The r.h.s. of Eq. 2.1 desribes the ontent of the Universe, approximated
as a uid. Homogeneity and isotropy lead to the stress-energy tensor for a
perfet uid: Tµν = diag(p, ρ, ρ, ρ), where p(t) is the pressure and ρ(t) is the
total energy density of the Universe. They are onneted by the equation of
state: p = ωρ.
The osmologial priniple highly simplify Eq. 2.1, whih redues to two
independent algebrai equations. The rst is the so-alled Friedmann equa-
tion:
Ω(t)− 1 = k
H(t)2a(t)2
. (2.3)
Reall that Ω = ρ/ρc; the meaning of ρc appears now evident. Indeed,
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ρ = ρc, implies k = 0, i.e. a at Universe, Ω < 1 denotes a losed Universe
(k = −1), and Ω > 1 is assoiated to an open Universe (k = 1). Plugging
in the onservation of the stress energy tensor and assuming ω =onst, the
evolution of the energy density, in a Universe dominated by one form of
energy, is given by: ρ ∝ a−3 (1+ω). In ase of radiation domination (ω =
1/3), ρ ∝ a−4, for matter domination (ω = 0), ρ ∝ a−3, and for vauum
domination (ω = −1), ρ ∝onst. As follows from these salings, the Universe
was dominated by radiation during its infany, then experienes a phase of
matter domination and, at late times, the osmologial onstant an take
over.
The seond independent equation is the Rayhaudhuri equation:
q =
Ω
2
(1 + 3ω) , (2.4)
where q = − a¨aH−2 is the deeleration parameter. An aelerated expan-
sion implies ω < −1/3 and annot be determined neither by matter nor by
radiation, while possibly by a osmologial onstant.
2.2.1 Thermal history of Universe
An evolving Universe annot be stritly onsidered in thermal equilibrium,
but, atually, it has been very lose to this ondition during most of its
history. The latter an be desribed as the evolution of a thermal bath in an
expanding and ooling Universe, where eah speies leaves the equilibrium at
a ertain phase of the evolution. The departure happens roughly when the
mean free path of the speies beomes larger than the size of the Universe,
i.e. Γ & H, where Γ = n < σ v > is the interation rate. Phase transitions
are another ruial eet in determining the evolution. In the following, we
report a brief shemati summary of the thermal history of the Universe [90℄
(see also Fig. 2.2):
 Today∼ 14 Gyr (10−4 eV): Measurement of the CMB radiation at 2.7
K.
 105 yr (0.4 eV): Deoupling of matter and radiation. Reli photons
form the CMB and the reombination of matter leads to formation of
atoms.
 104 yr (1 eV): Equivalene between matter and radiation. Struture
formation starts.
 1 min (1 MeV): Neutrino deoupling.
 102 − 10−2 s (0.1-10 MeV): Big Bang Nuleosynthesis: formation of
light elements.
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 10−5 s (0.3 GeV): QCD phase transition. Connement of quarks and
gluons lead to formation of baryons.
 10−7 s (5 GeV):1 WIMPs deoupling. DM reli abundane forms.
 10−10 s (102 GeV): EW phase transition GSM = SU(3)s × SU(2)w ×
U(1)Y → SU(3)s × U(1)Q
 10−36 s (1015 GeV):1 Phase of ination. An exponential expansion
isotropizes and attens the Universe.
 10−43 s (1019 GeV): Plank epoh. Quantum orretions to GR beome
sizable and we would need a fully onsistent physial theory linking
quantum mehanis and gravity. This fat prevents an extrapolation
beyond the Plank epoh.
The thermal history of the Universe has been tested aurately until the
BBN epoh, as we disussed in the previous Chapter. The rest of the listed
events are theoretial preditions of the standard osmologial model. Many
other mehanisms (like, e.g., supersymmetry or GUT-symmetry breaking)
ould be inluded in the list and drive the evolution of the Universe during
its infany.
2.3 WIMP paradigm and Reli density
The DM is one of the open questions of the standard osmologial model.
Theories beyond the SM typially predit new partile at the EW sale and
WIMP andidates are a lass of thermal CDM partiles, with mass and ou-
plings related to EW physis. Their stability is guaranteed by a disrete
symmetry, whih prevents the deay. WIMPs are very well motivated sine
they arise in a number of extensions of the SM, inluding, e.g., supersym-
metry, UED and Little Higgs. WIMPs were in thermal equilibrium in the
early Universe, with the omoving number density altered only by pair anni-
hilations or inverse annihilations (see Eq. 1.9). Their deoupling is desribed
in Se. 1.3.2. As the Universe expands and ools down, the energy of par-
tiles in the thermal bath (i.e. the temperature) drops below the WIMPs
prodution threshold (i.e. the WIMP mass). On the other hand, WIMP
annihilations still take plae and, onsequently, the number density rapidly
dereases, following the behaviour of Eq. 1.8 for a non-relativisti speies.
Then, when the annihilation rate beomes omparable to the expansion rate
of the Universe, i.e., Γa ∼ H, annihilations stop and WIMPs freeze out,
remaining as relis. This an be seen writing the Boltzmann equation 1.9 in
1
The epoh is model-dependent. We report a typial example.
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the form:
x
Yeq
dY
dx
= − Γa
H(Mχ)
(
Y 2
Y 2eq
− 1
)
, (2.5)
where Γa = neq < σa|v| > and Mχ is the WIMP mass (reall that x = mχ/T
and Y = n/s, with s being the entropy density and n the partile number
density).
In the non-relativisti regime and far from resonanes and thresholds, the
thermally averaged ross setion times veloity an be expanded, onsidering
only s- and p-wave: < σa|v| >= a + 6 b/x + O(x−2). The s-wave term is
typially dominant for a boson or a Dira fermion andidate, while the p-wave
term beomes important in the ase of Majorana fermions. In a radiation
dominated Universe with adiabati expansion, the freeze-out temperature
an be derived by solving iteratively an approximate analytial form of the
Eq. 1.9 during the deoupling [90℄:
xf ≃ ln
(
5
4
√
45
8
g
2π3
MχmP (a+ 6
b
xf
)√
g∗(xf )xf
)
, (2.6)
where mP = G
−1/2
is the Plank mass. The reli density today is ρ0 =
mn0 = mY0s0. Inserting Eq. 2.6 to solve Eq. 1.9 after the deoupling, one
an nd:
ΩDMh
2 ≃ 1.04 · 10
9
mP
xf√
g∗(xf )
1
a+ 3 bxf
, (2.7)
Assuming a DM mass lose to EW sale (i.e., ∼ 100 GeV), an annihilation
ross setion driven by weak interations (i.e., < σa|v| >∼ 3 · 10−26cm3s−1)
and the number of eetive degrees of freedom of the SM (i.e., g∗ ∼ 100),
the freeze-out parameter turns out to be xf ≃ 20 − 30. Evaluating Eq. 2.7,
Ωχh
2 ∼ 0.1, namely, the observed amount of DM in the Universe. Note that
xf depends only logarithmially on the parameters and moderate variations
of the latters do not aet the result; g∗ enters with a power 1/2 in Eq. 2.7
and, thus, the key assumptions driving the result are the weak annihilation
ross setion and mass. This simple alulation shows that extensions to the
SM of partile physis an oer a suitable DM andidate. This motivated a
huge eort in developing a detailed analysis of the WIMP paradigm.
An intuitive and model-independent argument provides an order of mag-
nitude estimate for the upper limit of the WIMP mass. Indeed, the unitarity
bound implies < σa|v| >. 10−22cm3s−1 (1TeV/Mχ)2 [91℄. The upper limit
for ΩDMh
2
is inferred from WMAP data and Eq. 2.7 leads to Mχ ≤ 120
TeV.
Note that the earliest onstraints derived so far on the thermal history
of the Universe, rely on the BBN epoh. Some non-standard pitures, like,
e.g., entropy prodution due to a phase transition, taking plae before the
BBN, ould atually dilute (or enhane) the density of WIMPs omputed in
Eq. 2.7.
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2.3.1 Inluding oannihilation
In presene of partiles nearly degenerate in mass with the DM partile, but
slightly heavier, the alulation shown above an be inomplete. Indeed, in
the ase of mass splittings of the order of the bath temperature, these parti-
les are thermally aessible by the DM. If the DM partile an be turned into
these speies and vieversa by inelasti satterings over bakground partiles
(note that these interations tend to be muh faster than pair annihilation
proesses beause they are triggered by relativisti bakground states), the
annihilations of the nearly degenerate states will play an important role in
determining the DM reli density. This phenomenon is alled oannihila-
tion [92℄. It involves a set of oupled Boltzmann equations [93, 92, 94℄,
desribing simultaneously the density evolution of oannihilating partiles.
Noting that the DM density is n =
∑N
i=1 ni (i.e., the heavier partiles deay
into the DM andidate after the freeze-out), with N being the number of
partiles i involved in the oannihilaton, a Boltzmann equation for n an be
restored:
dn
dt
= −3Hn− < σeffv > (n2 − n2eq) , (2.8)
with
σeff (x) =
N∑
ij
σij
gigj
g2eff
(1 + ∆i)
3/2(1 + ∆j)
3/2e−x(∆i+∆j) ,
geff (x) =
N∑
i=1
gi(1 + ∆i)
3/2e−x∆i , ∆i =
mi −Mχ
Mχ
, (2.9)
where gi and mi are the number of internal degrees of freedom and the
mass for the speies i, respetively, and σij is the ross setions for proesses
χiχj → bath states. Sine, in the thermal environment, oannihilating states
are essentially indistinguishable, partiles with a great number of degrees
of freedom an highly aet the reli density omputation. As mentioned
before, the mass splitting is the key quantity for a partile to be thermally
aessible by DM. The relevane of a speies i in the oannihilation proess
is driven by the exponential dump involving ∆i. A solution for Eq. 2.8 an
be derived in a similar way as without oannihilation. In the non-relativisti
regime, < σeff v >= aeff (x) + 6 beff (x)/x+O(x−2) with:
aeff (x) =
N∑
ij
aij
gigj
g2eff
(1 + ∆i)
3/2(1 + ∆j)
3/2e−x(∆i+∆j) ,
beff (x) =
N∑
ij
bij
gigj
g2eff
(1 + ∆i)
3/2(1 + ∆j)
3/2e−x(∆i+∆j) , (2.10)
where aij and bij follow from the expansion of σij. Note that if the anni-
hilation rate per degree of freedom of the oannihilating partiles is larger
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(smaller) than for the DM andidate, oannihilations tend to inrease (de-
rease) the eetive ross setion, and hene to diminish (enhane) the DM
reli density. Eqs. 2.6 and 2.7 reast into:
xf = ln
(
c(c+ 2)
√
45
8
geff (xf )
2π3
MχMP l(aeff (xf ) + 6beff (xf )/xf )√
g∗(xf )xf
)
ΩDMh
2 ≃ 1.04× 10
9
MP l
xf√
g∗(xf )
1
Ia + 3Ib/xf
, (2.11)
where Ia = xf
∫∞
xf
aeff (x)x
−2dx and Ib = 2x
2
f
∫∞
xf
beff (x)x
−3dx .
The Boltzmann equation an be solved in a more aurate way than the
analytial proedure desribed above and, in the following, we sketh suh a
omputation [94℄. In the Maxwell-Boltzmann regime, the total equilibrium
number density, neq, an be written as:
neq =
T
2π2
N∑
i
gim
2
i K2
(mi
T
)
. (2.12)
The eetive thermally-averaged annihilation ross setion 〈σeffv〉 drives the
deoupling and reads:
〈σeffv〉 = 1
n2eq
g21T
4π4
∫ ∞
0
dpeffp
2
eff K1
(√
s
T
)
Weff (s) , (2.13)
with all relevant pair-annihilation hannels inluded in the eetive annihi-
lation rate:
Weff (s) =
∑
ij
√
[s− (mi −mj)2][s− (mi +mj)2]
s(s− 4M2χ)
gigj
g21
Wij . (2.14)
In the expressions above, Kl(x) is the modied Bessel funtions of the seond
kind of order l; i = 1 refers to the lightest state. For all pair annihilation
proesses the kinematis has been written in terms of peff and s = 4(p
2
eff +
M2χ), the enter-of-mass momentum and energy squared in the annihilation
of a pair of lightest states; the annihilation proess with given initial states
i and j needs to be inluded in the eetive annihilation rate whenever
s ≥ (mi +mj)2.
Reli abundanes an be then omputed solving numerially the density
evolution equation 2.8. In the tehniques developed in [95℄ and implemented
in the DarkSUSY pakage [96℄, the rst step is to derive the expression for
Weff (s), taking are of resonanes and oannihilation thresholds. The Boltz-
mann equation is then integrated numerially in the variable Y ; thermal
equilibrium Y = Yeq is assumed as boundary ondition at the temperature
T = Mχ/2, and the evolution is followed up to the point, after freeze-out,
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when Y settles on a onstant value. Contrary to most analyses in the litera-
ture, this omputation of the reli density is not performed by replaing the
thermally averaged annihilation rosssetion with a trunated expansion in
powers of T/Mχ; suh a proedure gives a more aurate result, espeially
in ase of oannihilation and resonane eets.
In some partiular ases, non-perturbative orretions might signiantly
alter the reli density omputation. The thermally averaged ross setion is
ommonly estimated in the QFT perurbative approximation. On the other
hand, (o-)annihilating partiles are non-relativisti, and their annihilation
ross setions an be aeted by the formation of bound states [97℄ and by
long-range Coulomb interations [98, 99℄.
Let us onsider this issue in a "standard" piture, where the WIMP sta-
bility is guaranteed by a disrete Z2 symmetry, under whih all SM partiles
are neutral, while the DM andidate is the lightest non-neutral state. Bound
states of two (o-)annihilating partiles are Z2-even and, if meta-stable, an
deay into SM partiles. Therefore, this eet redues the DM reli den-
sity. The key quantity for the formation of bound states is the ratio between
the binding energy Eb and the temperature of the bath. Indeed, thermal
utuations an destroy these bound states.
In QED, a distortion of a harged partile wave-funtion due to long-
range Coulomb fores an our in sattering proesses, when the partile is
non-relativisti and the eletrostati potential energy beomes relevant. This
eet is alled Sommerfeld eet [100℄. Corretions to annihilation ross
setions dominated by s-wave sattering, an be desribed by an eetive
parameter S:
S =
∣∣∣∣ψ(∞)ψ(0)
∣∣∣∣2 = − ±z1− e±z , (2.15)
where ψ is the redued s-wave-funtion for the two-body state, ± refer to
repulsive or attrative fore, respetively, and z = πα/v, with α being the
oupling onstant and v being the veloity of the olliding partiles. The
perturbative ross setion σ is then resaled to Sσ. From a QFT point
of view, this eet an be reprodued by resumming an innite lass of
Feynman diagram, whih are not negligible for non-relativisti partiles. The
generalization of the Sommerfeld eet to ases mediated by non Abelian and
massive gauge boson vetors, and with non-zero temperature, is performed
in [98, 99℄.
The importane of this two non-perturbative orretions is highly model-
dependent, and no general statement an be drawn. In the ase of the DM
andidate onsidered in Chapter 4, they turn out to play a subdominant
role, as desribed in Setion 4.3.4.
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2.4 Kineti deoupling
Freeze-out from (hemial) equilibrium means that the DM beomes a hem-
ially distint partile speies and its omoving number density remains un-
hanged, namely, annihilations stop. However, WIMPs an interat with
the thermal bath until later time through elasti sattering proesses. As
the Universe expands, the thermal equilibrium annot be maintained, and
the temperature of kineti deoupling Tkd is roughly set by the ondition:
Γkd/Ncoll ∼ H. Ncoll is the number of ollisions between a light partile
of the thermal bath and the WIMP to make the momentum of the latter
omparable to the typial momentum for a thermally distributed speies
(Ncoll ∼ Mχ/T ). For a preise analytial determination of Tkd, see [101℄.
The oupling between the CDM and radiation washes out DM density per-
turbations for temperatures T > Tkd. Note that WIMPs an produe only
adiabati perturbations, sine its abundane is driven by annihilation, im-
plying the same hemial omposition everywhere in the Universe
2
. After
kineti deoupling, the DM enters in the free streaming regime, where small-
sale utuations are suppressed by ollisionless damping. Matter density
perturbations that grow nonlinear are haraterized by masses above the
free-streaming mass [101℄:
Mfs ≃
(
1 + ln (Tkd/30 MeV) /19.2
(Mχ/100 GeV)
1/2 (Tkd/30 MeV)
1/2
)3
10−6M⊙ . (2.16)
Hene, typial WIMP models lead to a mass for the smallest protohalo om-
parable to the mass of the Earth. However, Tkd may range from tens of
MeV to several GeV, depending on the model [102℄. The kineti deoupling
provides the initial onditions for growing of perturbations and Tkd plays a
ruial role in Eq. 2.16. The temperature Tkd does not ritially aets only
struture formation. Indeed, the presene of DM substrutures an have
detetable eets in diret and indiret DM detetion.
2.5 Examples
In this Setion, we briey desribe the most popular lasses of WIMP DM
andidates proposed in the literature. The next Setions will be devoted
to potential WIMP signatures. They inlude WIMPs prodution at ollid-
ers, diret detetion through WIMP sattering on targets in a detetor, and
indiret detetion by mean of uxes of partiles produed by WIMP anni-
hilations in astrophysial strutures. For omprehensive reviews on WIMP
DM andidates and their detetion, see, e.g., [103, 104, 23℄)
2
This predition an be avoided in the ase of WIMP6=antiWIMP, with an asymmetry
between them.
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 Supersymmetry: If R-parity is onserved, the lightest supersymmet-
ri partile (LSP) is stable.
In the minimal supersymmetri standard model (MSSM), the LSP is
often a mixture of the superpartners of the photon, the Z and the
two neutral CP-even Higgs bosons, alled neutralino. This Majorana
fermion is the most popular andidate for DM in the literature. De-
pending on the mixing parameters, it an have dierent behaviours in
diret, indiret and ollider searhes (see, e.g., reviews of [23, 104, 103℄).
Sneutrinos are the salar partners of neutrinos and in some frations
of the parameter spae an be the LSPs. In the MSSM, they are
marginally ompatible with existing experimental bounds, provided
their ontribution to the DM density is subdominant. However, they
ould be a viable alternative to neutralinos in some extensions of the
MSSM [105℄.
The less appealing property of SUSY DM models is the large number
of parameters.
 Heavy neutrino: The presene of heavy neutrinos with SM intera-
tions is very onstrained. A WIMP Dira neutrino is ruled out as DM
beause of its large oupling to the Z. Indeed, it would satter elasti-
ally o nulei with a large ross setion indued by the Z exhange
and it should have been deteted in diret experiments, unless its mass
is larger than several tens of TeV. Moreover, Dira or Majorana neutri-
nos with mass below the EW sale are exluded by EW preision tests.
Reently, new limits on spin-dependent WIMP-nuleon ross-setions
have led to the exlusion of heavy Majorana neutrinos up to mass of 2
TeV (again assuming SM weak interation).
In extension of the EW SM group to SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1), a dif-
ferent type of Dira neutrino oupled with the Z ′-boson of the SU(2)R
group, but with suppressed oupling to the Z-boson of SU(2)L ould
be a viable WIMP andidate [106℄.
 Extra Dimensions: Viable WIMPs an arise in frameworks with at
extra dimensions (e.g., UED [107℄ and the model presented in [108℄)
and in some warped geometries [109, 110, 111℄. This lass of DM
andidates will be disussed in Chapter 4.
 Little Higgs: In Little Higgs models, the Higgs is a pseudo-Nambu-
Goldstone boson, orresponding to a global symmetry spontaneously
broken at a sale around 1 TeV. The divergenes to the Higgs mass
remain present only at two-loop level, and therefore the weak sale is
stabilized up to the uto sale, ∼ 10 TeV. Above the uto sale,
the model needs to be embedded in a more fundamental theory. The
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introdution of a disrete symmetry, alled T parity improves the on-
sisteny of Little Higgs models with EW preision data, and makes the
lightest T-odd partile (LTP) stable. It is typially the T-odd heavy
photon, whih is weakly interating and an play the role of DM (for a
review, see [112℄). The diret detetion rates are quite low, while the
piture for indiret searhes an be more promising.
2.6 Detetion
2.6.1 Diret detetion
As highlighted in the rst Chapter, the DM is not only a osmologial issue,
but rather it is needed down to galati sale. Therefore a signiant WIMP
population is expeted in the Milky Way, inluding at our loation. In the
WIMP paradigm, the annihilation ross setion is driven by weak interation.
By rossing symmetry, we an guess a weak interation strength, also for
the sattering ross setion. The diret detetion of WIMPs onsists in
looking for their interation with ordinary matter on Earth, by reording the
reoil energy of target atomi nulei on whih the WIMPs elastially satter.
Indeed, the most important diret detetion proess is elasti sattering on
nulei, although inelasti proesses and sattering on eletrons have also
been suggested in the literature. The reoil energy of the nuleus in the
laboratory frame is given by non-relativisti kinematis, Er = |q|2/2Mχ.
where |q|2 = 2µ2v2(1− cos θ) is the momentum transfer, θ is the sattering
angle in the enter-of-mass system, v is the WIMP-veloity relative to the
target, µ ≡ mNMχ/(mN +Mχ) is the redued mass, and mN is the nuleus
mass. For typial nuleus mass and WIMP properties, the mean reoil energy
deposited in a detetor is < Er >≃ 30 keV. The event rate per unit mass
in a detetor with nulear mass number A is dR = NA/AσχNv dn, where
σχN is the ross setion for the WIMP sattering on the nuleus and NA is
the Avogadro number. The dierential WIMP density is taken in the form
dn = n0f(v)d
3v, where n0 = ρDM/Mχ is the WIMP number density and
f is the veloity distribution funtion. To fully determine f(v), one should
estimate the WIMP veloity with respet to the galati frame, the relative
motion of the observer on the Earth to the sun (i.e., the annual modulation),
and the mean relative veloity of the sun relative to the Galati enter (∼
220 km/s). The dierential sattering rate per unit reoil energy is given by:
dR
dEr
=
NA
A
ρDM
Mχ
∫ vmax
vmin
d3v v f(v)
dσχN
dEr
, (2.17)
where vmax ≃ 544 km/s is the loal galati esape veloity and vmin =√
ErM/(2µ2) orresponds to θ = π. WIMPs satter on nulei, whih have
a nite size. Therefore, the dierential ross setion an be expressed in
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terms of the ross setion at zero momentum transfer σ0 times a nulear
form fator:
dσχN
d|q|2 =
σ0
4µ2v2
F 2(|q|) . (2.18)
The ross setion σ0 desribes the eetive WIMP interation with nulei,
and an be derived by evaluating the matrix elements of the nuleon op-
erators in a nulear state. This in turn is determined by WIMP intera-
tions with quarks (and gluons) evaluated in nuleon states. WIMP-nuleon
sattering an our through salar and axial-vetor (and vetor, but highly
onstrained) interations leading to a spin-dependent and a spin-independent
terms, whih rely on two dierent form fators. The spin-dependent ontri-
bution is usually sub-dominant with respet to the salar interation, sine
the latter an take plae oherently with all the nuleons in the nulei.
Preditions depend strongly on the DM loal density and its veloity dis-
tribution. From RCs of the Milky Way, the loal energy density is inferred
to be ρ0 = 0.1− 0.7 GeV m−3, and the standard referene value is ρ0 = 0.3
GeV m
−3
. The standard assumption for the the WIMP veloity distribu-
tion with respet to the galati frame is an isothermal sphere with v ∼
270 km/s as the WIMP veloity dispersion. WIMP mass and ross setion
are ommonly treated as free parameters, onstrained by the experimental
results.
The nulear reoil produed by the WIMP sattering an be measured
by deteting the indued light, harge or phonons. Many methods have
been exploited in this respet (for a reent review, see [113℄). The dete-
tion of the sintillation light produed in various materials is a onsolidate
tehnique in partile physis and an onvert the kineti energy of the par-
tile into light with high eieny (the list of experiments whih have used
or are using this tehnique inlude: DAMA/LIBRA [114℄, ZEPLIN [115℄,
XENON [116℄, NAIAD [117℄, KIMS [118℄). Experiments using semiondu-
tors, like, e.g. Germanium, an onvert about one third of energy of a nu-
lear reoil into ionization (HDMS [119℄, GENIUS [119℄, IGEX [120℄, MAJO-
RANA [121℄, DRIFT [122℄, GERDA [123℄, CRESST [124℄). Cryogeni noble
liquids are suitable materials for detetion of ionizing traks (CLEAN [125℄,
XMASS [126℄, DEAP [127℄). In the double phase, ombining liquid and gas,
both ionization and sintillation an be exploited (SIGN [128℄, WARP [129℄,
ZEPLIN, ArDM [130℄, XENON). Bubble hambers as WIMP detetors look
for single bubbles indued by nulear reoils with high energy loss rate in
heavy liquid bubble hambers by means of aousti, visual or motion de-
tetors (COUPP [131℄, PICASSO [132℄). Cryogeni experiments fous on
quanta of lattie vibrations (phonons) and they have the advantage of in-
reasing the energy resolution, with a low threshold (CDMS [133℄, CRESST,
EDELWEISS [134℄, ROSEBUD [135℄). The WIMP diretion an be deteted
by traking the nulear reoil in a low-pressure gas (DRIFT). The experi-
mental setup ats as a WIMP telesope and the WIMP wind would produe
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Figure 2.3: Left Panel: Experimental bounds from diret searhes and theoretial
preditions for spin-independent WIMP nuleon ross setions versus WIMP mass,
in the ase of neutralino. Figure taken from [136℄. Right Panel: Residual rate
measured by the DAMA/LIBRA experiment in the (2 - 5) keV energy intervals
for reoil as a funtion of the time. The superimposed urve represents a osinu-
soidal funtion with ω = 2π/1yr and t0 = June 2nd (see text) and the modulation
amplitude is obtained by the best t. See [158℄ for details.
a strong evidene.
Current limits on the WIMP parameter spae are summarized in Fig. 2.3,
for the spin-independent ase.
2.6.2 Indiret searhes
 γ-rays: Prompt emission of photons in the DM halo proeeds through
the prodution and deay of neutral pions, nal state radiation and
diret prodution at loop level. In all these ases, the photons are in-
jeted with energy in the gamma-ray band. A monoenergeti spetral
signature is often onsidered as a smoking gun for a gamma-ray signal
originated from WIMP annihilations. Trajetories of photons are very
slightly aeted by the interstellar medium. Therefore, γ-ray searhes
an reprodue spetrum and morphology of the injetion soure. In-
diret detetion of WIMPs through γ-ray signals will be extensively
disussed in the next Chapters.
 Radiative emission: Eletrons and positrons an be diretly or in-
diretly produed by WIMP annihilations in the DM halo. They at
as soures for radiative proesses generating a multiwavelength spe-
trum. The radiative losses aeting the e+ − e− propagation are syn-
hrotron emission, inverse Compton sattering on CMB and starlight,
bremsstrahlung, ionization, and Coulomb sattering. Seondary ele-
trons/positrons mainly originate from the prodution and deay of
harged pions. These proesses are very fast and the e+ − e− are ba-
sially injeted at the same position where WIMP annihilations take
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plae. The omputation of their nal distribution requires, however, a
model for the spatial diusion, for the radiative proesses and for the
possible advetion/onvetion eets in the astrophysial site where
they travel after injeted. The treatment of this subjet will be de-
sribed in the next Chapter.
 Neutrino: Depending on the WIMP model, neutrinos an be pro-
dued either diretly or indiretly in DM annihilations. They an be
deteted through the Cherenkov light emitted by seondary muons
propagating in water or ie. The Super-Kamiokande detetor [137℄
is a water Cherenkov detetor, loated in Japan with 1000 m rok
overburden. This projet analyzed data over 1680 live days. At the
South Pole, the AMANDA high-energy neutrino telesopes [138℄ have
been operative in the reent past and the IeCube detetor [139℄ is
urrently under onstrution (1 km
2
of eetive area). The rst stage
of ANTARES telesopes [140℄ in the deep Mediterranean Sea has been
reently ompleted.
The DM overdensities at the Galati enter (GC), the Sun and the
Earth have been investigated as soures of WIMP-indued neutrinos.
Southern telesopes are not sensitive to the emission from the GC,
and annot put bounds on suh emission. Moreover, the GC seems
to be more promising for indiret searhes of DM as a soure for γ-
or multi-wavelength photons, rather than neutrinos. When WIMPs
satter elastially with the Sun or the Earth, they an be deeted
on gravitationally bound orbits and aumulate at the enter of the
massive body, with a density leading pair annihilations to beome ef-
ient. The annihilation rate is maximized when it reahes equilib-
rium with the apture rate. Among the various annihilation produts,
only neutrinos an esape from the body. The neutrino ux depends
strongly on the WIMP elasti ross setion with light nulei, rather
than to the annihilation ross setion as in the previous ases. The
spin-independent term is severely onstrained by diret DM searhes.
Prospets for deteting neutrinos from the Sun are more promising
than from the Earth, being the spin-dependent oupling suppressed in
the latter. Upper bound on WIMP-indued neutrino ux have been
derived by the null searhes in AMANDA and Super-Kamiokande, see
Fig. 2.4a. Prospets for detetion in a km-size neutrino telesope, suh
as IeCube, are intriguing [142℄.
 Antimatter: Positrons, anti-protons and anti-deuterium, produed
by WIMP annihilations in the galati halo, an be deteted as an
exoti ontribution in the spetra of osmi-ray uxes. Being harged,
their propagation an be skethed as a random walk under the inuene
of the random omponent of the galati magneti eld. Diusion
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isotropizes the distribution and the observed uxes do not provide
information on the loation and the morphology of the soures. The
identiation as a DM-indued omponent and the disentanglement
from other astrophysial soures is thus harder for this type of indiret
signals.
After the injetion by DM annihilations, the propagation of partiles
an be desribed through the transport equation (see next Chapter for
the positron ase). Both analyti and numerial (see, e.g., [143℄ and
referenes therein) treatments have been developed to solve it. One of
the largest soure of unertainty in the theoretial predition is related
to the poor knowledge of the astrophysial parameters entering in the
transport.
The balloon ights of the High-Energy Antimatter Telesope (HEAT)
experiment [144℄ measured the osmi positron spetrum between 1
and 30 GeV, indiating the presene of an exoti exess at energies
above 7 GeV, as shown in Fig. 2.4b. The PAMELA satellite [145℄ has
been launhed in 2006 and it is sensitive to positrons in the energy
range 50 MeV - 270 GeV. Together with the future AMS-02 [147℄ on
board the international spae station ould test the hypothesis of a
DM-indued ontribution in the spetrum. Note that, in order to be
deteted, a positron ux should require quite a large loal DM over-
density in the Galaxy, sine positron do not travel long distanes (∼
few kp) in the diusive halo.
On top of the ontinuum spetrum, in some models, WIMPs an pro-
due a monohromati signature in the positron ux, depending on the
presene of a tree-level oupling between WIMPs and positrons.
Antiproton ux from DM annihilations has been investigated, fous-
ing on a possible ontribution at low energies, mainly beause rst
measurements seemed to indiate an exess of antiprotons below 1
GeV. However, the data olleted by several experiments, in partiu-
lar BESS [148℄, CAPRICE [149℄ and BESS-Polar [148℄, agree with the
alulations of the prodution by osmi rays, showing no evidene for
primary antiprotons. For heavy WIMPs (TeV sale), the annihilation
ux an beome omparable to the antiproton bakground at high ener-
gies and the new generation of spae-based experiments, i.e. PAMELA
and AMS-02, an probe this senario [150℄. In the ase of AMS-02, the
anti-proton spetrum will be tested up to energies of around 1 TeV.
Antideuterons have not been measured so far, and the present ex-
perimental bounds are still far from the expeted ux of seondary
anti-deuterons in osmi rays. The antideuteron spetrum indued by
DM annihilations is predited to be muh atter than the standard
astrophysial omponent at low kineti energies [151℄. In the future,
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Figure 2.4: Left Panel: Super-Kamiokande 90 % CL exlusion region in WIMP
parameter spae for spin-dependent oupling. For details, see [141℄. Right Panel:
Cosmi positron fration as a funtion of energy. Two models for the seondary
positron fration (dashed and solid lines) and the ontribution from annihilations
of neutralinos with mass of 336 GeV (dotted line) are shown. The gure is taken
from [146℄.
for low and intermediate WIMP masses, this ould be tested by the
GAPS detetor [152℄ in a ultra long duration balloon ight.
2.6.3 Collider signals
In the WIMP hunt, the dierent tehniques, namely, diret, indiret, and
ollider searhes, are highly omplementary. Unambiguous disrimination
among the plethora of WIMP andidates through diret or indiret evidenes
may not be easy. On the other hand, the onstraints that an be plaed on
a DM andidate from ollider experiments are highly model dependent, and
do not allow for a simple desription of the reah of olliders in DM searhes.
If the DM is in form of WIMPs, namely of massive neutral partile with a
mass of the order of 100 GeV and weak interations, it should be produed
in reations at the next generation of high-energy aelerators [153℄. Pro-
dution of WIMP partiles in olliders an be inferred by the rate of missing
energy events. Indeed WIMPs esape unseen from the detetor, leading to
an apparent non-onservation of the measured momentum.
Many other observables an be exploited in order to plae indiret on-
straints on DM andidates, namely to test the extensions of the SM em-
bedding the WIMP. They inludes the width of the invisible Z deay, the
searh for new harged or olored partiles and for the Higgs, onstraints on
avor hanging neutral urrent, on the deays b→ sγ and Bs → µ+µ−, the
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Figure 2.5: Collider estimates of the WIMP reli density (Left Panel) and elasti
sattering ross setion (Right Panel) for a spei benhmark SUSY model (LCC1).
See [153℄ for details.
measurements of the anomalous magneti momentum of the muon, and the
EW preision tests [23℄.
Collider measurements of new physis an allow to disriminate among
models beyond the SM and thus to disriminate amongWIMP andidates (see,
e.g. Ref. [154℄ for UED and SUSY). Moreover, ollider observations an be
ross-orrelated to diret or indiret evidenes of WIMPs in order to help in
estimating its osmologial abundane, as shown in Fig. 2.5a.
 Tevatron: Physis beyond the SM ould be disovered at Tevatron [155℄,
although it is muh less probable than at LHC. The experiment on-
sists in proton-antiproton ollision with enter-of-mass energy of ∼ 2
TeV. Signals for WIMPs are again related to missing energy. In the
ase of heavy neutralino, the best hannel is through a tri-lepton plus
missing energy deay due to an interation between hargino and neu-
tralino. In the data olleted so far, no evidene for SUSY has been
found [156℄.
 LHC: The LHC rst beam has been injeted on 10 September 2008 at
CERN [6℄. The related experiments will look for produts of proton-
proton ollision at an energy of 7 TeV per beam. New partiles with
QCD interation and TeV mass are often predited by models beyond
the SM. They will be pair-produed at LHC and an deay into the
lightest partile of the new setor, namely the WIMP andidate. The
rate of missing energy events assoiated to WIMPs strongly depends on
the mass of this olored partiles. LHC an also help in determining the
WIMP-nuleon elasti sattering ross setion and an be orrelated
with diret searhes, as shown in Fig. 2.5b.
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 ILC: The planned International Linear Collider [157℄, an e+−e− linear
ollider with 500 or 1 TeV entre-of-mass energy, will be very powerful
for preision measurements. Quantum numbers of any partiles with
eletri or weak interation and with pair-prodution energy under
the threshold an be preisely tested. The omplementarity of LHC
and ILC in looking for physis beyond the SM is ruial (see [153℄ for
WIMP searhes). Indeed, LHC will reah larger energies and more
states of the new partile spetrum are aessible. On the other hand,
ILC will provide more preise measurements of the properties of the
partiles energetially available and an play a very important role in
DM searhes.
2.6.4 Observational exesses with a possible DM interpreta-
tion
 DAMA: To onviningly disentangle a WIMP signal with diret de-
tetion experiments, the searhes have to fous on a spei signature.
One possibility is oered by the annual modulation of the WIMP
signal, whih arises beause of the Earth's motion: vE = vsun +
vorb cos γ cos[ω(t − t0)] where vsun is the Sun veloity in the gala-
ti frame, vorb denotes the Earth's orbital speed around the Sun, the
angle γ is the inlination of the Earth's orbital plane with respet to
the galati plane, ω = 2π/1yr, and t0 = June 2nd. The expeted
time dependene of the ount rate of Eq. 2.17 an be approximated by
S(t) = S0 + Sm cos[ω(t− t0)], where S0 and Sm are the onstant and
the modulated amplitude of the signal, respetively. The DAMA/NaI
experiment laimed a model independent evidene for the presene of
DM partiles in the galati halo. Reently, the same ollaboration
onrmed the result at 8.2σ C.L., with the data taken from the highly
radiopure 250 kg NaI DAMA/LIBRA setup [158℄. The modulation of
the signal is shown in Fig. 2.3b. However, this laim is highly ontro-
versial. Indeed, other experiments with better sensitivities, like, e.g.,
KIMS, CDMS, and XENON10, exluded the WIMP sattering ross
setion required to explain the DAMA results. On the other hand, the
ounterarguments of the DAMA ollaboration inlude the fat that all
the other experiments have looked for a dierent signature (not the
annual modulation), have used dierent materials (not NaI), and some
models prediting extremely light WIMPs (with mass . 10 GeV) ould
be not exluded [159℄. Current experiments (KIMS, GERDA) are tak-
ing data in this respet to denitively rule out or onrm the DAMA
laim.
 Positrons: In 1994, the HEAT experiment has observed an exoti
exess at high energy in the positron fration, i.e. the ratio between
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positron ux and positron plus eletron ux (see Fig. 2.4b). Although
astrophysial explanations have been proposed, the standard propaga-
tion model of osmi rays annot aount for it. The exess has been
onrmed by the AMS-01 ollaboration, but with a rather poor statis-
tis. Reent preliminary results of the PAMELA ollaboration [160℄
onrm the anomalous behaviour of the ux at high energy with a
muh higher signiane. On the other hand, the rest of the spe-
trum turns out to be inompatible to the previous surveys, probably
indiating that solar modulation is a signiant eet and has to be
properly onsidered. The deteted positron fration is denitively not
onsistent to the expetation of Fig. 2.4b.
The positron spetral shape indued by WIMP annihilation is able to
t this exess. However, for a smooth DM halo and typial annihila-
tion ross setion (i.e., σav ∼ 3 · 10−26cm3s−1), the ontribution is a
fator & 50 lower with respet to the measured ux. Enhanement of
the annihilation rate ould be restrited by bounds on other indiret
signals, and a boost fator of 50 related to utuations of the loal DM
density seems unnatural. WIMP andidates with a large branhing ra-
tio in leptons leads to harder positron spetrum, and an be exploited
more easily to t the exess.
 511 keV emission line: The INTEGRAL ollaboration deteted a
511 keV line from a region of size ∼ 8 degrees entered around the
GC. This line has been identied with a high level of ondene as
originating from eletron-positron annihilations. The observation of a
relatively high fration of low energy positrons in the bulge and a low
fration in the disk is onsidered as the most puzzling aspet of this
emission and onventional astrophysial senarios annot reprodue it.
DM annihilations an at as a positron soure and it has been laimed
as an explanation for the exess. However, in this ase, WIMPs would
overprodue γ-rays from pion deays, violating experimental bounds.
More exoti senario, like, e.g., light DM [161℄, deaying DM [85℄ or
exiting DM [162℄ maybe, instead, more suessful in this respet.
 Galati enter soure: The EGRET team has reported the ob-
servation of a GC soure in the energy range 100 MeV20 GeV [163℄.
The angular resolution of EGRET was rather poor, about 1 degree at
1 GeV, enompassing a large portion of the GC and not allowing for
a lean identiation of the emitter. In Ref. [164℄, the authors argue
that the improvement of the instrument angular resolution at multi-
GeV energies should be taken into aount in the data analysis, and
onlude that the EGRET soure might be slightly oset with respet
to the GC. The detetion of TeV gamma-ray radiation from the GC has
been reported by HESS [165, 166, 167℄. Suh a measurement has been
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onrmed, with a onsistent spetrum, by MAGIC [168℄ and super-
sedes previous results by CANGAROO [169℄ and Whipple [170℄, whose
signiantly dierent spetra is likely due to a misalibration of the de-
tetor and poorer statistis rather than variability of the soure. HESS
has disovered a point soure, whose position is oinident with Sgr A
∗
within 7.3 arse ± 8.7 arse (stat.) ± 8.5 arse (syst.) [171℄, exlud-
ing the identiation with the nearby supernova remnant Sgr A East,
but not with other andidates, suh as a pulsar wind nebula reently
disovered by Chandra [172℄ whih is only 8.7 arse away from Sgr A
∗
.
The luminosity spetrum of the HESS point soure is a rather features-
less ux, φγ ∝ E−α with spetral index α ≃ 2.25, extending from
160 GeV up to above 20 TeV. Even on the basis of the spetral hara-
teristis only, without any onsisteny heks at other wavelength, it
has been shown that it is rather implausible that suh a soure is due
to WIMP annihilations only [173, 174, 175, 176℄.
 Diuse Galati gamma-ray bakground: The EGRET data shows
an exess in eah diretion of the sky, pointing toward the presene of
a bump in the Galati gamma-ray emission at few GeV. It has been
tentatively interpreted in terms of DM annihilations of a WIMP with
mass around 60 GeV [177℄. This possibility is not exluded, but the
model of [177℄ likely leads to a DM distribution in the shape of a ring
around the GC. This is in ontrast to the result of ΛCDM numeri-
al simulations. Moreover, more standard astrophysial explanation
an be invoked to t the exess, like, e.g., a spetrum of injetion for
osmi rays whih is mildly dierent with respet to the onventional
senario [178℄.
 WMAP haze: The foreground estimate in CMB experiments is not
a ompletely established issue. In the analysis of the WMAP data
in Ref. [179℄, an exess of mirowave emission in the inner 20 degrees
around the enter of the Galaxy is laimed. It has been alled WMAP
Haze. Contrary to the WMAP team, they argue that the anoma-
lous emission annot be entirely explained by a spinning dust ompo-
nent. The derived angular prole an be reprodued by a synhrotron
emission indued by WIMP annihilations, with a rather steep (r−1.2)
DM prole [180℄. It should imply an assoiated gamma-ray signal de-
tetable by the Fermi gamma-ray spae telesope [181℄. On top of
the unertainties on the existene of the Haze, polarization maps seem
to indiate that the anomalous emission is unpolarized [182℄, namely,
inompatible with a synhrotron signal.
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Chapter 3
Multi-wavelength signals of
WIMP annihilations
In the previous Chapter, we introdued the WIMP DM senario. The frame-
work is elegant and simple: stable WIMPs an be embedded in most ex-
tensions to the standard model of partile physis. In thermal equilibrium
in the early Universe, they deouple from the primordial bath in the non-
relativisti regime. Their reli abundane sales approximately with the
inverse of their total pair annihilation rate into lighter partiles: the weak-
interation oupling ensures that, within the standard osmologial senario,
suh reli density is of the order of the mean density of DM in the Universe
today, as determined in osmologial observations.
In priniple, one of the routes to test the hypothesis of WIMP DM stems
from the bases of the framework themselves
1
. Supposing that WIMPs are
indeed the building bloks of all strutures in the Universe, there is a (small
but nite) probability that WIMPs in DM halos, inluding the halo of the
Milky Way, annihilate in pairs into detetable speies. As already mentioned,
indiret detetion of WIMPs in the DM halo has mainly been foused on the
searh for a WIMP-indued omponent in the loal antiproton, positron, and
antideuteron osmi-ray uxes and for an exess in the high-energy gamma-
ray galati or extra-galati ux (relevant onstraints on the WIMP pa-
rameter spae have been derived from suh analyses; for reent results, see,
e.g., [184, 185, 186, 187℄).
A very promising strategy for testing WIMP models is the simultaneous
analysis over the whole eletromagneti spetrum of the photon emissions
indued by WIMP annihilations. This multi-wavelength approah has been
exploited for dierent astrophysial objets, like galaxy lusters [188℄, dwarf
satellites [189℄, galati DM lumps [190℄, the Large Magellani Cloud [191℄,
and the GC [183℄.
1
The analysis reported in this Chapter mainly follows the line of Ref. [183℄.
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3.1 DM WIMPs as a multiwavelength soure
The emission assoiated to WIMP annihilations is expeted to extend from
the radio band up to gamma-ray frequenies. The peak of the gamma-ray
luminosity stands at the energy orresponding to a fration (say one-third
to one-twentieth) of the WIMP mass, whih is in turn in the few (tens
of) GeV  few TeV range; it is mostly assoiated to the hain of deays
and/or hadronization proesses initiated by two-body nal state partiles
2
from WIMP pair annihilations, leading to the prodution of neutral pions
and their subsequent deays into two photons. In an analogous hain, with
analogous eieny, high-energy eletrons and positrons are produed by
harged pions. Emitted in a region with magneti elds, they give rise to
synhrotron emission overing radio frequenies up to, possibly, the X-ray
band (in the ase of large magneti elds, as typial, e.g., for aretion ows
around supermassive blak holes). The inverse Compton (IC) sattering of
ultra-relativisti eletrons and positrons on the CMB and on starlight an
ll the gap from X-ray to soft gamma-ray frequenies.
The DM WIMP soure sales with the number density of WIMP pairs
loally in spae, i.e. assuming a smooth (i.e. without substrutures), spher-
ially symmetri, and stati dark matter distribution, with ρ2/2M2χ, with
ρ(r) being the halo mass density prole at the radius r, and Mχ the mass
of the dark matter partile
3
. Emitted stable speies are nearly monohro-
mati if they are diret produts of the annihilation (sine the annihilating
partiles are essentially at rest); they have muh broader spetra if they are
generated in asades with deays and/or hadronization proesses of unsta-
ble two-body nal states. For a given speies i, the soure funtion takes the
form:
Qi(E, r) = (σv)
ρ(r)2
2M2χ
× dNi
dE
(E) , (3.1)
where σv is the annihilation rate at zero temperature, and dNi/dE is the
number of partiles i emitted per annihilation in the energy interval (E,E+
dE), obtained by weighting spetra for single annihilation hannels over the
orresponding branhing ratio.
The speies whih are relevant in a multiwavelength analysis are pho-
tons, as well as eletrons and positrons whih at as soures for radiative
proesses. For most WIMP models, branhing ratios for monohromati
emission in these hannels are subdominant; in our analysis, we will onen-
trate on the omponents with ontinuum spetra. In the ase of monohro-
2
The ontribution from nal state radiation [174, 192℄, whih is a highly model-
dependent feature of the gamma-ray spetrum, is not inluded in the analysis of this
Chapter. It will be onsidered for the spei DM andidate desribed in Chapter 4.
3
If the subhalo population omponent signiantly ontributes to the signal, the ex-
pression for ρ has to be replaed and requires a model for both the large-sale smooth and
the lumpy distributions (see, e.g., [193℄)
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mati emissions, the spetrum dNi/dE in Eq. 3.1 will be replaed by a
delta funtion peaked at energy Mχ (for χχ → γγ or χχ → e+e−) or at
Mχ(1 −m2Z/4M2χ) (for χχ → Zγ) times the branhing ratio of the related
annihilation hannel.
For referene and to make transparent the onnetion with the notation
introdued below for radiative proesses, the γray emissivity an be written
as :
jγ(E, r) = Qγ(E, r)E . (3.2)
In the energy range of interest for this analysis absorption is negligible, and
uxes or intensities an be straightforwardly derived summing ontributions
along the line of sight. E.g., the dierential γray ux is:
φγ(E, θ) =
1
E
∫
l.o.s.
ds
jγ(E, r(s, θ))
4π
(3.3)
where the oordinate s runs along the line of sight and θ is the angular oset
with respet to the enter of the observed system.
For a radiative proess i, with assoiated power Pi, the photon emissivity
is given by folding the e+/e− number density ne with the power [194℄:
ji(ν, r) = 2
∫ Mχ
me
dE Pi(r,E, ν)ne(r,E) , (3.4)
where me is the eletron mass and the fator 2 takes into aount ele-
trons and positrons (in WIMP annihilations, as well as during propagation,
there is perfet symmetry between partiles and antipartiles). Eletron and
positron populations originate from the DM annihilations and, aordingly
to the properties of the medium in whih they are injeted, their distribution
funtions evolve. The determination of ne requires the solution of a trans-
port equation. In Setion 3.3, we will onsider in a detailed analysis the ase
of the GC.
For any given emission mehanism, the assoiated luminosity at fre-
queny ν is
Li(ν) =
∫
d3r ji(ν, r) , (3.5)
while the intensity measured by a detetor an be estimated as
Si(ν, θ, θd) =
∫
dΩ′ exp
(
− tan
2 θ′
2 tan2 θd
) ∫
l.o.s.
dIi(ν, s, θ˜) . (3.6)
Here θ labels the diretion of observation and we are performing an angular
integral assuming a irular Gaussian resolution of width θd for the detetor.
dIi is the dierential of the intensity of radiation Ii: within the inrement ds
along a line of sight, there is a gain in intensity ji/(4π) ds, while a derease
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α Ii ds ould be due to absorption, where α is the absorption oeient. Ii
follows from the solution of the dierential equation:
dIi(ν, s, θ˜)
ds
= −α(ν, s, θ˜) Ii(ν, s, θ˜) + ji(ν, s, θ˜)
4π
(3.7)
where θ˜ is the angular o-set from the enter of the system of the line of
sight along whih Ii is alulated, as seleted by θ and the angular variables
of integration θ′ and φ′. If absorption is negligible, the seond integrand of
Eq. 3.6 redues to dIi(ν, s, θ˜) = ds ji(ν, s, θ˜)/(4π).
At low and intermediate frequenies, i.e. in the radio band up to (pos-
sibly) the soft X-ray band, the DM signal is mostly due to synhrotron
radiation. The power for synhrotron emission takes the form [194℄:
Psyn(r,E, ν) =
√
3 e3
mec2
B(r)F (ν/νc) , (3.8)
where B is the magneti eld, the ritial synhrotron frequeny is dened as
νc ≡ 3/(4π) ·c e/(mec2)3B(r)E2, and F (t) ≡ t
∫∞
t dzK5/3(z) is the standard
funtion setting the spetral behavior of synhrotron radiation.
The emission through inverse Compton sattering of the ultrarelativisti
eletrons from WIMP annihilations on osmi mirowave or starlight bak-
ground photons, ould be relevant as well. This emission spans the X-band
up to the (soft) γ-ray band. The inverse Compton power is given by
PIC(r,E, ν) = c hν
∫
dǫ
dnγ
dǫ
(ǫ, r)σ(ǫ, ν,E) (3.9)
where ǫ is the energy of the target photons, dnγ/dǫ is their dierential energy
spetrum, and σ is the KleinNishina ross setion. Finally, a very faint
emission is expeted in ase of bremsstrahlung, ionization, and Coulomb
sattering; we will not onsider them in our analysis.
3.2 The ase for Galati Center
Sine the gamma-ray signal sales with the square of the WIMP density
along the line of sight, the Galati enter has been often indiated as the
prime target. In any self-onsistent model for the distribution of DM in
galati halos, the DM density is found to be maximal at the enter of the
system. As disussed in Chapter 1, numerial N-body simulations of hier-
arhial lustering in ΛCDM osmologies nd ongurations with very large
overdensities, onsistent with singular density proles [27, 46, 47℄. (notie,
however, that the simulations lak resolution to map the distribution of DM
on the very small sales whih are relevant for WIMP signals). The reent
Aquarius simulation [195℄ (whih is the one onsidering the greatest number
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of partiles ∼ 1.5 · 109 in the halo), seems to indiate the GC as the most
favorable target in terms of signal to bakground ratio for the indiret de-
tetion of DM. Although there is not a full onsensus for this view in the
N-body simulation ommunity [196℄ and the role of baryons, whih are not
onsidered in the simulation, an substantially modify the piture, this re-
sult ould suggest that the observable signal is dominated by the omponent
from the GC, rather than by small lumps or dwarf satellites.
The GC is an extraordinary site from several dierent points of view. Dy-
namial observations point to the presene of a supermassive blak hole [197,
198, 199℄, with mass MBH ∼ 3 × 106M⊙, loated very lose to the dynam-
ial enter of the Galaxy, and most likely assoiated to the ompat radio
soure labeled Sgr A
∗
. Infrared and X-ray ounterparts have been identi-
ed for Sgr A
∗
; GeV and TeV emissions in the diretion of the GC have
been deteted as well, with the rst data with high statistis and fair an-
gular resolution whih have been obtained with the HESS air Cherenkov
telesope [165℄. Sgr A
∗
is an unusual soure, ertainly very dierent from
typial galati or extragalati ompat soures assoiated to blak holes.
Most notably, under our perspetive, it has a very low luminosity over the
whole spetrum, at a level at whih it is plausible that a WIMP-indued
omponent may be relevant.
Numerous analyses have been dediated to the study of the GC as a
WIMP gamma-ray soure, a list of reent referenes inludes, e.g., [200, 201,
164, 202, 203, 173, 174, 175, 204, 176, 205℄. A predition for the synhrotron
emission has been disussed in Refs. [206, 207℄, and rened on several aspets
in Ref. [208℄; a omparison with X-ray data motivated by a lass of heavy
WIMP DM andidates is presented in Ref [209℄. We onsider here the topi
within a self-onsistent multiwavelength approah. Referring to a generi
WIMP DM senario, we disuss spetral and angular features, and sketh
the orrelations among signals in the dierent energy bands. We illustrate
whih are the ritial assumptions in deriving suh onlusions, analyze them
in the ontext of the urrently available datasets, and make projetions for
the testability of the framework in the future.
3.2.1 Overview of data on Sgr A
∗
and the GC region
The radio to sub-mm emission from Sgr A
∗
is haraterized by a very hard
spetrum: the luminosity above ν ∼ 1 GHz sales approximately as Lν ∼ να
with α ≃ 0.8 and ut-o at about ν ∼ 103 GHz (a ompilation of avail-
able data and a full list of referenes is given, e.g.. in Ref. [210℄). We will
show that suh features do not seem to be ompatible with the synhrotron
emission indued by WIMP annihilations, not even with the observed ux
reshaped by synhrotron self-absorption. In general, softer spetra are ob-
tained, and the omparison with observations is useful to infer limits on the
WIMP parameter spae. The tightest bound follows from the measurement
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at the lowest frequeny, i.e. the upper bound on the ux density Sν ≤ 0.05 Jy
at the frequeny ν = 408MHz, obtained with an interferometer with 4.3 ar-
se angular aeptane at Jodrell Bank [211℄.
Although variations are learly seen in the radio ux density at dierent
epohs, lean patterns of temporal dependenies have not been identied,
see, e.g., [212℄; the data plotted in Fig. 3.1 are not time-averaged. At any
given frequeny, we show, among the available measurements, the one or-
responding to the epoh of lowest luminosity.
The angular size of the soure depends on the frequeny of observation.
At 1 GHz, a frequeny at whih it is expeted that sattering in the inter-
stellar medium would wash out the true struture of Sgr A
∗
, it is of the order
of 1.5 arse [211℄. At higher frequenies, the size shrinks proportionally to
ν−2 up to the measured value of 0.2 mas (about 1 AU in physial size) at
about 86 GHz [213℄, possibly at the level of the intrinsi size of the soure.
We will show that, at radio frequenies, the angular size of a WIMP-indued
omponent is expeted to be muh larger than these apparent or intrinsi an-
gular dimensions; we nd sizes for whih it is atually interesting to ompare
with wide eld images of the GC region rather than Sgr A
∗
alone. Among
the available surveys, we will refer again to those at the lowest frequeny,
namely at 90 m. An atlas of the diuse radio emission in the Milky Way was
presented in [214℄. The evidene for a GC diuse non-thermal soure was
enlighted in [215℄. Both maps have an angular resolution ∼ 1◦, thus hiding
the spatial struture of the diuse emission in the innermost region. We will
onsider an image of the GC region onstruted from VLA data, overing an
area of 4× 5 degrees and with angular resolution of 43 arse [216℄.
The near-infrared and X-ray emissions from Sgr A
∗
are haraterized
by a large variability (on dierent timesales in the two ases): quiesent
values for the luminosity are plotted in Fig. 3.1. The quiesent ux in the
near-infrared has been reently deteted with the VLT [217, 218℄ as a point
soure with a position oinident with the supermassive blak hole within an
auray of 10-20 mas, limited by faintness and by the proximity of one of the
stars orbiting the blak hole [199℄. Launhed in 1999, NASA's Chandra X
ray observatory is at present the most powerful Xray detetor, overing the
energy range 0.1 kev10 kev with an angular resolution of 0.5 arse. During
its observations, it has learly disovered an Xray soure onsistent with the
position of Sgr A
∗
[219, 220℄, whose quiesent emission is well tted by an
absorbed thermal bremsstrahlung plus a Gaussian-line, plotted in Fig. 3.1.
The spatial dimension of the X-ray soure is 1.5 arse. The proess involving
WIMP annihilations is expeted to be steady, i.e. it annot reprodue any
time variability pattern. We will show that a Xray ux at the quiesent level
deteted by Chandra an be obtained in the ase of large WIMP densities and
large magneti eld; moreover the soure is predited essentially as point
like, rather than the extended soure seen by the Chandra detetor. We will
use Sgr A
∗
infrared and Xray data to set onstraints on WIMP models.
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Chandra deteted also a diuse emission in several regions within the
inner 20 p of the Galaxy. The reonstruted image overs a eld of view
of 17′ × 17′ around Sgr A∗ [221℄. This diuse emission ould be onsistently
modeled as originating from a twotemperature diuse plasma. The soft
omponent (kT ∼ 0.8 keV) ould be explained invoking dierent astrophysi-
al mehanisms, while the origin of the hard omponent (kT & 3 keV), spa-
tially uniform, is not learly understood. In priniple it ould be explained
in terms of inverse Compton sattering on CMB indued by WIMP annihi-
lations; however the detetion of several emission lines and the inonsisteny
with limits at other frequenies make this hypothesis unplausible.
We ome nally to gamma-ray observations. We have already mentioned
in Setion 2.6.4, that the identiation of the soure deteted by EGRET at
the GC with Sgr A
∗
is not guaranteed, due to the poor angular resolution
of the telesope. As it an be seen in Fig. 3.1, the luminosity of suh a
soure exeeds by about one order of magnitude the luminosity of Sgr A
∗
at any other frequeny. In Ref. [164℄, it is suggested that the omparison
to set onstraints on WIMP models should be with the diuse bakground
measured by EGRET in the GC region, rather than with the EGRET GC
soure.
The detetion of TeV gamma-ray radiation from the GC has been re-
ported by HESS [165, 166, 167℄. The position of the soure is ompatible
to Sgr A
∗
, within few arse. We have disussed in Setion 2.6.4 that it
is rather implausible that this soure is indued by WIMP annihilations
only [173, 174, 175, 176℄. HESS has also reported the detetion of a dif-
fuse gamma-ray emission along the entral 300 p of the GC ridge, within
about 0.8 degree in longitude and 0.3 degree in latitude with respet to the
GC. We will onsider the entral soure and the diuse emission as maximal
bakground level to understand the potential for a disovery of a WIMP
omponent with upoming gamma-ray telesopes.
3.3 The transport equation at the GC
The emission through radiative losses involves harged partiles, mainly ele-
trons and positrons. Produed in WIMP pair annihilations, they propagate,
losing and/or gaining energy. To desribe this proess, we onsider the trans-
port equation, in the limit of spherial symmetry, and for a stationary solu-
tion (see for example [143℄; diusive reaeleration is negleted):
− 1
r2
∂
∂r
[
r2D
∂f
∂r
]
+ v
∂f
∂r
− 1
3r2
∂
∂r
(r2v) p
∂f
∂p
+
1
p2
∂
∂p
(p˙p2f) = q(r, p) (3.10)
where f(r, p) is the e+ − e− distribution funtion at equilibrium, at a given
radius r and in terms of the momentum p, related to the number density
in the energy interval (E,E + dE) by: ne(r,E)dE = 4π p
2f(r, p)dp; anal-
ogously, for the WIMP soure funtion of eletrons or positrons, we have
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Figure 3.1: Multiwavelength spetrum of Sgr A
∗
. The radio to Xray emissions
are shown in the quiesent state or at the epoh of lowest luminosity among available
observations. The plotted γray soures have positions ompatible with Sgr A∗;
however, due to a poor angular resolution, EGRET annot learly identify the
soure and perhaps neither the HESS telesope. See the text for details about the
observations in eah band.
Qe(r,E)dE = 4π p
2q(r, p)dp. The rst term on the left-hand side (l.h.s.)
desribes spatial diusion, with D(r, p) being the diusion oeient. The
seond and third terms model an advetive (onvetive) transport with an
inow (outow) of the eletrons and positrons toward (away from) the en-
ter of the system, being v(r) the ow veloity of the medium. Finally, the
last term on the l.h.s. desribes the energy loss of due to radiative proesses;
p˙(r, p) =
∑
i dpi(r, p)/dt is the sum of the rates of momentum loss assoiated
to the radiative proess i.
We apply Eq. 3.10 to the GC. The radiative losses aeting the e+ − e−
propagation are synhrotron emission, inverse Compton sattering on CMB
and starlight, bremsstrahlung, ionization, and Coulomb sattering. We
model the galati medium as omposed by moleular (H2), atomi (HI),
and ionized (HII) gases. The density proles are extrated from the desrip-
tion of the entral moleular zone in [222℄, approximating their results under
the assumptions of spherial symmetry. The synhrotron loss rate is spa-
tially dependent, saling with the square of the loal value of the magneti
eld. We plot in Fig. 3.2a the timesale for the energy loss assoiated to
eah radiative proess, dened as tloss = E/E˙. We show the synhrotron
emission for two referene values of the magneti eld, while the two urves
for bremsstrahlung, ionization and Coulomb sattering refer to the losses at
the GC and at a distane of 100 p from the GC. We plot one urve for
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Figure 3.2: Left Panel: Timesales for dierent radiative losses as a funtion of
the e+ − e− momentum. Synhrotron losses are shown for two referene values for
the magneti eld: B = 1µG, 1G. Radiative losses assoiated to bremsstrahlung,
ionization and Coulomb sattering are shown at the GC (lower urves) and at a
distane of 100 p from the GC (upper urves). Right Panel: Distane dL trav-
elled by an eletron with an injetion energy of 1 GeV before losing most of its
energy; three dierent guesses for the diusion oeient are shown, in the ase of
equipartition and reonnetion magneti eld, see Fig. 3.3a (same line styles).
inverse Compton sattering; the timesale is inversely proportional to the
energy density of the bakground radiation; at the GC the energy density
of the starlight omponent is onsiderably larger (8 eV m−3 [223℄) with re-
spet to the CMB (0.25 eV m−3). We sum the two omponents assuming a
starlight energy density onstant over the whole GC region.
The radial prole of the magneti eld is indeed an important ingredi-
ent in our analysis. Based on observations of nonthermal radio laments,
polarization of thermal dust emission, and synhrotron radiation from os-
mi rays, the anonial piture of the Galati enter magnetosphere (for a
review, see [224℄) desribes the magneti eld with a dipolar geometry on
large sale and as a pervasive eld with strength of a mG throughout the
entral moleular zone (few hundreds of p). The reent disovery of a dif-
fuse soure of nonthermal synhrotron emission [215℄ suggests, on the other
hand, a mean magneti eld of order 10 µG on sales & few p, unless rea-
eleration proesses are invoked. It is important to note that suh analyses
onstrain the mean magneti eld on sales & p and do not exlude strong
magneti eld in the innermost region. Following [225, 208℄, we onsider
a magneti eld for the GC region satisfying the equipartition ondition,
namely, with the magneti energy ompletely balaning the kineti pressure:
B(r) = 3.9 · 104
(0.01 pc
r
)5/4
µG . (3.11)
From a onservative point of view, this ould be regarded as the maximal
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allowed magneti eld; we disuss this ase together with two further possi-
bilities: We follow [209℄ and onsider the ase for a redued magneti eld
due to magneti eld line reonnetion in turbulent plasma [226℄; as a toy
model of an extreme ase at the other hand with respet to the equipartition
assumption, we allow also for a magneti eld whih is onstant within the
aretion region. Outside the aretion region, assuming spherial infall and
ux onservation, the magneti eld sales as B ∝ r−2 up to the largesale
value B ≃ 1µG [143℄. The three dierent hoies for the magneti eld
radial prole are shown in Fig. 3.3a.
Note that for magneti elds B & 1 G (as is typial for the innermost
region of the Galaxy), the synhrotron losses dominate at all energies. For
lower magneti elds, i.e. at larger sales, inverse Compton sattering (and
bremsstrahlung) beomes relevant in the ultrarelativisti regime, while ion-
ization starts to dominate in the nonrelativisti limit.
In order to estimate the relevane of spatial diusion, we ompare in
Fig. 3.2b the physial sale r with the distane diused by eletrons before
losing most of their energy, dL ≃ (DE/E˙)1/2. In the quasilinear approxi-
mation of turbulent diusion, the form of the diusion oeient D an be
expressed as D(r, p) = 1/3rgvp(δBres/B)
−2
, where rg = E/(eB) is the gy-
roradius of the eletron, vp is the eletron veloity, and δBres is the random
omponent of the magneti eld at the resonant wavelength kres = 1/rg.
On large sales (i.e., larger than about 100 p) osmi-ray data seem to in-
diate that the diusion oeient takes the form: D = D0 (EGeV /BµG)
α
with α ≃ 0.3 − 0.6 and D0 ≃ 1027 − 1030cm2s−1 [143℄; in the innermost
region, the piture is muh more unertain. Indiret onstraints are derived
in the models of [166℄ and [227℄, when addressing the origin of the γ-ray
soure deteted by HESS at the GC; in both analyses a signiant redu-
tion of the diusion oeient in the inner 10 p region is found. On the
modelling side, the relevane of diusion is stritly onneted with unknown
variables needed in the desription of turbulene, namely, the amplitude of
the random magneti eld and the sale and the turbulene spetrum. As
an example, one an assume omparable strengths for the regular and the
random omponents of the magneti eld, and a power law, k−2+α for the
turbulene spetrum. For Bohm diusion (typial when the oherene length
of the magneti eld is omparable or greater with respet to the gyroradius
of eletrons), α = 1 and the oeient redues to D = 1/3rgvp; as one an
see in Fig. 3.2b, in this ase the eet of diusion an be safely negleted.
Assuming a turbulent regime (in a homogeneous medium) with a sale of
turbulene ∼ r, we nd that, for α = 1/3 (Kolmogorov, i.e. assuming a
random ow of an inompressible uid) and α = 1/2 (Kraihnan, whih
is more plausible than the Kolmogorov spetrum in the ase of the strong
large-sale magneti eld), diusion an be relevant from the sub-p sale in
the rst ase, and it is marginally relevant around the p sale in the seond
ase. Note that the main ingredient here is the very large magneti eld on-
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sidered in the innermost region of the Galaxy. In our sample models, we nd
then that diusion is either negligible over the whole entral region or that
it might be relevant only in its outer part, where, however, the DM soure
is expeted to be less strong and have a less steep gradient than lose to the
entral BH (see the disussion below). Therefore, we an foresee negligible
to very mild eets from diusion and, in what follows, for sake of simpliity
and to make the disussion learer, we will disregard the diusion term.
We desribe the aretion ow of gas onto the blak hole in the inner-
most part of the Galaxy following [225, 208℄, namely, we assume that the
supersoni wind entering the BH gravitational potential forms a bow shok
dissipating kineti energy and subsequently falls radially onto the BH. We
take a spherial aretion and a steady ow, and estimate the region of the
aretion as Racc = 2GM/v
2
flow, where vflow ≃ 500 − 700 km s−1 is the
Galati wind veloity and thus Racc ∼ 0.04 p [225℄. The radial infall
veloity of the gas is
v(r) = −c
√
RBH
r
(3.12)
A partile propagating in suh aretion ow gains momentum sine it feels
an adiabati ompression in the BH diretion.
The Galati enter lobe is a radio ontinuum emission spanning the
entral degree of the Galaxy with a bipolar struture. Reent mid-infrared
observations [228℄ suggest the idea that the emission assoiated to the GC
lobe is a sign of a GC outow, in partiular, a starburst outow. The asso-
iated large-sale bipolar wind ould aet the transport equation Eq. 3.10,
onveting eletrons and positrons. Assuming a veloity ∼ 102 km/s [228℄,
this eet is negligible in the innermost region, while it an be relevant on
larger sales. On the other hand, although the model of [228℄ is probably the
most intriguing, one an resort to other mehanisms explaining the origin of
the Galati enter lobe (for a reent review, see, e.g., [229℄). In the following
we hoose to neglet the eet of suh a possible wind.
The solution of Eq. 3.10 provides the e+/e− number density ne in the
stationary limit. The emissivity assoiated to a radiative proess an be
estimated through Eq. 3.4.
3.3.1 The multiwavelength seed in an approximate approah
In this setion we sketh in a simple and analyti form the salings of the
dark matter indued signal depending on various assumptions in the model.
Eq. 3.10 does not admit in general an analyti solution. However, when the
radiative loss term dominates (and thus the rst three terms are negligible),
one nds simply:
ne(r,E) =
1
E˙(r,E)
∫ Mχ
E
dE Qe(E, r) (3.13)
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Figure 3.3: Left Panel: Models for the magneti elds in the entral region of the
Galaxy as a funtion of the distane from the GC. Right Panel: Magneti eld as a
funtion of the synhrotron peak energy for few values of the observed frequenies.
where E˙ omes from p˙ in Eq. 3.10 mapping momentum into energy. We have
already stressed that synhrotron proesses are the main eet for energy
losses and radiative emissivity. We an fous, for the moment, on this meha-
nism, and write the energy loss rate as E˙ = E˙syn = 4/9·(c e4)/(mec2)4B(r)2E2,
and the indued synhrotron luminosity as
νLsynν = 4πν
σv
M2χ
∫
dr r2ρ(r)2
∫ Mχ
E
Psyn(ν, r,E)
E˙syn(r,E)
Ye(E)
=
9
√
3
4
σv
M2χ
∫
dr r2ρ(r)2Ep Ye(Ep) (3.14)
where we have dened Ye(E) =
∫Mχ
E dE
′dNe/dE
′
, and in the last step we
have implemented the monohromati approximation for the synhrotron
power, i.e. assumed F (ν/νc) ∼ δ(ν/νc − 0.29) [194℄. In the monohromati
approximation there is a one-to-one orrespondene between the energy of
the radiating eletron (peak energy in the power) and the frequeny of the
emitted photon, that is Ep = ν
1/2(0.29B(r) c0)
−1/2
with c0 = 3/(4π) ·
c e/(mec
2)3, or, introduing values for numerial onstants, the peak energy
in GeV is Êp ≃ 0.463 ν̂1/2B̂−1/2, with ν̂ the frequeny in GHz and B̂ the
magneti eld in mG. Analogously, the indued γray luminosity is
νLγν = 2π
σv
M2χ
∫
dr r2ρ(r)2E2
dNγ
dE
. (3.15)
It is useful to make a few simple guesses on some of the quantities in-
trodued above. Along the line of [200℄, we assume the γray spetrum per
annihilation following the law: dNγ/dx ≃ A˜ x−B˜e−C˜x, with x ≡ E/Mχ. It is
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Figure 3.4: Left Panel: γray and e+ − e− spetra per annihilation for a 1 TeV
WIMP. The three annihilation hannels b − b¯, W+ −W−, and τ+ − τ− are taken
as referenes. Right Panel: Multipliity between the eletron and photon yields
dNγ/dE× (dNe/dE)−1 for a 1 TeV WIMP with the same annihilation modes as in
the left panel.
also a fair assumption to approximate the integrated e+−e− yield as a power
law plus an exponential uto: Ye(E) ≃ Ax−Be−Cx. The dierential yields
of seondary photons and e+ − e− are plotted in Fig. 3.4a, for three sample
ases of two-body nal states from WIMP pair annihilations. These plots are
obtained linking to simulations of deay/hadronization performed with the
PYTHIA MonteCarlo pakage [230℄ and stored libraries ontained in the
DarkSUSY pakage [96℄; we will refer to suh kind of simulations everywhere
in the thesis when making detailed estimates of WIMP indued signals. As
the simplest guess for radial dependene for the magneti eld and the DM
prole, we onsider the single power-law salings, B(r) = B0(r/r0)
−β
and
ρ(r) = ρ0(r/a)
−γ
. Eqs. 3.14 and 3.15 beome:
νLsynν =
1.8A
0.463B
σv
M2χ
ρ20 a
2γ
(
ν̂/B̂0
)(1−B)/2
M̂−Bχ
∫
dr r2−2γ
(
r
r0
)β
2
(1−B)
× exp
− C√
4.66
(
ν̂/B̂0
)1/2
M̂χ
(
r
r0
)β
2
 GeV
νLγν =2πA˜
σv
M2χ
ρ20 a
2γ Ê
2−B˜
M̂1−B˜χ
∫
dr r2−2γexp
[
−C˜ Ê
M̂χ
]
GeV
(3.16)
with M̂χ the WIMP mass in GeV.
The right-hand-sides of Eq. 3.16 show some dierenes. For the gamma-
ray luminosity, the energy uto follows simply from energy onservation and
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thus sales with the dark matter mass, exept for a O(1) fator related to the
annihilation mode. For synhrotron emission, at a xed mass, the frequeny
uto inreases with the magneti eld, again exept for a O(1) fator related
to the annihilation hannel. Away from the uto, the synhrotron emissivity
tends to originate from a larger spatial region with respet to the γray ase,
due to the additional positive power β/2(1−B) in the radial dependene. At
xed mass and frequeny, if the magneti eld is large enough to avoid the
frequeny uto, the synhrotron signal is wider than the gamma-ray signal.
This is typially the ase in the radio band and, to a muh smaller extent,
in the infrared band. Going to very high observed frequenies, however, the
magneti eld (or the energy of the radiating eletron or positron) needs
to inrease to exeedingly large values, whih might be met only very lose
to the entral BH (or for extremely massive WIMPs and/or hard e+ − e−
spetrum, as enoded in the fator C of Eq. 3.16). Salings of the required
magneti eld, as a funtion of peak radiating energy, for a few values of
the observed frequeny are shown in Fig. 3.3b: one an see that for the
observed frequenies getting into the X-ray band (say 1018 Hz) a very small
radial interval is seleted, orresponding to the largest allowed value for the
magneti eld. Hene, in this ase the synhrotron signal is atually expeted
to be originated in a very small region around the entral BH, possibly muh
smaller ompared to the gamma-ray ux.
We an now make a skethy estimate to nd whih of the limits in the
dierent bands in Fig. 3.1 might be more onstraining. We write the ratio
between synhrotron and gamma-ray luminosity in the form:
r =
νLsynν
νLγν
=
1.8
2π 0.463B
A
A˜
M̂1+B−B˜χ ν̂
(1−B)/2
Ê2−B˜
×
∫
dr r2−2γ
[
B̂(r)
]−(1−B)/2
exp
[
−CEp(r)−C˜EMχ
]
∫
dr r2−2γ
. (3.17)
In Fig. 3.4b we plot the relative multipliity between photons and ele-
trons for the three benhmark nal states from WIMP pair annihilations
onsidered in Fig. 3.4a. This illustrates the fat that, suiently far away
from the energy uto and for a generi WIMP annihilation hannel (ex-
ept, of ourse, for the ase of prompt emission of monohromati gammas,
and/or eletrons/positrons we are not onsidering here), the photon and ele-
tron/positron yields are omparable and hene that it is diult to avoid
the orrelation between the gamma and the synhrotron signals by selet-
ing a spei WIMP model. In Eq. 3.17 this implies that the ratio A/A˜ is
typially O(1). The last term in Eq. 3.17 does ritially enter in boosting
or suppressing the ratio of luminosities only in ase the exponential uto
(or the upper limit in the radial integral) is playing a role, i.e. at very large
observational frequenies for synhrotron emission (the X-ray band) or for
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Figure 3.5: Dark matter proles for the benhmark models B1, B2, and B3. For
omparison we plot also the NFW prole and NFW proles modied by the original
presription by Gondolo-Silk (GS) to aount for the growth of the entral blak
hole: the value of the ratio (σv)/Mχ are the same as in the benhmark models.
shallow density proles. Restriting to the ase of singular halo proles,
and, e.g., synhrotron emission in the radio band, the ratio r is of order
O(1) or O(0.1). To see this more preisely, let us take W+ − W− as the
annihilation hannel, as an intermediate ase between the soft quark spe-
tra and the hard leptoni spetra. We nd that integrated e+ − e− yield,
for masses in the range Mχ = 100 GeV10 TeV, an be fairly well approx-
imated by (A,B,C) ≃ (0.1, 0.7, 3); the dierential γspetrum was tted
in [200℄, nding (A˜, B˜, C˜) ≃ (0.73, 1.5, 7.8). Sine B ≃ 0.7, the resaling
fator
[
B̂(r)
]−(1−B)/2
, in the integral in the numerator of Eq. 3.17, varies at
most between about 0.09 and 3, hene we an assume as a sample value for
the suppression expeted from the ratio of integrals a fator of 0.5. Inserting
all t parameters in Eq. 3.17, we get:
rW ∼ 9 · 10−2
(
Mχ
100GeV
)0.2 ( ν
1GHz
)0.15(1GeV
E
)0.5
(3.18)
We nd hene that the radio and γray luminosities are at a omparable
level, while as it an be seen in Fig. 3.1, onstraints in the γray band are
several orders of magnitude weaker than at radio wavelengths. Although
the luminosities of Eqs. 3.14 and 3.15 annot be diretly ompared with
suh experimental data, sine they are integrated over the whole emission
region, whih an be signiantly larger than within the angular aeptane
in the observations, and relevant eets suh as advetion and synhrotron
self-absorption have been negleted, our approximate result in Eq. 3.18 puts
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Mχ σv ann. mode B ρ
B1 100GeV 2 · 10−25 cm3s−1 b− b¯ Equipart. Nsp
B2 100GeV 6 · 10−30 cm3s−1 b− b¯ Reonnet. Asp
B3 1TeV 2 · 10−28 cm3s−1 b− b¯ Constant Asp
Table 3.1: Benhmark models.
us on the trak that the strongest onstraints on the WIMP parameter spae
should be related to synhrotron emission.
3.3.2 Benhmarks and omplete treatment
A few benhmark senarios
As disussed in Setion 1.1.3, the MilkyWay is the galaxy we know in furthest
detail, still the determination of its DM halo prole is not a simple task.
One of the unertainties in implementing results from Nbody simula-
tions regards the interplay between dark matter and the baryoni ompo-
nents of the Galaxy; in partiular, the formation of the supermassive blak
hole (SMBH) at the Galati enter ould have strongly modied the initial
DM prole. The adiabati growth of a blak hole at the enter of a singular
halo prole leads to the aretion of a very dense DM spike around it [231℄.
Although this piture requires tuned initial onditions [232℄ (SMBH seed
very lose to the enter of the dark matter distribution and slow adiabati
growth), it is atually not exluded and, if the spike is formed, it an be om-
pletely destroyed only in a major merger event, unlikely in the reent past of
the Galaxy. The piture skethed in [231℄ and [232℄ has been further rened
in [233℄, where a time-evolution analysis of the usp formation is performed,
inluding the eets of self annihilations, sattering of dark matter partiles
by stars, and apture in the blak hole.
The presene of relatively large overdensity in the Galati enter region
is an essential ingredient for a sizable WIMP dark matter signal at any of the
wavelengths we will onsider in our treatment. We follow the analysis in [233℄
and fous our attention on two distributions obtained from the evolution
of a NFW prole [27℄: in the rst (hereafter labeled Nsp) we inlude the
formation of a density spike around the SMBH only, while the seond prole
(hereafter labeled Asp) is obtained by taking into aount the deepening in
the Galati potential well generated by the slow adiabati formation of the
stellar omponent in the inner Galaxy, as well as that of the SMBH. In this
seond ase the stellar omponent itself leads to a steepening of the halo
prole from ρ ∝ r−1 into ρ ∝ r−1.5 [48℄; this stands as a limiting ase among
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the series of results that have been obtained in the literature, as mentioned in
Setion 1.1.3. For both the Nsp and Asp proles the eet of self annihilation
triggers the density in the innermost region, with the nal shape being xed
by the value of the ratio (σv)/Mχ [233℄. There is therefore in general a
nonlinear dependene of the WIMP DM soure, see Eq. 3.1, on the ross
setion (we have implemented suh dependene in our analysis using saling
laws derived from either results given in [233℄ or further sample ases kindly
provided by the authors of [233℄).
Our benhmark DM proles are shown in Fig. 3.5, together, for ompari-
son, with the NFW prole and the "spiky" prole obtained implementing the
original proedure outlined in [231℄. Sample values for the WIMP mass and
the annihilation ross setion are hosen here suh that the multiwavelength
onstraints are not violated (veried a posteriori in setion 3.3.3).
For what onerns the soure spetrum in Eq. 3.1, we do not fous our
disussion on spei WIMP models, but rather refer to a generi WIMP of
given mass Mχ and annihilation ross setion σv dominated by one single
annihilation mode. If the DM annihilation into fermion is not suppressed,
quarks give often the dominant branhing ratio. This is the ase for a gauge
boson WIMP, suh as the antiperiodi gauge eld in [108℄, and for a Ma-
jorana fermion like the lightest neutralino in supersymmetri extension to
the Standard Model. For this reason we hoose as a benhmark annihilation
mode a quarkantiquark pair, giving raise to soft spetra of seondary par-
tiles mainly through the hadronization into pions (harged or neutral) and
their subsequent deay, see Fig. 3.4a.
The ase of a leptoni nal state, suh as τ+ − τ−, is rather dierent
sine muh harder spetrum is produed. We onsider the b− b¯ and τ+− τ−
as limiting ases of a muh more generi WIMP senario.
To start our disussion on multifrequeny onstraints on the GC as a
WIMP DM soure we rst fous on three benhmark ases. Properties of the
model are listed in Table 3.1 and regard the partile physis setup as well
as the dark matter prole and its reshaping by the baryoni omponent in
the Galati enter region and the assumptions on the magneti eld prole,
whose relevane is illustrated in what follows in the disussion of propagation.
To model the propagation of eletrons/positrons at the Galati enter,
we need to onsider two regimes. Outside the aretion ow, i.e. at radii
greater than the aretion radius Racc ∼ 0.04 p, the eletrons/positrons,
injeted by dark matter annihilations, lose energy in plae through radiative
proesses and their equilibrium number density is simply given by Eq. 3.13
(we will now inlude all relevant radiative proesses).
For r ≤ Racc, the physial piture is as follows: The dark matter annihi-
lations injet e+ and e− at a given radius of injetion Rinj; then two ompeti-
tive proesses take plae. On top of the momentum loss due to radiative pro-
esses, eletrons and positrons gain energy in the adiabati ompression due
to the plasma ow onto the entral BH. The propagation equation Eq. 3.10
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Figure 3.6: Eletron/positron trajetories in the plane radius versus momentum for
the equipartition (Left Panel) and reonnetion (Right Panel) magneti elds. Far
from the turning points, synhrotron loss is dominant in green trajetories, while
adiabati heating takes over in violet trajetories. The blak solid line represents
the urve along whih the e+ − e− aumulate sine the two eets balane eah
other. The dotted line is the aretion radius Racc = 0.04 pc, where advetion is
assumed to stop.
admits an integral analyti solution only in ase synhrotron emission is the
dominant radiative loss proess and the e+ − e− are in the ultrarelativisti
(or nonrelativisti) regime. The solution takes the form [208℄:
f(r, p) =
∫ r
Racc
dRinj
Q(Rinj , pinj(r, p, Rinj))
v(Rinj)
(Rinj
r
)4Cα(pinj
p
)4
(3.19)
where Cα = (2− α)/3 with α being the exponent in the power law saling
of the radial infall veloity v ∝ r−α, i.e. α = 1/2 in ase of potential
dominated by the entral BH, see Eq. 3.12. The momentum pinj is the
initial momentum of an eletron injeted at Rinj, arriving at position r with
momentum p. Outside of the ultrarelativisti approximation, Eq. 3.10 an
be solved numerially through a hange of variables that reasts the original
partial dierential equation (PDE) into an ordinary dierential equation
(ODE). This is dened by a solution of the assoiated homogeneous equation;
the harateristi urve related to the latter is
dp
dr
=
p˙syn(r, p) + p˙adv(r, p)
v(r)
, p(Rinj) = pinj (3.20)
whih desribes the trajetory of the eletrons in the plane radius versus
momentum, where
p˙syn =
4
3
c σT
B(r)2
8π
E p
(mec2)2
, p˙adv = − 1
3r2
∂
∂r
(r2v) p . (3.21)
The solution of Eq. 3.20 is shown in Fig. 3.6 in the plane (p, r), in the ase
of equipartition (left panel) or reonnetion (right panel) magneti eld (see
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Fig. 3.3). In the rst ase the synhrotron loss dominates at high energies,
while the advetion gain takes over at low energies; eletrons aumulate on
the trajetory separating the two regimes (blak urve in the gure). Sine
approahing the BH, the saling in radius of the synhrotron loss is faster
than the advetion gain, p˙syn ∝ r−5/2 versus p˙adv ∝ r−3/2, the advetion
dominated region beomes smaller and smaller and disappears for radii very
lose to the BH horizon. As stated above, in the region with r > Racc we
neglet the advetion and thus the trajetories are just horizontal lines.
Quite similar is the eletron/positron ow in the ase of a reonnetion
magneti eld. Sine now the magneti eld is smaller, the advetion dom-
inated region beomes larger. The line along whih eletrons aumulate is
modied aordingly to the shape of the magneti eld plotted in Fig. 3.3a.
We would assume a magneti eld whih is onstant in the aretion
region, see again Fig. 3.3a, advetion basially dominates throughout the
plane and there's no region of aumulation. Moreover eletrons ould be
aelerated at energies greater than Mχ, an eet not possible in the previous
ases in whih the propagation of eletrons with energy ≥ 10 GeV beomes
dominated by the synhrotron loss at all radii.
We an then solve the propagation equation Eq. 3.10 on these traje-
tories, reduing the PDE to a linear ODE that admits a standard integral
solution:
f(r, p) =
∫ r
Racc
dRinj
Q(Rinj , pinj(r, p, Rinj))
v(Rinj)
exp
( ∫ r
Rinj
dr′
h(r′, pinj(r, p, r
′))
v(r′)
)
,
(3.22)
where h(r, p) = p−2 ∂∂p(p˙syn(r, p)p
2). In the ultrarelativisti limit Eq. 3.22
redued to the form in Eq. 3.19.
Examples of the resulting eletron/positron equilibrium number density
are plotted in Fig. 3.7a. We an see that the eet of the advetion is to
drive low energy eletrons to higher energies, where synhrotron loss is dom-
inant. Thus there is a peak in the distribution orresponding to the urves of
momentum aumulation in Fig. 3.6. Note that in the ase of equipartition
magneti eld, the aumulation ow is muh more eient with respet to
the reonnetion ase, or, in other words, there is a wider region of the ini-
tial ondition (pinj , Rinj) for a point of aumulation (p, r), and thus more
eletrons ontribute. For this reason the peak in the density are more pro-
nouned in the equipartition ase. In Fig. 3.7a we plot for omparison the
eletron/positron equilibrium number density obtained negleting the eet
of advetion. The synhrotron losses dominate until very low energies (and
not too small radii) where ionization takes over (see Fig. 3.2a) and the dis-
tribution beomes atter.
Fig. 3.7b gives a feeling for the radial reshaping of synhrotron signals
due to advetion eets. We plot the synhrotron luminosity, see Eq. 3.5,
per unit logarithmi interval jsyn r
3
, at the wavelength of 90 m and for
the three benhmark models in Table 3.1. There is a sharp jump in the
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Figure 3.7: Left Panel: Eletron/positron equilibrium number density at two given
radii for the benhmark models B1 and B2 (olors and line-styles as in the previous
gures). In the dashdotted lines the eet of advetion is negleted. Right Panel:
Synhrotron luminosity per unit logarithmi interval jsyn r
3
at 90 m for the three
benhmark models. The sharp transition is in orrespondene to the aretion
radius Racc = 0.04 pc, where advetion starts. In the upper dasheddotted urves
the eet of advetion is negleted.
emissivity at the aretion radius Racc sine we have assumed a sharp tran-
sition between the two propagation regimes; in a more realisti model we
would nd a slightly smoother behavior without, however, the preditions
for signals being signiantly aeted. At this frequeny the soure is rather
extended, as already pointed out with the approximate salings in Setion
3.3.1. Atually, advetion redues even further the signal from the inner-
most region. Indeed at large wavelengths the synhrotron power peaks at
low energy, while advetion shifts eletrons from low to high energies. This
eet is more evident for onstant and reonnetion magneti elds where
the region in the plane (p, r) dominated by advetion is large. For shorter
wavelengths, the advetion eet beomes less and less important sine the
synhrotron power peak shifts to high energies and thus into the region of
the plane (p, r) in Fig. 3.6 where the synhrotron losses are dominant.
Points soures or extended soures?
Indiret detetion of dark matter through the identiation of a photon ex-
ess is not a straightforward task. There are essentially two types of signal
for suh ux: spetral signatures or signatures related to the morphology
of the soure. Regarding the spetral signatures, prompt annihilation into
monohromati photons is the most favorable ase, however it is not guar-
anteed in a generi WIMP model [200℄. On the other hand, signals with
ontinuum energy spetrum ould be in general mimiked by standard as-
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trophysial soures. The spatial struture of the DM soure, in ase this is
extended, ould be an equally powerful way of disentangling the soure from
an environment in whih other astrophysial soures are present. One often
has to fae the problem that although the WIMP soure is extended, it an-
not be experimentally resolved. In the following we want to show that this is
not the ase at the radio frequenies, sine as expeted from the approximate
results in Setion 3.3.1 the DM soure may be very extended.
At radio frequenies, there are ongurations for the parameters in the
model for whih synhrotron self-absorption is a relevant eet [206, 207, 208℄
and we inlude it in our analysis. In [208℄, it was shown that, on the other
hand, we an safely neglet synhrotron self-Compton eets. For the signal
in the UV and softX band, we need to take into aount the photoeletri
eet on the interstellar dust; this is an eet taking plae mostly outside the
region of emission hene we an model it a posteriori through an attenuation
fator.
The synhrotron selfabsorption eets relies on the fat that the emitted
synhrotron radiation ould be reabsorbed by the radiating eletrons along
the line of sight as desribed by Eq. 3.7. Being α(ν, s, θ) the synhrotron self
absorption oeient, see e.g. [194℄, the quantity whih is useful to estimate
the relevane of the absorption eet is the optial depth:
τν(θ) =
∫
los
dsα(ν, s, θ) . (3.23)
In physial ongurations leading to τ & 1, the synhrotron selfabsorption
eets annot be generally negleted. In Fig. 3.8 we plot the optial depth
along three dierent lines of sight for the benhmark models B1 and B2.
As we an see, the absorption eet is relevant only along the lines of sight
pointing towards the very entral region. This is due to the fat that the
probability of the radiation to be reabsorbed is related to the ompatness of
the soure. Thus in general we expet negligible eets for shallow proles.
The saling of absorption with frequeny, in general, takes the approximate
form: α(ν, s, θ) ∝ j(ν, s, θ) ν−5/2 [194℄. More preisely for the benhmark
models, we nd numerially that absorption modies by a fator O(1) the
ux assoiated to observations of the inner region in the radio band, while
it is irrelevant at larger angles and frequenies.
To study the angular prole of the photon soure indued by WIMP an-
nihilations, we dene as ideal radiation intensity I(θ) the signal in a detetor
with an innite angular resolution. For γrays, the spatial extension is om-
pletely xed by the halo prole, i.e. by the dimension of the DM soure.
For synhrotron emission, on the other hand, it is aeted by many ingredi-
ents, both related to the dark matter properties, to the magneti eld shape,
and to the frequeny of observation, as we an see from Eq. 3.16. In ase
synhrotron loss is not the dominant radiative loss, also gas and starlight
spatial distributions ontribute to set the shape of the angular prole of the
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Figure 3.8: Optial depth versus frequeny for three dierent lines of sight, in the
benhmark models B1 and B2 (same line styles and olors of previous gures).
signal. We expet from the approximate treatment the radioband signal
to beome wider than that in the γray band, while in the Xray band the
need of a very large magneti eld shrinks the signal to a region whih is
muh smaller than the size of the DM soure. This is onrmed in Fig. 3.9a,
where we plot the intensity as a funtion of the angular oset from the GC,
for the benhmark models B1 and B2 in Table 3.1 at the radio, X and γray
bands, normalizing eah of the uxes to unity to better understand the rel-
ative spatial extension. The dierene in the spatial extension between the
two benhmark models is essentially given by the halo proles, sine the Asp
prole leads to a more narrow signal than Nsp.
In a real observation, the deteted angular prole is a ombination of
the intrinsi prole shown in Fig. 3.9a and the experimental resolution, as
desribed by Eq. 3.6. In Fig. 3.9b we plot again the WIMP indued emissions
for the benhmarks models B1 and B2, now ltered over a typial angular
resolution. For the 90 m signal, we take a typial resolution ahievable by
VLA, namely FWHM=20′′ [234℄. For the Xrays emission we onsider the
Chandra point spread funtion, i.e. PSF=0.5′′ [219℄. Finally in the γray
ase, the signal is integrated over 0.1◦ that is a typial PSF for both the
Fermi gamma-ray spae telesope (FGST), formerly named GLAST, [235℄
and the urrent generation of ACT [168, 166℄. The synhrotron emission
in the Xband is very narrow and thus impossible to be resolved. In ase
of a very uspy prole, like Asp, the soure ould be resolved only by radio
observations, while for the Nsp prole the soure ould be deteted as diuse
both in the γray and radio bands.
In Fig. 3.10a we plot the radiation intensity for the benhmark model
B1 at four dierent frequenies. As expeted, the size of the soure beomes
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Figure 3.9: Normalized radiation intensity in the radio, X and γray bands for the
benhmark models B1 and B2. In the Left Panel, an ideal innite angular resolution
is onsidered, while in the Right Panel the intensity is ltered over typial angular
resolutions: 20 arse at 90 m, 0.5 arse at 1018 Hz, and 0.1◦ at 1 GeV. Dotted
lines are the related experimental angular proles of a point-like soure, as modeled
by a Gaussian detetor response.
smaller going from radio to infrared wavelengths. In Fig. 3.10a, we show
also the angular resolution of the urrent or nearfuture experiments in the
radio (VLA [234℄ and EVLA [236℄), mm and sub-mm (ALMA [237℄), infrared
and NIR (VLT [238℄) bands, relative to the wavelength sale plotted on the
right-hand side. In the rst two ases the WIMP soure appears extended,
while going to higher frequenies it beomes a point soure.
In Fig. 3.10b, we show the eet of varying the magneti eld on the
synhrotron intensity at 90 m, for the benhmark models B1 and B2, but
looping over the magneti eld shapes shown in Fig. 3.3a. Note that the
hoie of magneti eld diers only inside the aretion region θacc ∼ 1′′.
The hoie of equipartition magneti led gives the brightest signal, while
the onstant magneti eld the faintest. At this wavelength and for typial
angular resolution of urrent detetors, the ontribution from the region
θ < 1′′ is never dominant, hene the hoie of the magneti eld is essentially
not relevant. The fat that at the intermediate angular sale the predition
of the two models oinides reets just the hoie of normalizing their radio
emissivity to the tightest upper bound in the radio band, i.e. Sν ≤ 0.05 Jy
at the frequeny ν = 408 MHz [211℄.
For a given magneti prole, the higher the energy for the radiating ele-
tron or positron, the higher the frequeny at whih the synhrotron power
peaks; thus a hard e+ − e− spetrum emits more eiently at short wave-
lengths, while a soft spetrum at long wavelengths. In Fig. 3.11a we plot the
angular intensity of the synhrotron signal in the radio, NIR, and Xbands
for benhmark model B1 and B4, i.e. the same of B1 exept for assum-
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Figure 3.10: Left Panel: Angular prole of the synhrotron radiation intensity at
dierent frequenies for the benhmark model B1. Experimental angular resolution
in the radio and infrared bands are also shown (blue dashed lines) with the wave-
length units displayed in the sale on the right-hand side of the plot. Right Panel:
Angular prole of the synhrotron radiation intensity for the benhmark models
B1 and B2 at 90 m, but varying the magneti eld aording to the three radial
proles in Fig.3.3a (same line styles).
ing τ+ − τ− as dominant annihilation hannel rather than b − b¯. We nd
that B4 is signiantly brighter than B1 at high frequenies. Note also that
the spatial extension at suh frequenies depends signiantly on the WIMP
annihilation nal state.
Finally we turn to the unertainty on the dimension of the signal stem-
ming from the dimension of the soure itself. In the ase of signals at radio
frequenies the sale at whih is relevant to model the DM density prole
to derive a denite predition orrespond basially to the angular resolution
of the observation itself, i.e. θ & 1′′. In Fig. 3.11b, we plot the benhmark
model B1 at 90 m, varying the dark matter prole and nd how dramat-
ially the signal an hange. Note that the reason why the result with the
NFW prole or the Nsp prole are essentially equivalent is the large value
of the ratio σv/Mχ for the benhmark model under onsideration, whih is
attening out the Nsp prole.
3.3.3 Results: multiwavelength onstraints and perspe-
tives
In the previous Setion, we disussed how intensity and spatial extension of
the signal depend on parameters involved in the predition for the multi
wavelength spetra. We implement now this general analysis to derive quan-
titative onstraints. In Setion 3.2.1 we listed available datasets on the GC
relevant in our analysis; sine it is unlikely that any of them omes in onne-
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tion to a DM signal, we will extrat upper limits only. It's not straightforward
to selet a uniform exlusion riterion for all the measurements. We deide
to ompare the DM indued ux with the most onstraining datapoint in
any given waveband. To some extent, this is a onservative approah, sine
eah experimental point is onsidered to be independent and no orrelation
analysis implemented. In the next deade, new telesopes, as well as new y-
les of observations with experiments already operative at present, will allow
to plae even tighter onstraints on WIMP parameter spae, or, hopefully,
nd evidene for a DM signal. We will fous, in partiular, on two lasses
of γray telesopes, namely, the satellite detetor FGST [235℄ whih will be
in orbit in a few months, and the next-generation air Cherenkov telesope
CTA [239℄, and disuss the relevane of new observations at radio frequenies
by the VLA projet [234℄.
Synhrotron emission versus radio, infrared, and X-ray data
As summarized in the Setion 3.2.1, rather aurate measurements of the
radio and infrared emission of the soure assoiated to the entral SMBH
are available. Both the spetrum and the pattern in size of this soure
annot be assoiated to synhrotron emission from DM annihilations. Typi-
ally, observations of Sgr A
∗
have been obtained with instruments with very
good pointing auray and small angular aeptane. On the other hand,
WIMP annihilations give rise to radio signals on a muh larger angular size.
It follows that, in general, it is inorret to diretly ompare the total radio
luminosity of the DM soure with the luminosity extrapolated from the avail-
able Sgr A
∗
observations. A more aurate way of proeeding is to ompute,
for eah model and eah datapoint, the DMindued synhrotron intensity
within the region orresponding to the angular resolution of the telesope,
i.e. mimiking a Gaussian response of the detetor with θd in Eq. 3.6 (or
a Gaussian elliptial response with two dierent θ) as appropriate for eah
measurement.
In Fig. 3.12a we show measured intensities (or upper limits) for Sgr A
∗
([210℄, [212℄, [217℄) together with the DM synhrotron luminosity L(ν) inte-
grated over the whole GC region, say, e.g., a sphere of radius orresponding
to an angular size of about 1◦, and divided by 4π d20, where d0 is the distane
to the GC (solid, dashed, and dotted lines, respetively, for benhmark mod-
els B1, B2, and B3, spanning the whole range of frequenies shown in the
plot). As we just stated, this is not the quantity whih should be ompared to
radio data; would one make suh a onnetion, i.e. impliitly assuming that
the DM soure is point-like rather than extended, the inferred upper bounds
would be grossly overestimated. We selet instead ve data-points (plus one
in the infrared), eah orresponding to measurements with dierent angular
resolutions, and plot, in a small interval around the orresponding frequeny,
intensities towards the GC, treating now the signal as an extended soure
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Figure 3.11: Left Panel: Angular prole of the synhrotron ux intensity for the
benhmark model B1 and B4 (i.e. the same of B1 exept for assuming τ+ − τ−
as dominant annihilation hannel). We show the signal at dierent wavelengths,
namely, in the radio, NIR, and Xray bands. Right Panel: Angular prole of the
synhrotron ux intensity at 90 m for the benhmark model B1, but varying the
DM halo prole.
ltered by the telesope angular response. As expeted, the strongest on-
straint in the radio band omes from the measurement at the lowest available
frequeny [211℄ and the value of the ross setions for the benhmark models
have been tuned to math this upper limit. This is also the measurement we
will refer to, when ombining onstraints from dierent frequenies to the
multiwavelength DM spetrum in Figs. 3.15 and 3.16 below.
The intrinsi dimension of the DM synhrotron soure at radio frequen-
ies suggests that observations overing a wider eld of view ould set rel-
evant onstraints as well. We onsider the map of the Galati enter at
λ=90 m obtained by [216℄, assembling dierent VLA observations. It is a
4◦× 5◦ image, with a resolution of 43”× 24”, thus resolving Sgr A, the om-
plex radiosoure present at the GC and omposed by Sgr A
∗
, the supernova
remnant Sgr A East, and the spiral struture Sgr A West, but not Sgr A
∗
itself. The bakground noise level is about 5 mJy/beam. In Fig. 3.12b we
plot the radial prole of the DM signal as it would be reported in a map
with the resolution of [216℄ and deteted by an observation with a resolu-
tion of 4.3”, like in the Sgr A∗ survey of [211℄. The Sgr A soure is not
spherially symmetri and its angular prole annot be aurately redued
to a radial prole; in Fig. 3.12b we give just a shemati representation of
the angular shape of the signal reported by [216℄. We nd that the limit
on DM models one an dedue from Sgr A data is less stringent than the
onstraint inferred from Sgr A
∗
. At large angles, however, the DM signal is
omparable to the bakground noise level, in partiular, in the ase of the
Nsp prole. As mentioned above, suh noise level is extrapolated in [216℄,
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Figure 3.12: Left Panel: Sgr A
∗
luminosity in the radio and infrared bands (blak
points) ompared to the synhrotron radiation indued by DM annihilations in the
benhmark models B1, B2, and B3. For the latter, portions of spetra integrated
over the experimental angular resolutions around six frequenies are shown. The
lines spanning the entire range of frequenies are the spetra integrated over the
whole GC region. Right Panel: Spatial prole of the DM synhrotron signal for the
benhmark models B1, B2, and B3. In the upper urves the angular resolution is
43”× 24”, while in the lower urves it is 4.3”. We show together the experimental
limits related to the Galati enter region derived by [216℄ and to Sgr A
∗
by [211℄.
assembling observations with dierent resolutions. It is not the best ahiev-
able in VLA observations today, of the order of ∼ 1mJy/
√
hour at 90 m
[234℄. New wide-eld observations ould indeed lead to tighter onstraints
on DM models, as we will be disuss below.
In Fig. 3.12a we plot three measurements of the NIR luminosity of Sgr A
∗
in the quiesent state [217℄, plus three upper limits derived in [212℄, and the
DMindued signal for the three benhmark models. We disussed in some
detail how the angular size of the soure shrinks rapidly going to higher
frequenies. For the halo proles we onsider in our analysis, already in
the NIR the DM soure would appear as pointlike, even with a detetor
with exellent angular resolution, suh as a size of tens of mas ahievable
by VLT [240, 241℄. Indeed, one an see that the estimate of the signal
omputing L(ν)/(4π d20), or S(ν) integrated over the appropriate angular
size, essentially oinide. Measurements are not far above from the estimated
DM luminosities, espeially for the benhmark model B2, for whih this limit
is omparable to the radio limit. We will derive limits on WIMP masses
and ross setions onsidering the tightest NIR limit, namely, the measured
emission in the Ks band (2.16µm).
Signiant synhrotron emission at even higher frequenies is expeted
in the ase of very large magneti elds lose to the entral blak hole, as in
the equipartition and reonnetion magneti eld models we are onsidering.
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For the ux emitted in the UV and softX band, we need to take into a-
ount the attenuation due to the photoeletri eet on the interstellar dust.
We model this eet saling down the emissivity of Eq. 3.4 by the fator
exp(−NH σp.e.), where NH is the eletron olumn density [220℄ and σp.e. is
the photoeletri ross setion [242℄. In Fig. 3.13a, we plot the DM signal
due to synhrotron emission, in the energy range where Chandra [219℄ has
deteted an Xray soure with position onsistent with Sgr A
∗
. The three
benhmark models are onsidered, as well as the ases in whih, keeping all
the other parameters in the model xed, the other hoies for the magneti
eld radial prole (see Fig. 3.3a) are implemented. To onvert ux inten-
sities into ounts per unit energy and time, we use the Chandra eetive
area on axis reported in [243℄. For a WIMP with mass of about 1 TeV (up-
per green urves) the peak in the emissivity is at galatoentri distanes at
whih equipartition and reonnetion magneti elds dier only slightly, and
thus the relative signals do not dier dramatially. In the ase of the mag-
neti eld attened to a onstant value (dotted green urve), on the other
hand, synhrotron emissivity is sharply suppressed. For 100 GeV WIMPs
(blue and red urves), the signal originates in a muh smaller region, where
equipartition and reonnetion magneti elds dier substantially, and the
onstant magneti eld annot give a sizable signal. To better understand
the dependene on the WIMP mass of the synhrotron signal, we show the
Xrays spetrum in Fig. 3.13b for the benhmark models, and onsider three
WIMP mass sales.
Inverse Compton sattering and the emission in the X-ray and
γ-ray bands
At X-ray frequenies and above, the dominant radiative proess involving the
e+−e− produed by WIMP annihilations an be inverse Compton sattering,
rather than synhrotron emission. IC on the osmi mirowave bakground
is peaked in the Xband, while that on the starlight has its peak in the
multi MeV or even GeV region. The distribution of starlight in the Galaxy
is highly nonuniform; its average energy density in the inner region is about
ǫ∗ ≃ 8 eV m−3 [223℄. As a sample ansatz to make an estimate of the level of
IC emission on starlight, we assume that suh a value an be representative
for the whole GC region and for simpliity we will make also the approxi-
mation of the starlight spetrum blakbody shape of temperature T∗ = 0.3
eV [223℄.
In Fig. 3.14, we plot the IC spetra on CMB and starlight, indued by
WIMPannihilations in the three benhmarks models. It is shown for a typ-
ial angular resolution of the urrent γrays experiments, i.e. 10−5 sr. We
are onsidering suh a large eld of view sine the IC signals have an angular
shape whih is signiantly broader than the shape of the e+ − e− soure
funtion. We an intuitively understand this feature from the fat that this
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Figure 3.13: Left Panel: DM indued synhrotron ux in the Chandra energy range
for the benhmark models B1, B2 and B3, but varying the magneti eld among
the three dierent shapes of Fig. 3.3a. The blak line is the t to the Chandra
measured spetrum. Right Panel: Synhrotron Xray spetrum originated from
dark matter annihilations in the benhmark models B1, B2, and B3, but varying
the mass. The three ases onsidered are (from top to bottom): 1 TeV, 100 GeV,
and 10 GeV. For onstant magneti eld only the rst ase is shown sine smaller
masses annot give a sizable spetrum.
emission omes mostly in onnetion to the e+ − e− with largest energy at
emission, and these in turn lose energy by synhrotron losses muh more
eiently lose to the GC, where magneti elds are the largest, than in
the outskirts of the GC region. It turns out that the angular shape for the
equilibrium number density of high energy e+−e− is muh broader than the
gamma-ray ux from π0 deays (whih is the same as for the soure fun-
tion), and, of ourse, even more with respet to the shape of the synhrotron
indued X-ray ux. For this reason, although for the plot in Fig. 3.14 the
intensity assoiated to the IC on CMB is larger than the synhrotron inten-
sity, when integrating over the angular resolution of the Chandra detetor,
the trend is reversed, and only in the ase of onstant magneti eld, with
synhrotron emission in the X-ray band essentially negligible, omparing the
IC ux to Sgr A
∗
gives a tighter onstraint. Analogously to what we did
in the ase of radio emission, it is worth heking whether data on a large
eld of view ould be relevant. We ompare the IC signal to the diuse
Xrays emission deteted by the Chandra observatory: In the 17′ × 17′ map
of [221℄, some regions are seleted and from them spetra of diuse emission
are extrated, removing events near points soure and lamentary features.
When ombining onstraints from dierent frequenies in Figs. 3.15 and 3.16
below, we ompute the level of IC emission in suh regions and extrat upper
bounds.
Similar arguments apply for the IC on starlight and the γray limits. In-
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deed for what onerns bounds assoiated to the pointlike soure deteted
by Egret at the GC (atually its position is ontroversial, see the next se-
tion), the limit assoiated to π0 deay is more onstraining than the IC limit.
This is not true in general for the diuse emission on the whole GC region,
however we do not nd any region in the parameter spae in whih tighter
limits ome in onnetion to this omponent. Note that the assumption we
made on radial prole and energy spetrum for the starlight bakground are
rather rude, and may deserve further study; rening them may lead to a
slightly dierent onlusion, but it is unlikely that the general piture would
be aeted.
The emission from π0 deays and the γ-ray band
Reently, observations by atmospheri Cherenkov telesopes deteted a gamma-
ray soure in the diretion of the Galati enter. In partiular the H.E.S.S.
ollaboration ([165℄, [176℄) has obtained an aurate measurement of the
spetrum of the soure as a single power law in the energy range between
160 GeV and a few tens of TeV, making the interpretation of the signal in
terms of WIMP DM pair annihilations rather unlikely. H.E.S.S. has found
evidene for a GC pointlike soure, namely, a soure with an extension
smaller than its PSF=0.1◦ and position ompatible with Sgr A∗, on top a
diuse γ-ray omponent [167℄. In the ase of uspy dark matter halo pro-
les, one needs to ompare against the entral soure only; the shallower the
prole, the more eient it beomes to extend the analysis and inlude the
GC ridge as well (see, e.g., the disussion in [205℄). The resulting limits for
the benhmark proles are plotted in Figs. 3.15 and 3.16.
The EGRET telesope mapped the GC in the energy range 30 MeV
10 GeV [163℄, deteting a ux within 1.5◦ of the GC. A few hypothesis for
interpreting this ux in terms of a standard astrophysial soure have been
formulated; its spetral shape is even ompatible with a omponent from
WIMP DM annihilations [201℄. On the other hand, the poor angular reso-
lution of EGRET does not allow for a univoal identiation of the soure.
In Ref. [164℄, using only energy bins above 1 GeV and a spatially unbinned
maximum likelihood analysis, the authors argue that the Galati enter is
exluded as the position of the soure at 99.9% and the maximum likeli-
hood loation is at l = 0.19, b = −0.08. Thus they derive upper limits
on the γrays ux from DM annihilations under the ondition of no evi-
dene of a pointsoure at the GC. Whether this is the orret approah is
still under debate and only the FGST surveys will give a denitive answer.
We derive more onservative but robust limits omparing with the EGRET
soure; would one follow the line of [164℄, the limits would be improved up to
about a fator of ten. Exept for very light WIMPs, the strongest onstraint
omes from the last data-point in the EGRET measurement, in the energy
bin 4− 10 GeV.
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Figure 3.14: Xray to γray emissions indued by DM annihilations for the benh-
mark models B1, B2, and B3. All the four mehanisms of photon spetrum pro-
dution onsidered in this Chapter give sizable signals. The ux intensities are
integrated over a solid angle of 10−5 sr. The level of the diuse emission deteted
by Chandra is also shown (blak line).
Combined onstraints on the WIMP parameter spae
Having speied how individual onstraints are implemented, we are now
ready to disuss the global piture. We refer to a model independent senario
in whih a WIMPmodel is labeled by the value of the WIMPmassMχ and its
total annihilation rate σv, both assumed as free and independent parameters.
As for the benhmark ases, we disuss as extreme ases for the WIMP soure
funtions, a soft spetrum onguration xing to 1 the branhing ratio in
the b− b¯ hannel, and a hard spetrum setup when τ+− τ− is the dominant
annihilation mode. Again, having speied the annihilation mode and the
WIMP mass, injetion spetra are xed aordingly to simulation results
with the PYTHIA pakage as implemented in DarkSUSY [96℄. Referene
models for the DM distribution in the GC region are the Nsp and Asp proles
(with the seond muh denser than the rst, hene with upper bounds on
σv expeted to shift dramatially). Finally, we loop over the three referene
magneti eld radial proles given in Fig. 3.3a.
In Figs. 3.15 and 3.16 we onsider the four possible ombinations of an-
nihilation hannels and halo prole. The Davies et al. radio bound does not
depend on the magneti eld hoie sine, as we have seen above, the signal
is generated mainly outside the aretion region. The same is of ourse true
for the EGRET and HESS γ-ray limits. It is rather striking to see that the
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Figure 3.15: Upper bounds on the WIMP pair annihilation ross setion as a
funtion of the WIMP mass, assuming b− b¯ as dominant annihilation hannel. The
Left Panel and Right Panel show the limits for, respetively, the Nsp and Asp pro-
les; note the mismath on the vertial sale in the two plots. The radio onstraints
from Davies et al., the limits from EGRET and HESS γ-ray measurements, and the
bound from the X-ray diuse emission as deteted by CHANDRA (dasheddotted
line), do not depend on the hoie of the magneti eld radial density prole. The
onstraints assoiated to the NIR and X-ray observations of Sgr A
∗
, respetively,
by VLT and CHANDRA, are shown for the three magneti eld models of Fig. 3.3a
(using the same line styles).
radio limit is always tighter than the EGRET limit, with this trend get-
ting enfored even more, the softer the spetra and the more uspy the halo
prole. Were we onsidering a DM prole obtained by implementing the
original simplied proedure by Gondolo and Silk as response for the adi-
abati formation of the entral SMBH [231℄, we would nd that essentially
the whole WIMP parameter spae is exluded, as in the original onlusions
in Refs. [206, 207℄ (despite the fat that several ingredients in this analy-
sis are rened and/or treated dierently). The HESS limit beomes more
stringent for heavy WIMPs, espeially in the ase of hard emission spetra.
Unfortunately this is a regime in whih other onstraints take over.
VLT NIR limits depend to some extent to the magneti eld hoie and
show some nontrivial behavior. Consider the ase of the τ+−τ− nal state.
For very heavy WIMPs, and hene very energeti radiating partiles in this
hard emission spetra, the value of the magneti eld mathing the peak
in synhrotron emission is quite small (see Fig. 3.3b), orresponding to the
region where we have assumed idential shapes for the prole of the three
benhmark ases. Going to smaller masses, the energy at whih the e+− e−
distribution peaks beomes smaller, and thus the required magneti eld
higher, approahing the value we assigned (by mere hane) to the entral
plateau in the onstant magneti eld ase (limits are oded in magneti
eld using the same onvention for line-type as in Fig. 3.3a); the emission
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is partiularly eient and bounds are more eetive with respet to the
equipartition and reonnetion magneti eld ases. At smaller masses the
magneti eld mathing the synhrotron peak beomes greater than the on-
stant plateau and onstraints are quikly relaxed. The same eet happens
for the reonnetion magneti eld, at even smaller masses. An analogous
eet takes plae for the b − b¯ hannel, but to a smaller extent due to the
soft spetrum.
We have already disussed patterns of dependenies of the synhrotron
X-ray signal with the magneti eld in many details. For moderate to large
values of magneti elds around the entral BH, the limit from the detetion
of Sgr A
∗
by CHANDRA tends to be the tightest in the WIMP parameter
spae, exept if the WIMP mass is too small, the annihilation hannel is too
soft, or the density of WIMP very lose to the GC is not large enough, i.e.
if, in onnetion to one or more of these issues, we do not have enough high
energy radiating eletrons and positrons. The signal is generated in a very
small region, where the DM prole depends on the ratio σv/Mχ, and hene
the saling of the ux with the ross setion is not linear. In the ase of the
Asp prole, this dependene is so strong that the limit an be double valued.
Finally, the dash-dotted line refers to the limit extrated from detetion
by CHANDRA of a diuse X-ray bakground, when ompared to the pre-
dited IC emission on the CMB. It an be the tightest X-ray limit, however, it
is never the strongest onstraints in any ombination of our referene setups.
In general, the request for the WIMP thermal reli abundane to not
exeed the value of the mean DM density in the Universe as derived from
osmologial measurements, xes a lower bound on the total annihilation
rate at zero temperature (the reli density sales approximately with the
inverse of the pair annihilation rate; there are, however, ases when suh
orrespondene is badly violated, the prime example being when oannihila-
tion eets are present). The very tight onstraints we have found in ase of
the Asp prole should make very narrow, or even lose, the allowed window
in the WIMP parameter spae. For the Nsp prole, on the other hand, the
limits we have derived are muh less stringent.
Projeted onstraints with upoming observations
Indiret dark matter detetion is one of the most ambitious objetives for
new observational ampaigns or new telesopes getting available in the near
future, with the GC often being indiated as the prime observational tar-
get. We try to make here a projetion on how signiant ould be the im-
provement with respet to the region of the WIMP parameter spae already
exluded in Figs. 3.15 and 3.16.
We mentioned that the radio bounds ould beome even stronger for
wide eld 90 m observations of the GC region reahing a noise level whih
is signiantly redued with respet to the map onstruted in [216℄, at
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Figure 3.16: The same as Fig. 3.15, but taking τ+ − τ− as the dominant annihi-
lation hannel.
least in ase the intrinsi dimension of Sgr A in the radio band is not muh
larger than what is inferred from present observations. In Figs. 3.17 and
3.18 we sketh the ase of a hypothetial observation with the VLA in its
onguration with the worst angular resolution for spatial reonstrution,
but with the maximal DM-signal to noise ratio, namely with FWHM=200”
and a noise level of 0.1 mJy in 50 hours of observations (onguration D in
Ref. [234℄)
4
. We are pointing the telesope at an angle of 50′ with respet to
the GC. The lower urves sketh the improvements in upper bounds whih
ould be obtained in the ase of presene of regions with no ontamination
from astrophysial bakgrounds (3 σ noise level). This senario orresponds
to the most favorable ase. Indeed a 90 m diuse emission at the GC was
already deteted [214, 215℄. However, the poor angular resolution of the
surveys (51 and 39 armin, respetively) does not allow to derive the spatial
struture of the emission in the innermost region. In the GC image of [216℄,
suh emission does not seem ompletely isotropi and hene, from pathes of
the map with no bakground, we an extrat tighter bounds (upper urves
in Figs. 3.17 and 3.18) with respet to [214, 215℄. Indeed, although the
observations made with the Green Bank Telesope and reported in [215℄
5
have a omparable sensitivity, the assoiated image shows a smoother diuse
emission, due to the larger angular resolution, and the omparison between
the WIMP signal and the noise level has to be performed at larger angles,
where the DM emission is fainter. The real limit is probably standing in
between the two extreme ases plotted in Figs. 3.17 and 3.18.
The spae satellite FGST was launhed June 11, 2008. The energy range
4
The EVLA projet [236℄, sheduled for 2013, should improve the ontinuum sensitivity,
and onsequently the WIMP onstraint, by a fator of 2 to 40 with respet to VLA.
5
Note that the magneti elds onsidered in this thesis and plotted in Fig. 3.3 are
onsistent with the bound derived in [215℄ by the omparison of the deteted diuse non-
thermal soure and the expeted synhrotron emission from GC osmi rays.
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of detetion is approximately 100 MeV300 GeV, with an expeted sensitivity
improved by a fator 100 with respet to EGRET. The PSF and the eetive
area at high energy are respetively 10−5 sr and 104 m2 (in the following
we will onsider the full energy dependene in these quantities as inferred
from [235℄; averaging over the angle of observation at whih the GC stands
with respet to the zenith of the detetor are inluded as well, nding an
eetive exposure whih is essentially redued by a fator of 0.3). We have
also assumed a 10% energy resolution, an exposure time of 5 years, and
systemati errors of 5.2% [244℄; the latter are relevant only at energies <
10 GeV.
The next generation of ACT, the Cherenkov Telesope Array (CTA)
projet, is urrently under development. The proposed energy range of de-
tetion is 10 GeV100 TeV, thus overlapping and extending on the HESS
range. The most dramati improvement will be in the eetive area, up to
about 1 km2 or even larger in extreme ongurations, with highly redued
statistial errors. Based on the study in [239℄, we assume systemati errors
to be ∼1%, the energy resolution at the level of 10%, and the point spread
funtion equal to 10−5 sr. For an ACT, on top of astrophysial bakgrounds,
one needs to take into aount the bakground from misidentied showers,
i.e.:
dNsh
dE
=
dNhad
dE
+
dNel
dE
(3.24)
where
dNhad,el
dE are the spetra of the gamma-like showers from hadrons and
eletrons, respetively. We treat these omponents following [200℄, assuming
1% of misidentied hadron showers with respet to the total inident ux.
We assume a total of about 250 hours for the exposure time (reasonable in
5 years of operation for CTA).
To estimate the γray projeted onstraints in the plane DM mass versus
annihilation ross setion, we make an extrapolation of the pointlike and
diuse astrophysial bakgrounds deteted by HESS over the whole energy
range of interest, namely 1 GeV300 GeV for FGST and 10 GeV100 TeV
for CTA, assuming single power law saling for the uxes. We onsider two
generi power law spetra AiE
−Bi
γ , with i = p, d, one for the pointlike GC
soure and the other for the diuse gammaray emission in the Galati en-
ter region, assumed to have a at angular prole. We rst generate a sample
of Ai and Bi oeients satisfying the ondition χ
2
red ≤ 1 when ompared
to the data-sets from HESS observations [165℄ and [167℄. Then, we simulate
how this ux should be seen by FGST and CTA summing statistial and
systemati errors in quadrature (we dene the statistial error as the square
root of the number of events in any given bin). Finally, we ompute the best
ts assuming as theoretial ux a dark matter ontribution on top of a new
two-omponent bakground A˜iE
−B˜i
γ . Among all the A˜i and B˜i oeients
allowed, we retain the ase providing the smallest χ2 and take as exlusion
riterion χ2red > 3, namely a ux not well tted by the dark omponent plus
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any viable astrophysial omponents. The χ2 analysis is performed both on
the energy spetra and on the angular struture of the ux. The angular
bin size is xed aording to the PSF. For the Asp prole, this last step is
useless, sine the dark matter signal is onentrated in the entral angular
bin (see Fig. 3.9), while for the less uspy Nsp prole this proedure provides
additional information. (The method we are implementing leads to analo-
gous onlusions with respet to the treatment in [205℄, the main dierenes
in the extrapolated limits stemming from the dierent halo proles adopted
and a dierent treatment of systemati errors.)
Results are shown in Figs. 3.17 and 3.18. In the same plots, shaded re-
gions identify the models violating at least one of the onstraints in Figs. 3.15
and 3.16 onsidering the weakest limit among the three ases with a dier-
ent hoie of the magneti eld radial prole, i.e. models that are exluded
(at least within the rather general set of assumptions we are making regard-
ing magneti elds, treatment of eletrons and positrons propagation, dark
matter densities in the GC region, and spetral features of the yield from
WIMP annihilations). The projeted limit for FGST is always lying in a
shaded region; those for CTA span modest portions of the parameter spae
whih are not already exluded. One should onsider, on one hand, that
we may have been over onservative, sine we derived these limits relying
on extrapolations on both the energy spetra and the angular prole for
the bakground astrophysial omponents, as well as without assuming any
theoretial modeling of suh astrophysial soures; with data at hand the
piture may look slightly more favorable. On the other hand, this is indeed
suggesting that, although the γ-ray band is the regime in whih it is most
straightforward to make the onnetion between a given dark matter model
and the indued signal, it does not seem to be the energy range with the
best signal to bakground ratios, at least in the ase of the GC and of not
very uspy DM prole.
3.4 Other possible multi-wavelength soures
Various astrophysial systems have been analyzed in order to set onstraints
on the nature of the DM partiles. To be exploited for this aim, they should
possess an assoiated relatively high DM-indued ux and the possibility to
disentangle the DM soure with respet to bakground soures. The multi-
wavelength approah we disussed in the ase of the GC an be extended to
other objets and, in the following, we sketh the most investigated ases in
the literature.
3.4.1 Galaxy lusters
Clusters of galaxies are the largest bound strutures in the Universe and
their mass is dominated by the DM omponent. Therefore, they an be
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Figure 3.17: Projeted exlusion limits from VLA, FGST (labelled GLAST) and
CTA, in the plane WIMP annihilation ross setion versus WIMP mass, in the ase
of b − b¯ as the dominant annihilation hannel. The Left Panel and Right Panel
show the limits for, respetively, the Nsp and Asp prole. The FGST and CTA
projetions are obtained ombining an angular and spetral analysis as desribed
in the text. The VLA limit arises from the omparison with the bakground noise
level at 50 armin away from the GC. The upper urve is derived assuming a noise
level as in [216℄, while the lower urve is omputed onsidering the minimal noise
ahievable by VLA (D onguration). Shaded regions identify the models violating
at least one of the onstraints in Fig. 3.15 (onsidering the weakest limit among the
three ases with a dierent hoie of the magneti eld radial prole).
onsidered as natural targets for indiret signatures of WIMP annihilations.
In the ase of few nearby lusters, the DM indued ux ould be possibly
deteted in multi-wavelength studies [188℄. The majority of galaxy lusters
is, however, too far to be probed by forthoming experiments.
A detailed analysis of the DM distribution and of the indued multi-
wavelength ux in the Coma luster is performed in [188℄. Depending on
some assumptions for the struture of the intraluster magneti eld, the
spetral and the spatial features of the Coma radio halo an be tted by
a WIMP-indued omponent. On the other hand, this model produe too
faint emissions at other wavelengths. The FGST detetor ould, however,
onstrain the gamma-ray part of the spetrum in the next years.
In Ref. [245℄, they propose an explanation of the non-thermal hard X-ray
emission from the Ophiuhus luster in terms of IC sattering indued by
WIMP annihilations. Assuming a quite low magneti eld (of the order of
0.1 µG), both the X-ray and the radio emissions an be reprodued. Again,
the FGST surveys will be an important test for suh a senario.
In order to disentangle WIMP-indued signals from other astrophysial
emissions, an ideal system would be a luster with a lear spatial separation
between the various matter omponents. The luster 1ES0657-556 ts in
this senario (see the disussion at the end of Setion 1.1.2). The mirowave
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Figure 3.18: The same as Fig. 3.17, but taking τ+ − τ− as the dominant annihi-
lation hannel.
observations of the SZ eet indued by DM annihilations in this luster
(ompared to other multi-wavelength signals) an be another omplementary
way to test WIMP models [246℄.
3.4.2 Galati DM lumps
The distribution and size of DM lumps embedded in the smooth large-
sale galati halo have yet to be preisely determined. WIMP lumps as
synhrotron soures have been disussed in [247℄, in onnetion to their
detetability in CMB experiments. A multi-wavelength perspetive was
adopted by [190℄, ombining synhrotron and IC radiation signals. They
onlude that the presene of galati DM lumps an be signiantly on-
strained through the searh for its indued diuse IC emission by the FGST
experiment.
3.4.3 Dwarf spheroidal galaxies
Reently, dSph galaxies, populating the region around the Milky Way and
M31, have been extensively investigated as possible targets for the obser-
vation of a WIMP-indued signature, with most of the studies dediated
to the gamma-ray omponent. In this respet, dSph galaxies share sev-
eral nie features. They are DM dominated systems and the gas, dust and
osmi-ray omponents are highly subdominant. This implies that the re-
lated multi-wavelength spetra appear to be faint. Moreover, the preditions
from N-body simulation onerning the DM halo prole an be onsidered
more trustable than in the ase of galaxies like the Milky Way, sine baryons
are not expeted to play a ruial role. They are the losest DM domi-
nated objets other than the Galaxy and the WIMP-indued emissions are
generally onsidered brighter and more promising than, e.g., for lusters.
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Moreover the known loation makes the searh well-dened, unlike the more
ambiguous ase of ompletely dark substrutures.
Investigations of the multi-wavelength signals assoiated to WIMP anni-
hilations in dSph Drao are performed in [189, 248℄. In dSph galaxies, spatial
diusion an play an important role. The DM-indued synhrotron emission
in Drao leads to a spatially extended struture, whih has interesting onse-
quenes in the next-generation of radio telesope [189℄. As in the ase of the
GC, depending upon assumptions on the magneti elds, the diuse radio
emission from Drao an have a signal-to-bakground ratio larger than the
gamma ray ase.
The X-ray signal assoiated to IC sattering o CMB photons of e+−e−
injeted by WIMP annihilations in a few dSph galaxies is studied in [249℄.
They do not observe any exess, onstraining the WIMP parameter spae at
a level omparable to gamma-ray observations of the same systems, although
the result depends again on some additional assumptions.
The SDSS ollaboration has been disovered a population of extremely
low-luminosity satellite of the Milky Way. Reent measurements of the ve-
loities of the stars in this faint objets indiate that they are DM dominated
galaxies with a mass∼ 107M⊙ within their inner 0.3 kp [250℄. Their proxim-
ity and their large mass make these dSph galaxies as very promising targets
for deteting an indued-WIMP signal. The ase of the gamma-ray band
has been investigated in [251℄. One of their onlusions is that the expeted
ux an be signiantly larger than that from previously known dSphs.
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Chapter 4
A WIMP andidate from
extra-dimensions
The SM annot be likely onsidered as the nal theory of partile physis. As
already mentioned, it suers of naturalness problems and does not aount
for the DM ontent of the Universe. Many extensions have been proposed,
inluding, e.g., Supersymmetry, Little Higgs, and models with extra dimen-
sions (ED). In this Chapter, we will fous on the latter. Models with the
number of the spae-time dimensions > 4 are non-renormalizable. Therefore,
ED models are eetive theories valid up to an ultraviolet ut-o sale. They
have a strong theoretial motivation in quantum theories of gravity, namely
string and M-theories, whih onsistent formulations requires the presene
of extra-dimensions. A more phenomenologial perspetive has been, on the
other hand, widely pursued as well. Indeed, most of the ED models have
been introdued in the literature to solve the gauge hierarhy problem on-
neted to EWSB, namely to suppress radiative orretions to the Higgs mass.
DM andidates in ED ould arise either from new degrees of freedom asso-
iated to the introdution of extra dimensions or from the extension of the
partile ontent indued by the gauge group and matter representations of
the theory BSM. One of the most investigated lass of frameworks, embeds
WIMPs as DM onstituents of the Universe through a mehanism preventing
the WIMP to deay by introduing a new unbroken disrete Z2 symmetry.
All SM partiles are assumed to be neutral under this symmetry, while the
WIMP DM andidate is the lightest non-neutral state. Higher dimensional
theories may t into this piture: the lightest KaluzaKlein partile (LKP)
is potentially a good DM andidate in the lass of ED senarios in whih a
disrete symmetry makes the LKP stable.
In the next Setion, we disuss possible solutions for the gauge hierarhy
problem in ED frameworks. Setion 4.2 is devoted to a list of examples of
DM andidates embedded in ED models.
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4.1 Extra-dimensions and Standard Model issues
Considering extension of the SM with one (or more) extra-dimension, the
rst question whih obviously arises is: why is this ED unobserved?
One possibility is that only gravity propagates along the extra-dimension,
while all the SM elds live in a 4D sub-spae, i.e., a 3-brane. Models of this
sort are generalization of the Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos and Dvali (ADD)
model [252℄. The relation between 4D and (4 + n)-dimensional Newton
onstants is given by:
G
(4)
N =
1
Vn
G
(4+n)
N . (4.1)
where Vn ∼ Rn, R and n are the volume, the size and the number of the
extra dimensions, respetively. If the ompatiation volume is suiently
large, the fundamental mass sale M = (MP lR)
−n/(n+2)MP l (where MP l =
(G
(4)
N )
−1/2
is the 4D Plank mass) an be redued down to the EW sale.
Another possibility is given by extra dimensions too small to be aessible
so far at olliders. In this ontext, models with warped extra-dimensions are
one of the most investigated framework for addressing the gauge hierarhy
problem. The original idea of Randall and Sundrum (RS) [253℄ involves an
exponential hierarhy arising from the bakground metri. Considering a 5D
spae-time, the AdS5 metri onsidered by RS is:
ds2 = e−2kyηµνdx
µdxν + dy2 , (4.2)
where k is the AdS urvature sale, ηµν is the Minkowski metri, and y is
the fth dimension ompatied on a line segment (y ∈ [0, πR]). In the rst
RS model, SM partiles are onned to the IR brane, namely at y = πR.
A generi mass M in 5D, inluding the Higgs mass, is resaled down by
the warp fator to M e−pikR on the IR brane, solving the hierarhy problem.
This piture, however, leads to generi tensions with proton deay, avor
hanging neutral urrent eets and neutrino mass. Many variants of the
original setup have been developed in the last years.
Aording to the AdS/CFT orrespondene [254℄, 5D warped models
have a dual 4D interpretation in terms of a strongly-oupled onformal eld
theory (CFT). In this framework, EW symmetry an be dynamially bro-
ken with the Higgs arising as a omposite pseudo-Goldstone boson from the
strongly interating setor (in a similar way as pions in QCD). At low en-
ergies it resembles the elementary Higgs, while its behavior at high energy
is quite dierent. The Higgs mass is proteted by an approximate global
symmetry of the strongly interating setor and the potential is only gener-
ated via quantum eets. Models of this sort an suessfully address the
avor struture issue and pass EW preision tests (for a reent review, see,
e.g., [255℄).
A possible solution of the gauge hierarhy problem is provided by the
so alled gauge-Higgs uniation (GHU) mehanism. If the SM Higgs bo-
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son arises from the internal omponent of a higher-dimensional gauge eld,
the underlying higher dimensional gauge symmetry protets the Higgs by
radiative quadrati divergenes. EW breaking proeeds via the Hosotani
mehanism (i.e., through a non-loal Wilson line eetive interation) and
the Higgs potential is nite to all orders (for a review on GHU, see, e.g., [256℄
and referene therein). From a model building point of view, the GHU meh-
anism requires to enlarge the SM gauge group.
In Ref. [111℄, a lass of GHU senarios in warped spae is disussed. They
onsider in detail a realisti model, namely, the minimal omposite Higgs
model [257℄, whose gauge group is SO(5)× U(1)X . They show that, within
the GHU onstrution, the predited Higgs is heavier than the experimen-
tal bound, the EW preision observables an improve, and new vetor-like
quarks an be deteted at LHC.
In at senarios, the simplest models are 5D theories with universal extra
dimensions [258℄, namely theories where all the SM partiles are promoted
to bulk elds propagating in higher dimensions. They are partiularly in-
teresting from the DM point of view, as we will disuss in the next Setion.
Despite the simpliity of these models, however, UED theories do not shed
any light on the EWSB mehanism of the SM, whose quantum instability
gets atually worse beause of the higher (ubi) dependene of the Higgs
mass on the UV ut-o of the theory.
A reently-proposed [259, 260, 261℄, realisti, at 5D model in the ontext
of GHU will be disussed in detail in Setion 4.3.
4.2 Extra-dimensions and Dark Matter
In the following, we summarize some of the various DM andidates proposed
in ED senarios (see e.g. [262℄ for a review).
 KK graviton: In some ED models, the Kaluza-Klein (KK) graviton
is oupled to matter with a 4D ordinary gravity strength (i.e., with
ouplings ∼ G(4)N ). In this ase, its lifetime is longer than the age of the
Universe and it is non-thermally produed. In ADD models, the KK
graviton has a meV mass and the piture typially requires ne-tuned
onditions for the prodution mehanism. In the UED ontext, on the
other hand, it an play the role of a superWIMP [72℄, as desribed in
Setion 1.3.2, with a mass around the Tev sale.
 Radion: The radion is the geometrial modulus of the ED, namely,
a salar degree of freedom assoiated to the size of the ompatied
dimensions. As in the ase of KK graviton, it an be stable on a
osmologial sale [263℄. It is typially light (mass∼meV) and an play
a ruial role in osmology (e.g., modifying the inationary senario).
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For this reason, it is quite strongly onstrained and radion DM models
often requires a signiant amount of ne tuning.
 Branons: In brane-world senarios, the branons are the Goldstone
bosons orresponding to the spontaneous symmetry breaking of the
translational invariane produed by the presene of the brane [264℄.
Translational invariane in the extra dimensions is not neessarily an
exat symmetry and a branon mass is expeted from suh expliit
symmetry breaking. Branons interat in pairs with SM partiles, thus
they are stable. At low energy, they are weakly interating (depending
on the tension sale) and for masses & 100 GeV, branons an at as
WIMP andidates.
 B(1) in UED models: In the UED model, the lightest KK partile
is stable, thanks to a disrete symmetry alled KK-parity [107℄, All
SM elds propagate in the at extra dimension and the translation
invariane along the extra dimension is only broken by the orbifold
ompatiation (at loop level). The remnant unbroken Z2 subgroup
of the translation group in the extra dimensions is the KK-parity. It
inverts the segment of ompatiation around its middle point. In
terms of a oordinate 0 ≤ y ≤ πR, KK-parity implies the invariane
of the Lagrangian under the transformation y → πR − y. Thus, it
requires that the boundary Lagrangians at the two orbifold xed points
are symmetri. This symmetry avoids interation verties with an odd
number of odd-KK states and the LKP is stable.
In some realizations, the LKP is the rst KK exitation of the hyper-
harge gauge boson B(1). For an extra dimension of TeV−1 size, this
LKP an at as a WIMP and its phenomenology has been investigated
in depth reently (for a review, see [265℄).
 warped KK neutrino-like andidates: A general analysis of a
DM andidate in the form of a heavy Dira neutrino with suppressed
oupling to the SM Z boson is performed in [106℄. They onsider
thermal relis in models extending the EW SM group to SU(2)L ×
SU(2)R × U(1). Suh neutrinos an be viable DM andidates with a
mass between 10 GeV and 500 GeV, providing that the oupling to the
Z is ∼100 times smaller than for SM neutrinos, in order to not violate
diret detetion bounds.
In a 5D warped GUT model [109℄, a DM andidate of this sort arises as
a KK state, with the stability guaranteed by a Z3 disrete symmetry
related to the suppression of baryon number violation.
 warped KK gauge bosons: In Ref. [110℄, they onsider a possible
implementation of the KK parity in a warped geometry. This is done
by introduing two distint slies of AdS5 and imposing a symmetry
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interhanging them. The eigenstates an be divided into two lasses
with dierent symmetry properties; as in the at UED ase, KK-even
modes have proles symmetri under reetion around the mid-point
of the extra dimension, while KK-odd modes have anti-symmetri pro-
les. Verties with an odd number of odd-KK states are forbidden and
the odd-LKP is stable. For a ertain hoie of the parameters in the
model, it an be a KK Z gauge boson with TeV mass.
An extension to warped extra dimension of the disrete symmetry im-
plemented in the next Setion is analyzed in Ref. [111℄. They show
that suh an exhange symmetry an generally give rise to realisti
DM andidates. In the minimal omposite Higgs model [257℄, for a er-
tain hoie of the boundary ondition, the lightest Z2-odd gauge boson
an be a viable DM andidates with mass in the 300-500 GeV range.
Some of the Z2-odd olored fermions are nearly degenerate in mass
with the DM andidate and o-annihilation eets lead to a DM reli
abundane mathing the osmologial amount of DM in the Universe
today. Diret detetion of this andidate is not very promising for the
near future experiments, due to suppressed ouplings to light quarks.
On the other hand, they argue that partiular details onerning the
spetrum of the deay hannels assoiated to the next-to-lightest odd
partile an give a harateristi signature of the model at olliders.
A DM andidate, embedded in a 5D at model realizing the GHU meh-
anism, has been reently proposed [108℄. We extensively disuss this on-
strution and its impliations for DM searhes [266℄ in the next Setion. The
exposition follows the line of papers [108℄ and [266℄.
4.3 AWIMP andidate from an extra non-universal
dimension
In this Setion, we show that viable DM andidates an be embedded in at
non-universal higher dimensional theories aiming at the stabilization of the
EW sale. For suh purpose, we will fous on a reently proposed 5D the-
ory in whih the Higgs eld is the internal omponent of a gauge eld, and
Lorentz symmetry is broken in the bulk [261℄ (see e.g. [256℄ for a brief ped-
agogial review of suh kind of models and for further referenes). Within
this framework, a Z2 symmetry (alled mirror symmetry) has been invoked
to improve the naturalness of the model [261℄; as a by-produt, this symme-
try guarantees the stability of the lightest Z2 odd partile. Z2 symmetries
of this kind are less restritive than KKparity. Their implementation is
partiularly intuitive if one onsiders 5D theories on an interval S1/Z2. The
mirror symmetry ats on a given eld and its opy under the symmetry,
giving rise to periodi and anti-periodi states along the overing irle S1,
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respetively even and odd under the mirror symmetry. The LKP is then
identied with the rst KK mode of the lightest 5D antiperiodi eld in the
model, similarly to the LKP in UED models, but with the important dif-
ferene that mirror symmetry is not a remnant of a spae-time symmetry
and hene does not neessarily at on all elds in the model. In partiular,
the mirror symmetry we propose here an be implemented in at as well
as warped spaes, and does not put any onstraint on the relation between
the boundary Lagrangians at the two xed-points, aside the obvious one of
being Z2 even.
We present here a detailed alulation of the thermal reli density of the
LKP in the model of [261℄. Sine Lorentz symmetry in the extra dimension is
expliitly broken, there is a ertain degree of unertainty in the model mass
spetrum. We fous on the region in the parameter spae where the LKP
is the rst KK mode of an antiperiodi gauge eld, roughly aligned along
the U(1)Y diretion in eld spae. Eletroweak bounds require this eld to
be heavier than about 2 TeV, in a range whih is signiantly more massive
than the analogous state in the UED senario [107℄, as well as most WIMP
DM andidates. Sine the mass is so heavy, the pair annihilation rate for
our WIMP andidate is small and would tend to lead to the departure from
thermal equilibrium at too early times, overproduing DM by one order of
magnitude or more. On the other hand, the LKP appears within a set of
other extra antiperiodi elds, most often with the next-to-lightest Kaluza
Klein partile (NLKP) being a strongly interating partile. For reasonable
values of parameters in the model, the mass splitting between NLKP and
LKP turns out to be small, and the oannihilating NLKP beomes the par-
tile triggering the freeze-out and possibly lowering the LKP reli density
within the observed value. In partiular, the nature of the EWSB in the
model implies that typially the lightest Z2odd fermion is the b−, arising
from the KK tower assoiated to the bottom quark. A strongly-interating
NLKP gauge boson an be found, instead, in ase the mirror symmetry ats
on the olor SU(3)s. For simpliity, we then disuss two lasses of viable
senarios:
1. The LKP oannihilates with the b−, and gluons are periodi on S
1
.
2. Gluons are both periodi and antiperiodi on S1 and the LKP oanni-
hilates also with the rst KK mode of the antiperiodi gluon.
Note that in the rst senario there is a further inrease in the eetive
thermally averaged annihilation ross setion due to a KK-gluon s-hannel
resonane in b− pair annihilations. Values of the reli density in agreement
with observations are obtained in both senarios, with a moderate degree of
ne-tuning (of order few perent), omparable or even lower than what one
obtains in other ases in the literature when the reli density of the WIMP
DM andidate is driven by oannihilation eets.
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4.3.1 Mirror Symmetry
The most investigated ases for WIMP DM in ED frameworks arise in the
UED model, where the LKP is stable thanks to the KK-parity. As we pre-
viously mentioned, suh symmetry implies, in partiular, the equality of any
possible loalized Lagrangian terms at y = 0 and at y = πR: L0 = Lpi.
Most extra dimensional models whih aim to stabilize in one way or another
the EW sale, however, requires L0 6= Lpi and do not respet KKparity.
In partiular, models based on 5D warped spaes [253℄ manifestly violate
this symmetry. It is then desirable to impose some other less onstraining
symmetry proteting some KK modes from deaying.
The Z2 symmetry we will onsider below has been introdued in [261℄
and allows for arbitrary loalized terms in the Lagrangian. As it will be lear
below, it works for both at and warped spaes. Consider a simple toy model
of two interating 5D real salar elds φ1 and φ2 and impose on the system
a Z2 symmetry whih interhange them: φ1,2 ↔ φ2,1. Being the Lagrangian
invariant under this symmetry, we an impose boundary onditions of the
following form for φ1 and φ2 (in the S
1/Z2 orbifold notation):
φ1(y + 2πR) = φ2(y) , φ1(−y) = ηφ2(y) , (4.3)
where η = ±. It is onvenient to dene linear ombinations φ± = (φ1 ±
φ2)/
√
2 whih are respetively periodi and antiperiodi on the overing ir-
le S1 and with denite orbifold parities: φ±(−y) = ±ηφ±(y). Equivalently,
one an onsider in Eq. (4.3) the standard parity projetion φ1(−y) = ηφ1(y)
instead of φ1(−y) = ηφ2(y), resulting in a hange of parity for φ−. Under
the Z2 symmetry, φ± → ±φ±, so we an assign a multipliative harge +1
to φ+ and −1 to φ−. The loalized Lagrangian terms L0 and Lpi, whih
an inlude boundary elds as well, an be arbitrary and in general dierent
from eah other, provided they respet the above Z2 symmetry. We denote
suh Z2 symmetry as mirror symmetry in the following. It an also be
implemented on gauge elds. For Abelian gauge groups, it works as before
and one is left with two gauge elds, one periodi and one antiperiodi.
For non-abelian gauge groups, mirror symmetry an be easily implemented
only when the orbifold twist (or the boundary onditions on the segment)
are trivially embedded in the gauge group. In suh a ase, starting from two
idential gauge groups G1 ×G2, the boundary onditions (4.3) leave unbro-
ken in 4D only the diagonal subgroup G+.
1
Mirror symmetry hanges the
sign of all halfinteger KK modes, assoiated to the antiperiodi eld φ−,
leaving invariant the integer KK modes of φ+. As suh, the rst half-integer
n = 1/2 KK mode of φ− annot deay and is stable. Mirror symmetry ats
on these elds as KKparity, provided one resales R → R/2, but with the
1
Notie that the antiperiodi gauge elds A− are not onnetions of the gauge group
G−. The latter is not a group, but the symmetri quotient (G1 ×G2)/G+.
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important dierene, as already pointed out, of allowing more freedom in
the 5D theory and on the loalized 4D Lagrangian terms.
It is straightforward to generalize the ation of mirror symmetry for more
extra dimensions. For instane, for omplex salars φ1 and φ2 ompatied
on a T 2/Z2 orbifold one an have
φ1(z + 1) = φ2(z) , φ1(z + τ) = φ2(z) , φ1(−z) = ηφ2(z) , (4.4)
with z properly normalized dimensionless oordinates on T 2 and τ its mod-
ular parameter. As in the 5D ase, the lowest KK mode of φ− is absolutely
stable.
The mirror symmetry an be also easily extended to warped models. The
implementation proeeds in a similar way as desribed above. The role of
the periodi states in at ED is played in warped spae by elds obeying
(+,+) or (-,-) boundary onditions and antiperiodi states are replaed by
elds obeying (+,-) or (-,+) boundary onditions. The sign +(-) denotes
Neumann (Dirihlet) boundary onditions and the rst/seond entry in the
parenthesis refers to the UV/IR brane, respetively. A model-independent
implementation of this symmetry in warped senarios is performed in [111℄
(where it is alled "exhange symmetry"). They show how this mehanism
an generally lead to a stable DM andidate.
From a model-building point of view, it is of ourse desirable not to im-
pose mirror symmetry ad ho for the only purpose of getting a stable partile,
possibly with the orret properties of being a good DM andidate. This is
not mandatory but makes the symmetry more natural. In Supersymme-
try, for instane, Rsymmetry is typially imposed not only to have a stable
supersymmetri partile but also to avoid baryonviolating operators that
would lead to a too fast proton deay. In the following, in the same spirit,
we will onsider a model [261℄ where mirror symmetry has been introdued
to redue the ne-tuning needed to stabilize the eletroweak sale.
4.3.2 The Model
The model we onsider is a model of gauge-Higgs uniation on a at 5D
spae of the form R1,3 × S1/Z2. It is well known that in models of this sort
is hard to get suiently heavy masses for the Higgs eld and the top quark,
due to various symmetry onstraints, inluding 5D Lorentz symmetry. The
latter symmetry, in partiular, links gauge and Yukawa ouplings between
eah other and does not easily allow to get the orret top Yukawa oupling.
Due to the radiative origin of the Higgs potential, a large Yukawa oupling
will also tend to inrease the Higgs mass. It has been shown in [260, 261℄
that by expliitly breaking 5D Lorentz symmetry in the bulk (leaving the
4D Lorentz symmetry unbroken), one an easily overome the two above
problems of too light Higgs and top elds, having now no onstraint linking
gauge and Yukawa ouplings. In the following, we review very briey the
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main features of the model  referring the interested reader to [259, 260, 261℄
for further details  and then onsider in some detail the mass spetrum of
the lightest non-SM states.
The gauge group is taken to be of the form G×G1 ×G2, with a ertain
number of ouples of bulk fermions (Ψ1, Ψ˜1) and (Ψ2, Ψ˜2), with idential
quantum numbers under the group G and opposite orbifold parities. We
require that the Lagrangian is invariant under the mirror symmetry 1 ↔ 2.
The ouples (Ψ1, Ψ˜1) are harged under G1 and neutral under G2 and, by
mirror symmetry, the same number of ouples (Ψ2, Ψ˜2) are harged under
G2 and neutral under G1. No bulk eld is simultaneously harged under
both G1 and G2.
We an make two dierent hoies for G and G1,2, depending on whether
we double the olor group or not. We an either take G = SU(3)w ×SU(3)s
and Gi = U(1)i or G = SU(3)w and Gi = SU(3)i,s × U(1)i (i = 1, 2).2
As we will see, both hoies an give rise to a DM andidate with the or-
ret reli density. For deniteness, we fous in the following on the ase
in whih Gi = SU(3)i,s × U(1)i; the other ase an be trivially derived in
analogy. In total, we introdue (for eah SM generation) one pair of ou-
ples (Ψu1,2, Ψ˜
u
1,2) in the anti-fundamental representation of SU(3)w and one
pair of ouples (Ψd1,2, Ψ˜
d
1,2) in the symmetri representation of SU(3)w. Both
pairs have U(1)1,2 harge +1/3 and are in the fundamental representation of
SU(3)1,2,s. The boundary onditions of these fermions and gauge elds fol-
low from Eqs. (4.3) and the twist matrix introdued in [259℄. The unbroken
gauge group at y = 0 is SU(2) × U(1) × G+, whereas at y = πR we have
SU(2) × U(1) × G1 × G2. We also introdue massless hiral fermions with
the SM quantum numbers and Z2 harge +1, loalized at y = 0. Mirror
symmetry and the boundary onditions (4.3) imply that the loalized elds
an (minimally) ouple only to A+ and mix with the bulk fermions Ψ+.
Before EWSB, the massless bosoni 4D elds are the gauge bosons in
the adjoint of SU(2) × U(1) ⊂ SU(3)w, U(1)+, gluon gauge elds g+ and
a harged salar doublet Higgs eld, arising from the internal omponents
of the odd SU(3)w 5D gauge elds. The SU(3)+,s and SU(2) gauge groups
are identied respetively with the SM SU(3)s and SU(2)L ones, while the
hyperharge U(1)Y is the diagonal subgroup of U(1) and U(1)+. The extra
U(1)X gauge symmetry surviving the orbifold projetion is anomalous and
its orresponding zero mode gauge boson gets a mass of the order of the ut-
o sale Λ of the model (Λ ≃ (3 ÷ 4)/R [261℄). The massless fermioni 4D
elds, identied with the SM fermions, are the zero modes of a oupled bulk
toboundary fermion system. Dierently from the bosoni massless elds
above, whih all have a onstant prole along the fth dimension, fermions
have a prole whih depends on the bulktoboundary mixing terms. To
a reasonable approximation, one an onsider all SM fermions loalized at
2
The doubling of the U(1) fator is neessary and motivated by naturalness [261℄.
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y = 0, with the exeption of the bottom quark, whih shows a small wave-
funtion tail away from y = 0 and the top quark, whih is nearly totally
deloalized. All SM elds are even under mirror symmetry with the lightest
Z2 odd state in the model absolutely stable. Sine the bulk fermions Ψ±
have 5D Dira mass terms, in a (large) fration of the parameter spae of
the model, as we will see below, the lightest Z2 odd state is the rst KK
mode of the antiperiodi U(1)− gauge eld, denoted by A−.
4.3.3 Mass Spetrum
Eletroweak onstraints x the ompatiation sale in the multi-TeV regime.
More preisely, it has been found in [261℄ that 1/R ≥ 4.7 TeV at 90% C.L.
to pass all avour and CP onserving bounds. The lightest non-SM partiles
turn out to be in the 1 TeV range and thus for all pratial purposes we
an neglet EWSB eets and onsider the mass spetrum in the unbroken
phase.
Let us rst onsider Z2 even gauge bosons. Aside from the massless SM
elds onsidered before, we have a standard tower of KK states for all gauge
elds, with the exeption of X, the gauge eld of the anomalous U(1)X sym-
metry, whih beomes eetively a eld with Dirihlet/Neumann boundary
onditions at y = 0/πR and of Y , the gauge eld of the hyperharge U(1)Y ,
whih an mix with X. We have then (n ≥ 1),
m
(2n)
W+
=
n
R
, (4.5)
m(2n)g+ = ρs
n
R
, (4.6)
where m
(2n)
W+
andm
(2n)
g+ denote the masses of all SU(3)w×U(1)′ and SU(3)+,s
gluon KK gauge elds exept X and Y . Sine Lorentz invariane is broken
in the bulk, we have in general introdued the Lorentzviolating parameters
ρ and ρs, whih are the oeients for the gauge kineti terms of the form
F 2µ5 for U(1)
′
and SU(3)s respetively (see [261℄ for further details). In the
following, we will mostly onsider the ase in whih ρ ∼ ρs ≃ 1, the Lorentz
invariant value. When ρ ≃ 1, the mixing between Y and X is negligible and
their KK masses are given by
m
(2n)
Y+
≃ ρ n
R
, (4.7)
m
(2n)
X+
≃ ρ(n− 1/2)
R
. (4.8)
The mass spetra of Z2 odd gauge bosons is easily derived, sine no anomalies
arise here. We have
m(2n−1)g− = ρs
(n− 1/2)
R
, (4.9)
m
(2n−1)
A−
= ρ
(n − 1/2)
R
. (4.10)
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The mass spetra for periodi SU(2)Ltriplet fermions and for all an-
tiperiodi fermions is also easily omputed, sine they annot mix with
boundary fermions. One has
m
(2n)
i+ =
√
M2i + k
2
i
(
n
R
)2
n ≥ 0
m
(2n−1)
i− =
√
M2i + k
2
i
(
(n−1/2)
R
)2
n ≥ 1 ,
(4.11)
where ki are the Lorentz-violating fators entering in the ovariant derivative
of the fermions and Mi are bulk mass terms (notation as in [261℄).
The mass spetra for SU(2)L doublet and singlet periodi fermions is
more ompliated and given by the roots of transendental equations whih
do not admit simple analyti expressions. These equations depend on the
bulktoboundary mixing terms ǫi1,2, the parameters ki and the bulk mass
termsMi. After EWSB, the SM fermion masses are funtion of these param-
eters, so that the subspae of the parameter spae spanned by (ǫi, ki,Mi) is
not totally arbitrary. In addition, the eletroweak onstraints, perturbativ-
ity and an estimate of the size of possible Flavor Changing Neutral Currents
(FCNC) favor a given regime for suh parameters. For all quarks and lep-
tons, exept the top and bottom quarks, ǫi1,2 ≃ 0.1, ki ≃ 1. For the bottom
quark we have ǫb1,2 ≃ 0.2, kb ≃ 1 and for the top quark ǫt1,2 ≃ 1.2, kt ≃ 2.53.
Having xed ǫi1,2 and ki, the bulk mass terms Mi are derived by the known
values of the SM fermion masses.
We summarize in Fig. 4.1 the masses of the lightest KK states for the
typial values of the parameters onsidered above. We report the treelevel
mass spetra for both Z2 odd and even states for ompleteness, although the
latter do not play an important role in the thermal reli density omputation.
We denote by b
(1)
− , c
(1)
− , et. the rst n = 1 KK mode of the orresponding
antiperiodi fermions Ψb−,Ψ
c
− and so on. Similarly, for the n = 0 KK modes
b
(0)
+ , c
(0)
+ , et. of the SU(2)L triplet fermions. The elds in the fourth and
fth olumn in Fig.4.1 (perturbed doublet and perturbed singlet) are the
rst periodi massive resonanes of the orresponding SM elds. For ρs & ρ,
the lightest Z2 partile is the rst n = 1 mode of A−, denoted by A
(1)
− , whih
will be our DM andidate.
4
As an be seen from Fig. 4.1, it does not oinide
with the lightest non-SM partile in the model, the latter being given by two
Z2even fermions, SU(2)L triplets, whih are almost degenerate with an
other Z2 even fermion, SU(2)L singlet. They all ome from the KK tower
assoiated to the bottom quark and have a mass ∼ 1/(5R).
3
This is the only needed and relevant Lorentz violating oupling in the model.
4
As mentioned in Setion 4.2, the DM andidate might also be identied with the ra-
dion. In our senario, most likely, the radion physis will be entangled with the mirosopi
mehanism induing the 5D Lorentz breaking, whih might also provide a stabilization
mehanism for the radion. The radion physis should then be revised with respet to the
ase of [263℄. This analysis is beyond the aims of our treatment and may deserve further
study.
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Figure 4.1: Treelevel spetrum for all states with mass< 1/R. The DM andidate
is A
(1)
−
.
Having various free parameters governing the masses of the relevant KK
modes, it is pointless to ompute the mass orretions indued by the EWSB
and radiative orretions. They an all be enoded in the eetive parameters
ρ, ρs and ki.
5
There is however a ase in whih radiative orretions are
relevant and need to be omputed. When the n = 1 KK gluons g
(1)
− (or KK
fermions b
(1)
− ) oannihilate with A
(1)
− , the shannel diagram in whih a g
(2)
+
is reated in the g
(1)
−−g(1)− (or b(1)−−b(1)− ) annihilation might be in resonane and
amplify the annihilation in question, dereasing the reli density. Although
the absolute radiative orretion to the mass of g
(1)
− or g
(2)
+ is irrelevant, being
reabsorbed in ρs, the relative orretion matters and it is this the relevant
quantity to study  together with the deay width of g
(2)
+  for quantifying
the eet of the resonane. They are also the relevant quantities for the b
(1)
−
annihilation, one the relation between ρs and kb is xed. We have then
omputed the mass splitting ∆mg ≡ 2m(1)g− −m(2)g+ at oneloop level. Details
on suh a omputation an be found in the Appendix B. For the parameter
range taken above, the result of the splitting is the following:
∆mg = m
(2)
g+ − 2m(1)g− ≃ −1.4αsm(2)g+ , (4.12)
where αs is the strong oupling onstant, evaluated at the energy sale ρs/R.
5
As we will see in the following, the region in parameter spae where ρs ≃ ρ is the
most interesting as far as DM is onerned. Stritly speaking, then, we are onsidering
tree-level values of ρs and ρ whih dier by the orret amount to ompensate the splitting
indued by quantum orretions.
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The value (4.12) is omparable with the total deay rate Γg of g
(2)
+ , whih at
treelevel is purely given by the proesses g
(2)
+ → q¯L,R qL,R. For eah quark,
we get Γg,L/R =
1
12 (c
(2,0,0
L/R,g)
2αsm
(2)
g+ , where the ouplings c
(2,0,0)
L/R,g are given by
Eqs.(A.7) and (A.8). Summing over all SM quarks:
Γg = c˜
2αsm
(2)
g+ ≃ 1.5αsm(2)g+ , (4.13)
where c˜2 is the mean value of the ouplings c
(2,0,0)
L/R,g squared. As an be seen,
Γg ≃ |∆mg|.
4.3.4 Reli Density
The setup we have introdued is typial for frameworks embedding a old
dark matter andidate. There is a tower of massive states whih are in
thermal equilibrium in the early Universe, and a symmetry, the Z2-parity,
preventing the lightest of these states to deay. We have also shown that
it is natural for suh stable speies to be the A
(1)
− , i.e. a partile whih is
eletri- and olor-harge neutral and hene, potentially, a good dark matter
andidate. As a rule of thumb, the thermal reli density of a massive partile
(i.e. a partile non-relativisti at freeze-out) sales with the inverse of its
pair annihilation rate into lighter SM speies. In ase of the A
(1)
− , we need
to take into aount that its mass splitting with other antiperiodi states
an be small: there is a full set of oannihilating partiles, whose density
evolution needs to be desribed simultaneously through a set of oupled
Boltzmann equations as disussed in Setion 2.3.1. The piture is analogous
to what one nds for UED models [267, 268℄, or sometimes enounters in
the supersymmetri frameworks, see e.g. [94, 269, 270℄: In our ase, the
annihilation rate per degree of freedom of the oannihilating states is larger
than for A
(1)
− ; therefore, oannihilation proesses delay the deoupling of the
latter and diminish its thermal reli omponent.
Reli abundanes are omputed solving numerially the density evolution
equation (2.8) with the tehnique desribed in Setion 2.3.1.
Minimal DM framework
We onsider rst the framework in whih the mirror symmetry does not at
on the olored SU(3)s group, and all gluons are periodi states on S
1
. In this
ase, for the typial set of fermioni parameters introdued in Setion 4.3.2,
the DM andidate A
(1)
− shares large oannihilation eets with the lightest
antiperiodi fermion b
(1)
− (see Fig.1); the latter are atually two degenerate
fermions in the 6 of SU(3)w (see Table C.2 for an aount of the degrees
of freedom of b
(1)
− and other relevant partiles). The antiperiodi fermions
c
(1)
− and τ
(1)
− will also be inluded in the numerial omputation of the reli
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Figure 4.3: Reli density versus the
mass splitting between A
(1)
−
and b
(1)
−
for a few values of Lorentz breaking
parameter ρs and assuming as om-
patiation sale 1/R = 4.7 TeV.
density, although their ontribution is very small. As in all oannihilation
shemes, our results will be most sensitive to the relative mass splitting
between the DM andidate and the heavier state. In what follows we treat
the mass of A
(1)
− as a free parameter, or, having xed the Lorentz violating
parameter ρ = 1, use it interhangeably with the ompatiation sale
1/R, (reall that m
A
(1)
−
= ρ/(2R)). We also take the mass of b
(1)
− as a free
parameter; this is equivalent to introduing a slight departure of the Lorentz
breaking parameter kb from its unbroken value kb = 1, having assigned
ǫb1,2 = 0.2, kt = 2.5 and ǫ
t
1,2 = 1.2; for all other antiperiodi fermions we
assume ki = kb and ǫ
i
1,2 = 0.1.
Sine eletroweak preision tests set a lower bound on the ompatia-
tion sale at about 1/R > 4.7 TeV (90% C.L., see [261℄), the attempt here
is to introdue a dark matter andidate with a mass of 2.3 TeV or larger.
Moreover, A
(1)
− does not minimally ouple to the loalized fermions, whih
are the main omponents of SM elds. The only diagrams giving a signiant
ontribution to the A
(1)
− pair annihilation rate are those with a third genera-
tion quark in the nal state and a third generation antiperiodi fermion in a
t- or u-hannel; this follows from the fat that only for the third generation
the antiperiodi fermion and gauge boson wavefuntions an have a order
one overlap with SM elds. We list the set of Feynman rules relevant for this
proess and the others introdued below in Appendix A, while the full list
of the diagrams whih are needed in the reli density alulation is given in
Appendix C. In the region of interest for our model, we nd that, whenever
b
(1)
− oannihilations are not eetive, the thermal reli abundane of A
(1)
−
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greatly exeeds the osmologial limit, see the dotted urve in Fig. 4.2.
On the other hand, pair annihilation rates for the b
(1)
− are muh larger
and do enter ritially in the eetive thermally averaged ross setion: there
is a full set of strongly interating nal states mediated, in the s-hannel, by
either the SM gluon or by the rst periodi KK-gluon g
(2)
+ . In general, it is
not relevant to inlude in our omputation states with KK number greater
than 1; in this ase, however, sine m
(2)
g+ is about twie m
(1)
b−
(reall that
m
(2)
g+ is of order 1/R, while m
(1)
b−
of order 1/(2R)), the annihilation diagrams
with g
(2)
+ in the s-hannel beome resonant and tend to give the dominant
ontribution to the ross setion (the eet of resonanes indued by seond
KK partiles was rst pointed out in [271℄ within the UED ontext). The
enhanement is maximized for splittings
∣∣∣2m(1)b− −m(2)g+ ∣∣∣ whih are below the
g
(2)
+ deay width, see Eq. (4.13), whih is indeed muh smaller than the energy
owing in the s-hannel. We nd that, on top of the two mass parameters
m
(1)
A−
and m
(1)
b−
, the mass of g
(2)
+ is the third unknown entering ritially in
our analysis; we take it as a free parameter, again in onnetion to a possible
mild variation of ρs around its non-violating Lorentz value ρs = 1.
Finally, there is another relevant issue onerning strongly interating
states we wish to mention before going to the illustration of results: we are
onsidering proesses taking plae at a enter of mass energy ≃ 1/R whih
is about twie the mass of the annihilating DM partile. The QCD oupling
onstant αs should be evaluated at this relatively high sale and hene renor-
malization group eets annot be negleted, in priniple. Indeed, the DM
abundane is highly sensitive to αs whih enters quadratially in annihilation
rates: roughly ΩDM ∝ α−2s . We have omputed the oneloop β-funtion for
αs within our framework (see Appendix D of [108℄ for details) and imple-
mented the running numerially in our Boltzmann ode; at 5 TeV, αs turns
out to be approximately 0.097.
6
As mentioned in Setion 2.3.1, non-perturbative orretions an aet
the reli density omputation.
The formation of bound states ould in priniple alter the importane of
oannihilation eets. Indeed, if meta-stable bound states b
(1)
− −b¯(1)− an form
before the deay of the b
(1)
− into A
(1)
− , the DM abundane would be modied.
The binding energy of suh bound states an be estimated in analogy to
positronium [111℄, leading to Eb . 6 ·10−3m(1)A− . The freeze-out temperature
is Tf ∼ m(1)A−/25 and, thus, they would form well after the freeze-out. On
6
The running of αs was apparently overlooked in Refs. [267, 268℄ when estimating the
eet of oannihilations of the LKP with strongly interating KK states within the UED
framework. As explained in Appendix D of [108℄, the eet in UED is larger than for our
model; sine annihilation ross setions sale approximately as α2s × (1/R)−2, we expet
that the values of 1/R inferred from the osmologial limit should be orrespondingly
resaled down.
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Figure 4.4: Eetive annihilation rate Weff over the enter of mass energy squared
s, plotted versus the eetive enter of mass momentum peff . Contributions from
single annihilation and oannihilation hannels are displayed. Also shown (dotted
line) is the thermal weight funtion κ (units of GeV−1 as displayed with the sale
on the right-hand side of the plot).
the other hand, the time-sale assoiated to the deay is muh shorter than
these time-sales and the b
(1)
− deays into A
(1)
− immediately after the freeze-
out. This orretion an be safely negleted.
In the ase of strongly-interating partiles, the Sommerfeld eet is typ-
ially sizable. Being b
(1)
− in the fundamental representation of SU(3)s, it an
annihilate through singlet or otet SU(3)s ongurations. The long-range
Coulomb-like fores distort in a dierent way the two related wave funtions.
The omputation an be performed analogously to the ase of Ref. [111℄. The
sizable enhanement of the b
(1)
− annihilation ross setion in the (attrative)
singlet hannel is ompensated by the opposite eet in the (repulsive) otet
hannel. The non-perturbative orretions to the DM reli density turns out
to be highly subdominant.
In Fig. 4.2 we show the results for the reli density as a funtion of
m
(1)
A−
, for a few values of the relative mass splitting (m
(1)
b−
− m(1)A−)/m
(1)
A−
,
and taking g
(2)
+ on resonane, i.e. m
(2)
g+ ≡ 2m(1)b− . From the ase with zero
mass splitting one an read out the osmologial upper limit on m
(1)
A−
within
this framework, namely m
(1)
A−
≤ 4.5 TeV, or equivalently the bound on the
ompatiation sale 1/R ≤ 9 TeV: this sale is omparable to those favored
by eletroweak preision tests [261℄. As expeted, the predition of the reli
density sales rather rapidly to larger values when the mass splitting among
the oannihilating states is inreased, and, onsequently, the value for the
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mass of the DM andidate approahes the region exluded by eletroweak
physis (in the gure, the light-shaded horizontal band orrespond to the
3 σ preferred region from the ombined analysis of data on the CMB from
WMAP 3-years data and from the SDSS large sale struture survey [272℄;
models whih lay below the band orrespond to ongurations in whih A
(1)
−
aounts for only a portion of the DM in the Universe, while those above it are
osmologially exluded). In Fig. 4.3 we plot the thermal reli abundane as
a funtion of the mass splitting of the oannihilating states for a model with
the minimum allowed ompatiation radius 1/R = 4.7 TeV, and for a few
values of ρs. In this ase, as it an be seen, osmologial onstraints restrit
the Lorentz breaking parameter of SU(3)s roughly in the range [0.9, 1.2]; the
interval is not symmetri around ρs = 1 sine, in the Boltzmann equation,
annihilations take plae at a nite temperature. For ρs < 1, temperature
orretions drive the proess at energies always slightly above the resonane.
In the opposite regime the resonane is always met, provided one onsiders
suiently high temperatures; if ρs is large, the temperature at whih the
resonane is hit is too large ompared to the freeze-out temperature and the
models beomes osmologially exluded. Curves for the four sample values
of ρs overlap at a mass splitting of about 30%, beyond whih oannihilation
eets indue negligible hanges on the A
(1)
− reli abundane.
Conservatively, we inlude in the reli density alulation all states with
a mass splitting below 50%. In Fig. 4.4 we illustrate better the role of oanni-
hilations and of the Boltzmann suppression when mass splittings beome too
large. We onsider the model with 1/R = 4.7 TeV, ρs = 1 and ki = 1, with
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reli density of about 0.1, and plot the eetive annihilation rate Weff , as
dened in Eq. (2.14), over the enter of mass energy squared s, as a funtion
of the eetive enter of mass momentum peff . Contributions to Weff from
the individual annihilation and oannihilation proesses are shown; oanni-
hilations appear here as thresholds at
√
s equal to the sum of the masses
of the oannihilating partiles, with the NLKP entering rst, and c
(1)
− at a
slightly larger peff . The threshold eets are so sharp sine oannihilation
rates are large, but also beause the number of internal degrees of freedom for
the antiperiodi fermions is muh larger than that for A
(1)
− (see Table C.2).
Also shown in Fig. 4.4 is the weight funtion κ(peff , T ) dened impliitly by
rewriting the thermally averaged ross setion in Eq. (2.13) as
〈σeffv〉 ≡
∫ ∞
0
dpeff
Weff (s)
s
κ(peff , T ) . (4.14)
The funtion κ ontains the Boltzmann fators (hene it is exponentially
suppressed at large peff) and a phase-spae integrand term (hene it goes to
zero in the peff → 0 limit). It an be view as a weight funtion, sine at
any given temperature T , it selets the range of peff whih are relevant for
the thermal average. In Fig. 4.4, κ is plotted as a funtion of peff at the
freeze-out temperature (dened as the temperature at whih Y is equal to
twie the nal asymptoti value) in units of GeV
−1
and with respet to the
sale shown on the right-hand side of the plot. On the top of the panel, the
tik mark with the label '0' orresponds to the momentum at whih κ has
its maximum, while the tik mark with label −n indiates the momentum
at whih κ is 10−n of its peak value. Coannihilation eets are relevant
if they provide a signiant enhanement in the eetive annihilation rate
within the range of momenta in whih κ is not too small ompared to its
peak value; this is learly the ase for the b
(1)
− in the example displayed. Also
notie that the eet indued by the c
(1)
− is not negligible by itself, however
it gets marginal when superimposed to the one from the b
(1)
− .
Figs. 4.5 and 4.6 summarize the piture within our minimal DM frame-
work. We selet models whose thermal reli density mathes the best t value
from osmologial observations ΩDMh
2 = 0.105. As already explained, there
are three relevant mass parameters in the model: m
(1)
A−
or equivalently 1/R,
m
(1)
b−
or equivalently the relative mass splitting between b
(1)
− and A
(1)
− , and
m
(2)
g+ or equivalently ρs. In Fig. 4.5 we selet a few values of ρs and nd the
isolevel urves for Ωh2 in the plane of the other two; in Fig. 4.6, instead, a
few values of the ompatiation sale are onsidered and orrelations be-
tween the other two parameters derived. The general trends we see here are
essentially along the lines we have already disussed for Figs. 4.2 and 4.3;
we display more learly the strit upper limits on 1/R (about 9 TeV), and
nd that the NLKPLKP mass-splitting needs to be at about the 7% level
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Figure 4.7: Left Panel: Reli density versus the A
(1)
−
mass, for a few value of
the relative mass splitting between g
(1)
−
and A
(1)
−
. Antiperiodi fermions have been
deoupled assuming they have a mass splitting larger than 50%. Right Panel:
Eetive annihilation rate Weff over the enter of mass energy squared s, as in
Fig. 4.4, but for a model with g
(1)
−
oannihilations dereasing the reli density of
A
(1)
−
to the level of the best t from osmologial observations. The thermal weight
funtion κ is shown as a dotted urve; see Fig. 4.4, and the relative disussion in
the text, for further details.
or smaller. The required range of ρs, for a given ompatiation sale and
mass splitting, is also displayed.
We have denitely found a tight interplay among the parameters in the
model; the proedure of embedding a DM andidate in this minimal senario
has been suessful, pointing to a limited set of patterns in the parameter
spae.
DM in the framework with a opy of SU(3)s
If the Z2 mirror symmetry ats on the olored SU(3)s group, the rst an-
tiperiodi KK gluon g
(1)
− , whih has a mass of order 1/(2R), enters ritially
in the omputation of the reli abundane for the A
(1)
− . In most extensions
to the SM, strongly interating gauge bosons are the partiles with largest
pair annihilation ross setion per internal degree of freedom, hene tend to
give the largest possible oannihilation eets. This has been veried also
in the extra-dimension ontext studying the oannihilation of the LKP with
the rst KK exitation of the gluon in UED [267, 268℄.
We disuss the phenomenology in our model referring again to the three
mass parameters introdued above. Note, however, that in this ase we selet
values of ρs to x both the mass of g
(1)
− (we implement the tree-level relation
m
(1)
g− = ρs/(2R)) and the mass of g
(2)
+ (through the 1-loop mass splitting as
found in Eq. (4.12)). We start by examining the eet of g
(1)
− oannihilations
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t value from osmologi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alone. In Fig. 4.7 we set kb = ki = 1.5, removing all antiperiodi fermions
from the oannihilation list, and disuss the eet of degeneraies in mass
between g
(1)
− and A
(1)
− . In the limit of zero mass splitting we nd as upper
bound on the ompatiation sale 1/R ≤ 11 TeV. As expeted, the bound
on 1/R found within the minimal senario has been relaxed. We also nd
that, at the lowest allowed value for 1/R, (m
(1)
g− − m(1)A−)/m
(1)
A−
≤ 6% must
old. Even in the present framework, g
(1)
− oannihilations appear as sharp
thresholds in the invariant rate. The hannels ontributing to the annihila-
tion rate are listed in Appendix C. They inlude the ase of annihilation into
quarks with the g
(2)
+ in a s-hannel; however, this proess always takes plae
slightly oresonane, sine |∆mg| is of the same size as Γg, and it is then
always subdominant with respet to the proess with gluon nal states (one
may ompare the behavior of the g
(1)
− -g
(1)
− term in the right panel of Fig. 4.7
as a funtion of peff , with the analogous for the b
(1)
− -b
(1)
− term in Fig. 4.4,
where the enhanement due to the resonane is instead evident).
The general framework, with both g
(1)
− and b
(1)
− playing a role in the
reli density alulation, is illustrated in Figs. 4.8 and 4.9. The piture is
not a mere overlap of two distint oannihilation eets. As we have already
mentioned, at a given 1/R and given mass splitting between b
(1)
− and A
(1)
− , the
mass splitting between g
(1)
− and A
(1)
− sets alsom
(2)
g+ and hene whether the b
(1)
−
pair annihilation is resonantly enhaned or not. The seond eet is due to
the fat that we are superimposing oannihilations from states with dierent
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annihilation strength, and, espeially, dierent number of internal degrees of
freedom (g = 24 for g
(1)
− ): for equal mass splitting, the mathing needs to be
done at the level of annihilation rates per degree of freedom. The net eet
an be both of inreasing or lowering the thermal reli abundane for A
(1)
− .
E.g., if we add, on top of a onguration with eient g
(1)
− oannihilations, a
b
(1)
− state with small mass splitting with the A
(1)
− , but with mass signiantly
displaed from the g
(2)
+ resonane, we are eetively inluding a set of passive
degrees of freedom: maintaining the tower of states in thermal equilibrium
beomes more energetially expensive, the freeze-out is antiipated and the
thermal reli density inreased. This is what happens at small m
(1)
g− −m(1)A−
and small m
(1)
b−
−m(1)A− in the throat region of Fig. 4.9.
Introduing the g
(1)
− in the framework has enlarged the regions in the
parameter spae whih are ompatible with the osmologial onstraints;
still, the tight orrelation patterns among parameters in the model, whih
had emerged in the minimal sheme, are maintained here, although in slightly
dierent forms.
This feature might be view as a sign of ne tuning. To better quantify
this point, in analogy to the study of naturalness of radiative eletroweak
symmetry breaking [273℄, we introdue the ne-tuning measure [274, 275℄:
∆Ω ≡ max
{
∂ ln(Ωh2)
∂ ln(a)
}
, (4.15)
where a labels any of the free parameters in our model. In the minimal DM
framework, ∆Ω hanges from about 35 in the lower part of Fig. 4.6 to about
8 for the models with largest ρs. In the model with antiperiodi gluons,
the parameter spae with small m
(1)
b−
−m(1)A− and intermediate m
(1)
g− −m(1)A− in
Fig. 4.9 has a minimum ∆Ω of about 7, while in the limit of large m
(1)
b−
−m(1)A−
a ne-tuning orrelated to the A−
(1)
g−
(1)
mass splitting of about 34; nally
in the throat region, in whih both mass splittings are small, the interplay
among the parameters reahes its maximum and, orrespondingly, ∆Ω an
be as large as 50. Suh moderate degree of ne-tuning (∆Ω ≤ 10 is expeted
in a natural" model) is omparable or even smaller than what one obtains
in other ases in the literature when the reli density of the WIMP DM
andidate is driven by oannihilation eets, see, e.g., [275℄.
4.3.5 Multi-wavelength signals of A
(1)
− -annihilations at the
GC
In this Setion, we apply the proedure desribed in Chapter 3 to the A
(1)
−
DM andidate. We derive the indued multi-wavelength signals at the GC
and the related onstraints on the A
(1)
− parameter spae.
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As already mentioned and arguable from Fig. 4.4, the A
(1)
− pair anni-
hilation rate at zero momentum is quite small (σannv . 5 · 10−28cm3s−1)
ompared to WIMPs in more standard senarios. Combining EW and os-
mologial bounds, the A
(1)
− mass is onstrained in the narrow window 2.35 - 5
TeV. Naturalness arguments an restrit even more the parameter spae of
the model. Indeed the value for the mass preferred by EW observables is
∼ 3 TeV [261℄ and the ne tuning assoiated to the DM reli density is mini-
mized by the minimal framework [108℄, where A
(1)
− annihilates only with b
(1)
− ,
leading to (m
(1)
b−
−m(1)A−)/m
(1)
A−
. 7% (see Fig. 4.10a).
In looking for WIMP indued signals of a andidate with a small anni-
hilation rate and a quite heavy mass, it is mandatory to onentrate on a
region where the DM density is very large. In the following we fous again
on photon emissions at the GC.
Couplings with SM fermions are highly suppressed
7
sine the latter (with
the exeption of bottom and top quarks) are mainly loalized on the 4D brane
at y = 0, where the A
(1)
− wavefuntion vanishes, being antiperiodi on S
1
. As
we an see from the mass spetrum in Fig. 4.1, some nonstandard states are
energetially aessible by the A
(1)
− pair annihilation. However, only triplet
representations, whih are not oupled with boundary elds and have a on-
stant wavefuntion in the bulk, largely overlapping the A
(1)
− wavefuntion.
The number of degrees of freedom assoiated to these fermioni triplets is
huge and they onstitute the dominant nal states of the A
(1)
− annihilation
ross setion. More preisely the annihilation branhing ratios are: 75% into
b
(0)
+ b¯
(0)
+ , 24% into τ
(0)
+ τ¯
(0)
+ and 1% into SM quarks. The subsequent deays
of b
(0)
+ and τ
(0)
+ generate quark pairs (38%), τ lepton pairs (6%) and neutri-
nos (6%), harged (25%) and neutral (12%) weak gauge bosons, and Higgs
bosons (12%).
In analogy to Fig. 3.4a, in Fig. 4.10 we show the dierential energy spe-
tra per A
(1)
− annihilation into γ-rays and e
+− e− in the minimal DM frame-
work (variations of the DM mass within the allowed range do not aet the
spetra in a sizable way). In the rst ase, on top of the spetrum originated
from π0 deay, we onsider the ontribution of primary gamma-rays from -
nal state radiation following the line of Refs. [174℄ and [192℄. The two spetra
are soft sine quarks and gauge bosons are the dominant annihilation modes.
From the point of view of indiret searhes, this feature distinguishes A
(1)
−
from the UED WIMP andidate B(1) [107, 276℄, whose pairs annihilation
branhing ratios are dominated by harged leptons and harder spetra are
produed. The eletron/positron and gamma-ray yields of Fig. 4.10 are at
a omparable level, onrming, in this spei ase, the general onlusion
7
This fat implies a very small elasti sattering ross setion between A
(1)
− and light
quarks, and the expeted diret DM signals are well below the sensitivity of urrent
detetion experiments.
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Figure 4.10: Gamma-ray and eletron/positron dierential spetra per annihila-
tion of the DM andidate A
(1)
−
in the minimal framework.
drawn from Fig. 3.4b.
As listed in Table C.1, all the A
(1)
− -annihilation proesses our through t
or u-hannels mediated by an antiperiodi fermion. At a given DM mass, the
only free parameter aeting in a sizable way the ross setion omputation is
the mass of the mediator. As already mentioned before, in the minimal DM
framework, the reli abundane is driven mostly by the b
(1)
− oannihilation,
highly onstraining m
(1)
b−
and hene kb (see Eq. 4.11). It leads the total
A
(1)
− annihilation ross setion within a small range, sine the triplet pairs
assoiated to the bmultiplet are the dominant annihilation modes. The 5D
Lorentz symmetry breaking was introdued to ahieve the orret value for
the top mass; the Lorentz breaking parameter ki assoiated to other fermions
an be safely taken ∼ 1. For our purposes kb and kτ are relevant in the
omputation of the annihilation ross setion in the nonminimal senario,
where we assume ki . 2. The allowed total annihilation ross setions as a
funtion of the WIMP mass are shown in Fig. 4.3.5 by the lled band; in the
minimal framework this region shrinks to its upper boundary.
In the determination of the A
(1)
− -indued emission at the GC, the ingre-
dients related to the partile physis side are quite stritly onstrained, while
the astrophysial unertainties remain large, as for any WIMP model. We
need a model for the Milky Way halo prole and for the galati medium, the
latter in order to x the diusion oeient, the magneti eld, the adve-
tive/onvetive veloity and the absorption eets. We refer to the analysis
disussed in the previous Chapter.
The proedures implemented to extrat the limits shown in Figs. 4.3.5a
and 4.3.5b are outlined in the previous Chapter, as well. We assume A
(1)
−
aounting for the whole DM ontent of the Universe. Together with bounds
assoiated to the mostly investigated prole in this Setion, i.e. the Asp pro-
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Figure 4.11: Exlusion limits on the A
(1)
−
annihilation ross setion as a funtion
of the WIMP mass. The Left and Right Panels show the ases of Asp and NFW
proles, respetively.
le, we ompute, for omparison, limits on the WIMP parameter spae in
ase of a NFW prole, namely the mostly investigated ase in the literature.
We plot the tightest bounds in gamma-ray and radio bands obtained from
spetral and angular analysis, omparing the WIMP signals with the emis-
sion deteted by the γ-ray HESS ACT [165, 167℄ and with upper bounds in
the radio surveys of Refs. [211℄ and [216℄. In the X-ray band, synhrotron
emission would require very strong magneti eld, espeially in ase of soft
eletron/positron spetrum. This ould be possible only in the innermost
region of the Galaxy, depending on the model onsidered for aretion ow
around SMBH, hene the size of the DM indued soure is very small. Lim-
its on WIMP parameter spae an be extrated by the omparison with the
Sgr A
∗
emission deteted by the Chandra observatory [219℄, but they are
highly model dependent. We plot the weakest onstraint among the three
ases with dierent hoie of magneti eld radial prole of Setion 3.3. The
angular size of the emission indued by the inverse Compton sattering on
CMB is muh larger and the signature estimate involves more reliable as-
sumptions on the magneti eld strength at larger sales. The limit extrated
by the omparison with the deteted X-ray diuse emission [221℄ (dashed-
dotted lines) is muh less onstraining (but more robust) with respet to the
limit assoiated to the pointlike synhrotron soure (dotted lines); the fat
that the latter is exluding the whole A
(1)
− parameter spae in the Asp ase
should not be overemphasized, given the ritial extrapolations involved in
this result.
Then we derive projeted limits from forthoming gamma-ray surveys
and wide-eld radio observations. For heavy WIMP models, the parameter
spae an be more eiently studied by ACTs rather than spae satellites,
due to the dierent energy ranges of detetion. We onsider the next genera-
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tion of ACT, with performanes as outlined for the CTA projet in [239℄. A
diuse radio emission was reported both in the Milky Way atlas of Ref. [214℄
and in the GC image of Ref. [215℄. However, the two surveys have too poor
angular resolutions to resolve the spatial prole of the emission in the inner-
most region. In the GC map of Ref. [216℄, suh emission does not seem om-
pletely isotropi and tight onstraints are derived from pathes of the map
where no astrophysial bakground is deteted. The radio projeted limits
plotted in Figs. 4.3.5a and 4.3.5b are extrated again following Ref. [183℄,
but assuming a detetor sensitivity improved by a fator 10, as proposed in
the EVLA projet [236℄.
The DM spike related to the formation of the SMBH and desribed in
the Asp prole greatly enhanes signals in the innermost region of the GC
and the omparison with the Sgr A
∗
soure is very onstraining, espeially
for (σv)/MDM & 10
−32cm−3s−1GeV −1 [233℄. The limits assoiated to dif-
fuse emissions are less onstraining, sine involve angular sales where the
enhanement in the DM distribution Asp is less pronouned with respet to
an NFW prole, being related to the deepening in the potential well indued
only by the stellar omponent. For the same reason, being the DM indued
radio soure more extended than the DM soure itself, and thus than the
gamma-ray soure, the bound assoiated to wide eld radio signal is less
stringent with respet to gamma-ray limit in ase of Asp prole. The pi-
ture is reversed for the NFW distribution. In the ase of the Asp prole, all
the multi-wavelength onstraints extrated from past surveys, exluding the
synhrotron X-ray bound, do not limit the region allowed by osmologial
and EW bounds (lled band). On the other hand, in the next deade, the
model ould be ompletely tested through its gamma-ray emission by the
CTA experiment. The plotted exlusion urve is omputed assuming an ef-
fetive area Aeff = 1 km
2
and an exposure time texp = 250 hours in 5 years
of olleting data. Depending on the properties of the galati radio diuse
emission at small sales, the EVLA projet ould test the A
(1)
− radio prole
in a large fration of the parameter spae, overing basially the whole region
of the minimal DM framework. In the ase of NFW prole, no signiant
onstraint an be derived. Note however that radio wide eld observations
an be muh more eient than gamma-ray measurements.
Radio observations with a wide eld of view have deteted extended emis-
sions from the GC region. In Fig. 4.12a we plot shemati representations of
the angular shape of the signals at 90 m, as deteted in the map of Ref. [216℄
(FWHM=43") and Ref. [215℄ (FWHM=40'). For both we sketh the pro-
le of the extended soure along its longitudinal axis. The level of the DM
indued emission ltered over the same experimental angular resolutions is
also shown, together with the 3σ sensitivity of the detetors. We take as
benhmark ase for the A
(1)
− andidate, a mass of 3 TeV and an annihilation
rate of σannv = 3 · 10−28cm3s−1. The DM distribution onsidered is again
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Figure 4.12: Left Panel: Angular proles of the expeted DM indued synhrotron
soure (solid lines) and of the deteted diuse emissions (dotted lines) at 90 m in
the surveys of Refs. [216℄ (green) and [215℄ (blak). The DM signal prole is shown
also for a hypothetial EVLA observation with FWHM=200"(red). We onsider as
benhmark ase the Asp halo prole, MDM = 3 TeV and σannv = 3 · 10−28cm3s−1.
Dashed lines show the experimental sensitivities. Right Panel: For a few seleted
values of the DM mass, detetability of a monohromati gamma-ray signature by
the CTA projet as a funtion of eetive area × exposure time. The latter is
expressed in terms of 1 km
2× 50 hours, whih an be onsidered as a onservative
estimate for one year of observation by CTA.
the Asp prole. If the astrophysial radio diuse emission is approximately
isotropi at any sales, bounds on WIMP parameter spae that ould be ex-
trated are not so stringent, as shown by the green urves, whih is averaged
over an angular resolution of 40 armin. On the other hand, if, on smaller
sales, regions with little ontamination from astrophysial bakgrounds are
present, this type of surveys seems to be very promising, as shown in partiu-
lar by the red urves, representing a hypothetial observation by EVLA with
FWHM=200". However, this piture is probably based on a too optimisti
assumption and it has to be onsidered as a limiting ase.
So far we have onsidered only ontinuum energy spetra of photons and
eletrons/positrons. The oupling between A
(1)
− and eletrons is very tiny,
sine the latter are ompletely loalized on the 4D brane at the boundary
of the extra dimension. Thus, for our purposes, the prompt emission in
monohromati eletrons and positrons an be negleted.
The real smoking gun of a DM indued gamma-ray signal would be
a monoenergeti spetral signature. By denition, the DM oupling with
photons is highly onstrained, but a diret WIMP annihilation into γγ at
one-loop level is allowed, produing photons with energy Eγ ≃MDM . Sine
A− is an Abelian gauge boson, this proess an our through fermioni
boxes. The main ontribution is given by fermion triplets in the loop, for
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the same reason (i.e. the deloalization) stated above referring to the tree
level annihilation into fermions. The ross setion omputation is performed
following Ref. [277℄, and obtaining σγγv ≃ 2·10−4 σannv. The total number of
events assoiated to DM annihilations into monohromati γγ in a detetor
pointing to the GC diretion with angular resolution ∆Ω, is given by:
Nline = 1.9 10
−13 σlinev
10−31cm3s−1
( TeV
MDM
)2
J¯(∆Ω)∆Ω
Aeff
m2
T
s
. (4.16)
The quantity J¯(∆Ω), ontaining all the spatial information, is dened as:
J¯(∆Ω) =
1
8.5 kpc
( 1
0.3GeV/cm3
)2 2π
∆Ω
∫
dθ exp
(
− tan
2 θ
2 tan2 θd
)∫
l.o.s.
ρ2(l)dl .
(4.17)
The ratio between the gamma-ray signals originated in an Asp and an NFW
proles is given by the ratio: b = J¯Asp(10
−5sr)/J¯NFW (10
−5sr), assum-
ing ∆Ω = 10−5 sr for modern ACTs. In the range of mass and ross
setion of the A
(1)
− model, it approximately follows the law: b ≃ 104 ·[(
σannv/10
−28cm3s−1
)
(TeV/MDM )
]−0.8
. The dependene from the ratio
σannv/MDM reets the fat that the initial DM distribution, from whih
the Asp prole is derived, has a spike around the SMBH. In this ase, self-
annihilations frequently our in the innermost region, triggering the nal
shape.
The number of events assoiated to the γ-ray ontinuum bakground in a
CTA bin an be obtained integrating the spetrum of the deteted GC soure
and of the misidentied showers from hadrons and eletrons [200℄ over an
energy resolution of 10%. The probability of disentangling Nl events assoi-
ated to the DM indued gamma-ray line from Nbg events of the ontinuum
bakground is related to σdet = Nl/
√
Nbg + ǫ2sysN
2
bg, where ǫsys gives the
level of systemati errors, taken to be 1% for CTA [239℄. We estimate Nl to
be a fration ǫDM ∼ 2.7% of the total number of events. At xed systemati
error, the maximal signiane whih an be ahieved inreasing the eetive
area or the exposure time is σmaxdet = ǫDM/ǫsys, i.e. the plateau in Fig. 4.12b.
A onservative guess for Aeff×Texp is 1 km2× 50 hours in one year of obser-
vation by CTA. As shown in Fig. 4.12b, the prompt monohromati emission
of γγ originated from A
(1)
− annihilation in an Asp halo prole needs an extra
fator of 100 in Aeff×Texp in order to be deteted at ∼ 3σ; this ould be
reahed only with a quite larger setup than the minimal designed and in
several years of observation.
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Chapter 5
Conlusions
The nature of dark matter is one of the most hallenging issue of the physis
today. Many gravitational evidenes have been aumulated during the last
deades. They rely on galati, luster and osmologial sales, and are
based on dierent observables, suh as rotation urves, veloity dispersions,
gravitational lensing, X-ray emissions, large sale struture maps and CMB
anisotropies.
Weakly interating massive partiles are a well motivated lass of andi-
dates for the non-baryoni omponent of DM. The WIMP paradigm is well-
known: In thermal equilibrium in the primordial bath, WIMPs deouple in
the non-relativisti regime and the weak interation leads the reli abun-
dane to be of the order of the mean energy density of DM in the Universe
today. Being (weakly) interating partiles, WIMPs an annihilate in pairs
in astrophysial strutures, induing detetable signatures. Complementary
to diret DM searhes and to ollider experiments, indiret detetion searhes
an provide ruial information about the fundamental nature of DM.
We have analyzed the possibility of searhing for the multiwavelength
radiation indued by WIMP pair annihilations in dark matter halos, pre-
senting a systemati, self-onsistent study of the ase in the Galati enter
region. The WIMP signal is expeted to extend from the radio band up to
gamma-ray frequenies. The gamma-ray luminosity is mostly assoiated to
the hain of deays and/or hadronization proesses initiated by two-body
annihilation hannels, leading to the prodution of neutral pions and their
subsequent deays into two photons. In analogous hains, and with ompa-
rable eienies, high-energy eletrons and positrons are produed as well:
emitted in a region with large magneti elds, they give rise to synhrotron
emission overing radio frequenies up to, possibly, the X-ray band. A minor
role is also played by inverse Compton sattering on the osmi mirowave
bakground or starlight.
Referring to a generi WIMP DM senario, we have disussed spetral
and angular features, and skethed the orrelations among signals in the dif-
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ferent energy bands. We have illustrated whih are the ritial assumptions
in deriving suh onlusions, starting from unertainties in the DM soure
funtions, regarding both WIMP models and DM distributions, up to the
modeling of propagation for eletrons and positrons, and the assumptions
on magneti eld proles. We have introdued benhmark ases to guide
the disussion and extrated the most relevant general trends: Radio to
mm synhrotron emission is essentially independent from the shape of the
magneti eld in the innermost region of the Galaxy, while at shorter wave-
lengths, i.e. in the infrared and, espeially, the Xray band, a dierent hoie
for the magneti eld may hange preditions dramatially. Radio signals
have in general very large angular sizes, larger than the typial size for the
soure funtion and hene of the γ-ray signals. The size of the region of syn-
hrotron X-ray emissivity shrinks dramatially going to larger frequenies,
smaller WIMP masses, or softer annihilation hannels.
The luminosity of the WIMP soure at the dierent frequenies, and es-
peially omparing the radio to the γ-ray band, is essentially at a omparable
level, with luminosity ratios depending rather weakly on WIMP mass and
annihilation hannels. This is interesting, sine the GC astrophysial soure
Sgr A
∗
, an unusual soure, ertainly very dierent from typial galati or
extragalati ompat soures assoiated to blak holes, has a very low lu-
minosity over the whole spetrum, at a level at whih it is plausible that
a WIMP-indued omponent may be relevant. Indeed, after a loser look,
one sees that none of the uxes deteted in GC diretion has spetral or an-
gular features typial of a DM soure, still all data-sets ontribute to plae
signiant onstraints on the WIMP parameter spae. We have found that,
although the γ-ray band is the regime in whih it is most straightforward to
make the onnetion between a given dark matter model and the indued
signal (hene it is also the regime on whih most of previous analyses have
onentrated on), it does not seem to be the energy range with the best
signal to bakground ratios. In the ase of large magneti elds lose to the
GC, X-ray data an give muh tighter onstraints. Radio and NIR mea-
surements, whih are less model dependent, tend to be more onstraining as
well.
Regarding an outlook for the future, we have explored the apability of
improving γ-ray onstraints on WIMP models of the FGST satellite tele-
sope, and of CTA as representative of the next generation of air Cherenkov
telesopes. The reent disovery of a γ-ray GC soure and of a diuse γray
omponent, however, limits the possibility of dramati improvements, possi-
bly reduing the region in the parameter spae aessible to γ-ray telesopes
to regimes that, within the range of assumptions listed in our analysis, are
already exluded at other wavelengths. On the other hand, if the Sgr A
soure has a size in the radio band whih is not signiantly larger than its
presently estimated value, future wide eld radio observations ould be a
new eetive way to test WIMP DM models.
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One of the most well-motivated lass of extensions to the SM of partile
physis is given by models with extra-dimensions. We have shown how to
embed WIMP dark matter andidates into non-universal at higher dimen-
sional theories aiming at the stabilization of the eletroweak sale. We have
foused on a spei model and shown that, in a large fration of the pa-
rameter spae, the lightest antiperiodi partile is a stable gauge eld with
the orret properties for being identied with the DM in the Universe. Al-
though eletroweak bounds fore its mass to be larger than about 2.3 TeV,
and its interation rate is rather small, oannihilation and resonane eets
involving olored partiles an delay its deoupling from thermal equilibrium,
and allow its reli abundane to be within the range urrently favored by
osmologial observations.
The piture we have introdued is rather unusual, sine the WIMP dark
matter andidate is signiantly more massive than in standard (e.g. SUSY)
senarios, and its oupling to the SM is essentially limited to third generation
quarks. The phenomenology of DM searhes for this model is less appealing
than in other frameworks; in partiular its sattering rate on ordinary matter
is suppressed and mediated mainly by radiative eets involving virtual bot-
tom and top quarks. Moreover, its zero temperature pair annihilation rate
is small, at the level of few times 10−28 m3 s−1. We onsider the multi
wavelength indiret signal indued the GC, in the ase of a spiky halo prole
for the Milky Way. Cosmology and EW preision tests x the DM mass
and total annihilation ross setion in a narrow window, whih is ompatible
with the bounds assoiated to the deteted emissions at the GC, but an be
denitely tested by the forthoming gamma-ray and wide-eld radio surveys.
We also disuss the possible detetion of an indued gamma-ray line in the
same framework. On the other hand, in the ase of NFW or more shallow
proles, the possible detetion of the A
(1)
− DM andidate by its annihilation
signals in DM halos beomes very hard.
Nevertheless, embedding the dark matter andidate in the model intro-
dues favored patterns in the parameter spae; tests of this framework at
future olliders may indeed give ruial information on the DM senario de-
sribed in this thesis.
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Appendix A
Feynman Rules
In this appendix we give some details about the Feynman rules of our model,
fousing in partiular on verties relevant for the alulations of Setion
4.3.4. The Lagrangian (aside from ghosts and gaugexing terms) is given
in Eqs.(2.4)(2.7) of [261℄. The gaugexing terms (and the orresponding
ghost terms) we use are of the form
Lgf = − 1
2ξ
∑
a
(∂µA
µ,a − ξ ρ ∂5Aa5)2 , (A.1)
for all gauge groups. All rosssetions have been evaluated in the ξ = 1
gauge. Sine ghosts and gauge bosons Aµ, A5 are purely bulk elds, ghost,
3-bosons and 4-bosons verties are easily derived from the usual standard
ones. One has only to take into aount the Lorentz violation in the fth
dimension replaing A5 → ρA5, ∂5 → ρ∂5 and take the linear ombinations
φ± = (φ1 ± φ2)/
√
2 for U(1)i and SU(3)i,s gauge and ghost elds.
Fermion-gauge ouplings are more involved, due to the non-trivial pro-
le of fermions in the extra dimensions. The interations between a gauge
boson KK mode p with fermion KK modes m and n an be written as
iT ag4γ
µ(c
(m,n,p)
L,a PL+ c
(m,n,p)
R,a PR). The oupling g4 is the 4D gauge oupling,
related to the 5D one as g4 = g5/
√
2πR, the indies p,m, n run over even
(odd) integers for Z2 even (odd) elds and c
(m,n,p)
L/R,a are the integrals of the
wavefuntions along the 5th dimension involving respetively left and right
fermion omponents and broken or unbroken gauge eld omponents Aµ,a.
In terms of the mode expansion (see Appendix of [261℄ for further details)
ΨL/R =
∑
n
f
(n)
L/R(y)χ
(n)
L/R ,
Ψ˜L/R =
∑
n
f˜
(n)
L/R(y)χ
(n)
L/R ,
qL/R =
∑
n
g
(n)
L/Rχ
(n)
L/R ,
(A.2)
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where n in Eq.(A.2) is even (odd) for periodi (antiperiodi) fermions, one
gets
c
(m,n,p)
L/R,a =
√
2piR
Z 2piR
0
dy f (p)µ,a(y)
h
f
(n)
1,L/R(y)f
(m)
2,L/R(y) +
ef (n)1,L/R(y) ef (m)2,L/R(y) + g(n)1 g(m)2 δ(y)i ,
(A.3)
where f
(p)
µ,a(y) is the wavefuntion of the pth KK mode of Aµ,a(y).
As one an hek from the Feynman diagrams listed in Appendix C, the
relevant ouplings in our alulation are:
• p = 0,m = n: only gauge bosons of the unbroken SM SU(2)L ×
U(1)Y ×SU(3)s gauge group have zero modes, with a onstant wavefuntion:
f
(0)
µ,a = 1/
√
2πR. The integral in square brakets in Eq. (A.3) is normalized
to be 1 in order to have anonial fermion kineti terms:
c
(0,n,n)
L/R,a = 1, (A.4)
implying universal ouplings for all fermions, as expeted from the unbroken
gauge symmetry.
• p = m = 1, n = 0: one gets
c
(1,1,0)
R,a = ±
k (k ∓MR) ǫ√
2πRM (k2 +M2R2)
√
Z2
, (A.5)
c
(1,1,0)
L,a = ±
ki (ki ∓MiR) ǫi√
2πMiR
(
k2i +M
2
i R
2
) √
Z1
. (A.6)
In Eqs.(A.5) and (A.6), the two dierent signs refers to the two towers of
antiperiodi fermions with same mass and quantum numbers and the Z fa-
tors are those appearing in Eq.(2.18) of [260℄ taken at α = 0 (no EWSB).
These fators are typially ≃ 1, aside from the top quark where they an
be substantially bigger (≃ 4 in the hosen setup). In Eq. (A.6), i = u, d,
depending on the doublet omponent, and M in Eq. (A.5) should be iden-
tied with Mu or Md, depending on the singlet eld under onsideration.
Similarly for ǫ and k. Antiperiodi fermion and gauge boson wavefuntions
vanish at y = 0 and thus the overlap with the SM n = 0 elds is small, O(ǫ),
exept for the top and the lefthanded bottom quark, for whih one has an
overlap ∼ O(1).
• p = 2,m = n = 0: we are interested only to the fermion gauge ouplings
to g(2), the rst KK mode of SU(3)s. One gets
c
(2,0,0)
R,g =
√
2
[
1 + 4ǫ2
MR
πk(k2 + 4M2R2)
coth
(πMR
k
)]
Z−12 , (A.7)
c
(2,0,0)
L,g =
√
2
[
1 + 4
∑
i=u,d
ǫ2i
MiR
πki(k
2
i + 4M
2
i R
2)
coth
(πMiR
ki
)]
Z−11 .(A.8)
This is a KK-number violating oupling, due to the loalized Lagrangian
term. As an be seen from Eqs.(A.7) and (A.8), this oupling is ∼ √2 for all
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SM fermions, but the top and the lefthanded bottom for whih it is muh
smaller (∼ √2/Zt2 ).
• p = 2,m = n = 1: again, the only oupling relevant for us is the one
with g(2). Only bulk elds are involved and the omputation is trivial, giving
c
(2,1,1)
L/R,g =
1√
2
. (A.9)
All eets involving KK states with p ≥ 2, with the exeption of the
possible gluon resonane state for p = 2, have been negleted.
Analogous onsiderations an be done for the ouplings between fermions
and the wouldbe Goldstone bosons A5. The verties an be written as
−kT ag4γ5(d(m,n,p)L,a PL + d(m,n,p)R,a PR) where k is the Lorentz breaking fator
and
d
(m,n,p)
L/R,a =
√
2πR
∫ 2piR
0
dy f
(p)
a,5 (y)
[
f
(n)
1,L/R(y)f
(m)
2,R/L(y) + f˜
(n)
1,L/R(y)f˜
(m)
2,R/L(y)
]
.
(A.10)
The only oupling relevant for us is the one with the olored would-be Gold-
stone bosons p = m = 1, n = 0, for whih one has
∣∣∣d(1,1,0)L/R,g ∣∣∣ = ρsk m
(1)
f−
m
(1)
g−
∣∣∣c(1,1,0)L/R,g ∣∣∣ . (A.11)
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Appendix B
Oneloop Gluon Mass
Corretion
One-loop omputations on orbifolds are onveniently performed by using the
method of images to map the propagators on S1/Z2 to those on the overing
irle S1 [278℄. In this way, the verties onserve the KK number and the
KK violation indued by the boundaries is all enoded in a term in the
propagator of the bulk elds.
As disussed in the main text, the only radiative orretion of interest
to us is the mass splitting ∆mg = mg(2) − 2mg(1) . There are three lasses
of radiative orretions: i) bulk (nite) orretions indued by bulk elds,
ii) loalized (divergent) orretions indued by bulk elds and iii) loalized
(divergent) orretions indued by boundary fermion elds. The orretions
i) and ii) are one-to-one, in the formalism of [278℄, to loop orretions with
respetively an even or odd number of insertions of KK-violating propagator
terms.
This piture is valid in the limit of vanishing bulk-to-boundary mixing
terms (ǫ→ 0), that is a very good approximation for all the fermions but the
top. In the latter ase, the alulations are more involved, sine ǫt ∼ O(1)
and the orretions ii) and iii) annot be separated. We have nevertheless
heked that the eet of ǫ is negligible in the radiative orretion. Indeed,
by taking the opposite limit ǫ → ∞, in whih several simpliations our,
the top ontribution to the mass splitting varies ∼ 1% with respet to the
ǫ = 0 ontribution. For all pratial purposes, we an thus safely take ǫ = 0
for all SM elds and onsider separately ontributions ii) and iii).
B.1 Bulk Contributions
Bulk ontributions are easily omputed. Sine there are no bulk elds
harged under both SU(3)1,s and SU(3)2,s, mirror symmetry onstrains the
one-loop mass orretions to the gluons g1 and g2 (and hene g+ and g−) to
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be equal. Divergenes appear but they are assoiated with the renormaliza-
tion of the 5D oupling onstant and the Lorentz violating parameter ρs. The
former does not alter the mass spetrum and the latter dependene learly
anels in omputing ∆mg. What is left is a nite universal orretion, sim-
ilarly to the ase of [279℄. The purely bosoni and ghost ontributions are
as in [279℄, one one resales 1/R → ρs/R, sine the Feynman rule for peri-
odi and antiperiodi elds are essentially the same. Antiperiodi odd elds
running in the loop give only rise to a phase (−)w after a Poisson resumma-
tion on the KK modes is performed. The ontributions of virtual odd elds
in the diagrams is proportional to
∑∞
w=1(−)w/w3 = −3ζ(3)/4, and equals
then (−3/4) times the ones of the orresponding even elds, giving a partial
anellation. In total, the gluon and ghost ontributions equal
δm2
g(n)
∣∣∣
g.+gh.
=
9
8
αsζ(3)
π3
ρ2s
R2
(
1− 3
4
)
. (B.1)
Eq. (B.1) is valid for all periodi (even n) and antipeiorid (odd n) modes and
is independent of the KK number of the external gluons, with the only exep-
tion of the n = 0 massless QCD gluons for whih one learly has δm2
g(0)
= 0
by gauge invariane.
Fermion loops are similarly treated, although now the Lorentz breaking
annot be simply resaled away. For a ouple of fermion pairs (Ψ1,2Ψ˜1,2) in
the fundamental representation of SU(3)1,2,s with bulk massMi and Lorentz
breaking parameter ki, one nds
δm2
g(n)
∣∣∣
fer.
≃ − αsk
2
π3R2
∞∑
w=1
e−2wλi/ki
w3
(1 + (−)w
2
)[
1 + 2w
λi
ki
]
, (B.2)
where λi = πMiR and we have negleted negligible orretions O(1−k2/ρ2s)
in Eq. (B.2). The terms proportional to 1 and (−)w in Eq. (B.2) orrespond
(for Z2 even gluons) to periodi and antiperiodi fermion ontributions re-
spetively. As above, a partial anellation of the mass orretion is indued
by antiperiodi elds. Again, the mass orretion (B.2) is valid for any KK
number of the external gluons, but the n = 0 gluons.
B.2 Loalized Contributions from Bulk Fields
Due to the presene of one non-diagonal propagator, no sum over KK modes
has to be performed in the Feynman diagram loop assoiated to these ontri-
butions. The diagrams are eetively four dimensional and logarithmially
divergent. Suh divergenes are anelled by introduing boundary kineti
ounterterms for the gluons at the orbifold xed points. Stritly speaking,
this kind of ontributions would then be inalulable, depending on the ar-
bitrary renormalization presription hosen to anel these divergenes. It
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is however possible to estimate their eet by assuming that they are domi-
nated by the alulable radiative orretions of the model. In other words, we
require as renormalization presription the vanishing of these ounterterms
at a sale of energy equal to the ut-o Λ of the theory.
The mass orretion is enoded in the ηµν oeient Π of the gluon
vauum polarization term, taken at p2 = m2
g(n)
. Contrary to the bulk terms,
boundary orretions also indue mixing between the KK modes, so that
a diagonalization of an innite mass matrix should be performed in order
to get the mass eigenvalues. All odiagonal omponents are however one
loop indued, so that at oneloop level we an safely neglet suh terms and
fous only on the diagonal twopoint amplitudes. Sine the Π fator is given
by a 4D loop diagram, its form is the same for periodi and antiperiodi
gluons. The only non-trivial issue is the sign of the mass orretion. The
latter is xed by the boundary onditions (4.3).
1
The ending result is that
no loalized mass term is indued at y = 0, whereas at y = πR the periodi
and antiperiodi ontributions are equal. The loalized mass ontributions
indued by gluon and ghost elds is found to be (n > 0)
δm2
g(n)
=
23αs
4π
m2
g(n)
ln
( Λ
mg(n)
)
, (B.3)
where mg(n) = ρsn/(2R) is the treelevel mass for periodi and antiperiodi
gluons. The loalized ontributions indued by bulk fermion elds vanish
trivially beause the KKviolating terms in the fermion propagator ontains
a γ5 fator whih results in a vanishing trae over the spinor indies. From
Eq. (B.3) we get the following one-loop ontribution to ∆mg:
∆mg = −23αs
8π
ρs
R
ln 2 , (B.4)
independently of the uto Λ.
B.3 Loalized Contributions from Boundary Fields
The ontributions from olored fermions loalized at y = 0 is straightforward.
Being a purely 4D ontribution, it is logarithmially divergent and will be
renormalized as desribed before, requiring the vanishing of the loalized
operator at the sale Λ.2. Boundary fermions do not minimally ouple to
1
Instead of onsidering periodi and antiperiodi elds, as usual, one ould alternatively
onsider an S1/(Z2 × Z′2) orbifold where all elds are periodi but with dierent orbifold
parities at y = 0 and y = piR.
2
As we have seen, the operator indued by bulk elds is loalized only at y = piR
and thus the renormalization presription performed here is independent from the one of
setion B.2.
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g
(n)
− , so that δm
2
g(1)
= 0. Summing over all olored elds, for periodi KK
gluons (n > 0) we nd
δm2
g(n)
= −αs
3π
m2
g(n)
ln
( Λ
mg(n)
)
× 12 . (B.5)
We summarize in Table B.3 the dierent kind of ontributions, summed
over all the elds in the model.
∆mg
i) bulk bosons −27 ζ(3)
16pi2
i) bulk fermions
3
pi2
ii) bulk bosons −232 ln(2)
ii) bulk fermions 0
iii) boundary fermions −8 ln
(
Λ
m
g(2)
)
Table B.1: Summary of mass orretions in terms of
αs
4pi
ρs
R
For a uto sale Λ ≃ (3 ÷ 4)/R, the mass splitting ∆mg turns out to
be approximately equal to
∆mg = m
(2)
g+ − 2m(1)g− ≃ −1.4αs
ρs
R
. (B.6)
Appendix C
Annihilation and
oannihilation proesses
We ollet in Table C.1 all the matrix elements whih are relevant for the
omputation of the DM reli density. Reall that the bulk fermions are in
either the 3¯1/3 or 61/3 of SU(3)w, where in the subsript we have denoted
their U(1) harge under U(1)+. After EWSB, they deompose as follows
under SU(2)L × U(1)Y : 3¯1/3 = 21/6 ⊕ 12/3 and 61/3 = 32/3 ⊕ 21/6 ⊕ 1−1/3.
In Table C.1 we have denoted by χ, ψ and φ respetively the SU(2)L sin-
glet, doublet and triplet omponents of the lightest n = 1 KK mode of the
5D antiperiodi bulk fermions Ψ− in both the 3¯ and the 6, with the un-
derstanding that for the 3¯ φ (and the orresponding proesses) are missing.
These elds oinide with the states that we have olletively denoted by
b
(1)
− , c
(1)
− , et. in Fig. 4.1 and in the main text. The subsript a, b = 1, 2
refers to the two distint towers of KK mass eigenstates oming from the
fermion pairs (Ψ−, Ψ˜−). The SM fermions are denoted by f when we are
onsidering both quarks and leptons and q for quarks only. We denoted by
b
(0)
+ and τ
(0)
+ the n = 0 KK mode of the SU(2)L periodi triplets arising
from the 5D bulk fermions Ψb,τ+ , as in Fig. 4.1. For eah proess, we also
write the partile exhanged in the various (s, t, u) hannels, whenever the
avor and gauge symmetries allow it. The hannels mediated by g
(1)
− should
be onsidered only for the framework with a opy of SU(3)s. The fourth
olumn 4p indiates when a four-point interation vertex is present.
In Table C.2 we list the degrees of freedom for the states relevant in
the omputation of the A
(1)
− reli abundane. For fermions we have D.F. =
2× 4Ncns, where Nc is the olor fator and ns the number of states in the
SU(3)w multiplet. The overall fator 2 takes into aount the presene of
two distint towers for the antiperiodi fermions. In the ase of gauge bosons
one has simply D.F. = 3Ng, where Ng is the number of generators of the
gauge group.
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Diagrams
Proess s t u 4p
A
(1)
−
A
(1)
−
→ (fRf¯R, fLf¯L) (χa, ψa) (χa, ψa)
A
(1)
−
A
(1)
−
→ (b(0)+ b¯(0)+ , τ (0)+ τ¯ (0)+ ) φa φa
χaχ¯a → qRq¯R g(0)+ , g(2)+ g(1)−
χaχ¯a → qLq¯L g(0)+ , g(2)+
χaχ¯a → b(0)+ b¯(0)+ g(0)+
χaχ¯b → qRq¯R g(1)−
χaχ¯a → g(0)+ g(0)+ g(0)+ g(1)− g(1)−
χaχa,b → qRqR g(1)− g(1)−
ψaψ¯a → qLq¯L g(0)+ , g(2)+ g(1)−
ψaψ¯a → qRq¯R g(0)+ , g(2)+
ψaψ¯a → b(0)+ b¯(0)+ g(0)+
ψaψ¯b → qLq¯L g(1)−
ψaψ¯a → g(0)+ g(0)+ g(0)+ g(1)− g(1)−
ψaψa,b → qLqL g(1)− g(1)−
φaφ¯a → b(0)+ b¯(0)+ g(0)+ g(1)−
φaφ¯a → (qRq¯R, qLq¯L) g(0)+ , g(2)+
φaφ¯b → b(0)+ b¯(0)+ g(1)−
φaφ¯a → g(0)+ g(0)+ g(0)+ g(1)− g(1)−
φaφa,b → b(0)+ b(0)+ g(1)− g(1)−
χa,bψ¯
( )
a,b → qRq¯( )L g(1)−
φa,bψ¯
( )
a,b → b(0)+ q¯( )L g(1)−
φa,bχ¯
( )
a,b → b(0)+ q¯( )R g(1)−
A
(1)
−
χa,b → g(0)+ qR χa,b χa,b
A
(1)
−
ψa,b → g(0)+ qL ψa,b ψa,b
A
(1)
−
φa,b → g(0)+ b(0)+ φa,b φa,b
g
(1)
−
g
(1)
−
→ (qRq¯R, qLq¯L) g(0)+ , g(2)+ (χa, ψa) (χa, ψa)
g
(1)
−
g
(1)
−
→ b(0)+ b¯(0)+ g(0)+ φa φa
g
(1)
−
g
(1)
−
→ g(0)+ g(0)+ g(0)+ g(1)− g(1)− x
A
(1)
−
g
(1)
−
→ (qRq¯R, qLq¯L) (χa, ψa) (χa, ψa)
A
(1)
−
g
(1)
−
→ b(0)+ b¯(0)+ φa φa
g
(1)
−
χa,b → g(0)+ qR χa,b g(1)− χa,b
g
(1)
−
ψa,b → g(0)+ qL ψa,b g(1)− ψa,b
g
(1)
−
φa,b → g(0)+ b(0)+ φa,b g(1)− φa,b
Table C.1: List of all the relevant (o)annihilation proesses. See text for
details.
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State A
(1)
− g
(1)
− b
(1)
− c
(1)
− τ
(1)
−
D.F. 3 24 144 72 48
Table C.2: Degrees of freedom for the states involved in oannihilation.
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